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PREFACE

S A programmeof providingmassscaledrinldngwater
supply facilities In the rural andsemi-ruralareasis under
implementationin mostof the developingcountries.For
vlllagQswhere the assuredgroundwater sourcesarenot
availablein the nearvicinity for safedrinking water
supplyschemes,stirfacewater sourcesare requiredto be’
lapped.Adequatetreatmenthasto be given to such
watersirrespectiveof the sizeof the communityto ho
served.Naturallythe capacitieaof somenf thesewater
purificationplantsin the villages arevery small. The
costsof constructionof suchsmallcapacityconventional
water purificationplantsareseento be
disproportionatelyhigh. Hencein manyrutal water -

supplyschemeswater treatmentfacilities are seento be
deletedpartly or completely,eventhoughtheseare -

essentialfor supplyingsafedrinking water. Thereare
numherof problemsin the design,constructionand
maintenanceof the conventionalwater purification
plants, particularlyfor the small capacityruralwater
supplyschemes.Thereis therefore,anurgentneedfor
the developmentof simpleandcheapwater purification
methodsfor the rural andsmall capacitywater supply
schemes. -

The information given in this book is basedmainly on
my technicalpapersandthe Ph.D. thesiswritten oru
‘DevelopmentOf SimpleAnd EconomicFiltration
MethodsForRuralWater Supplles”asshownin
appendixE. During this researchwork carriedby me in
theMaharashtraEngineeringResearchInstituteat Nasik,
it was possibleto developthreesimplified filtratlon —

plantsasconstructedat Ramtek (1973),Varangaon(1977)
andChandoriVillage (1980) in MaharashtraState (India).
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Chapter1 givesthe urgentneedfor the development

I andadoptionof simplified filtration techniquesfor smallcapacitywaterpurification plantsin the rural andsemi-
rural areas.Thereforedetailedinformation on the design,

I constructionandmaintenanceof the new simplifiedfiltration plantsconstructedat Ramtek,Vsrangaonand
Chandori is given in Chapters2 to 5. Chapters6 and7

I ~givein details the information for carrying outaugmentationandimprovementsof the existing
Municipal WaterTreatmentplantsby adoptingthe new

I techniquesdevelopedduring this study.Chapters8 and9give essentialinformationfor the water works operators
for chiorinationandefficient maintenanceof suchsmall

1 capacitywaterpurification plants. Chapter10 gives theinformation andthe needfor maintainingthewater

I qualitystandardsfor drinking water supplyasprescribedin the ‘Manual on Water SupplyandTreatment’by Govt.of India.

I To thereaderswho do notwish to go throughthecompletebookImmediately,authorsuggeststo go through
Chapter1, which gives thegeneralbackgroundof this

I publication. Theyare alsorequestedto go throughthepara3 15, which gives the detaileddesignof a model
simplified purificationplant. The authorfeelsthis is the

1 ideal designfor adoptingparticularly for turbid watersources,basedon his recentfield studies.

I Numberof suchsimplified filtration plantshavebeenconstructedas shownin Tables1.2 and6.2 anda saving
of morethan RupeesTwo Croreshasbeenachievedas

I comparedto theconstructionof the conventional
treatmentplantsduring thelast decade.Numberof such
simplified filtration plantsare likely to be constructed
in the nearfuture in Indiâand in someotherdeveloping
countries.Researchis a continuous~processof
developmentin specificfields. Author feelsthat this book

I is alsoa searchfor newandsimpletechniquesin thefield of waterpurification. Author hopesthat thebook
will give initiative for further researchto thosewho are

1 — working in this field.

1
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1
Many of my friendsIn this field suggestedduring the

pastfew yearsto write a book on the informationgivenin
my papersandPh.D.thesis.It is felt that this bookwill
be a useful referencebook to thosewho areengagedin
thedesign,constructionandmaintenanceof suchsmall
ca~acitywater purificationplantsIn therural a~dsemi-
rural areasin the developingcountries.1 havereceived
two patentsduring the Ph.D.study, oneon the use
cocitinut-shelimediain the dual mediafilter beds, -

adoptedfor the first time at Ramtekplant, andthe othèr
on theuse of pretreatoradoptedat Chandoriplant. The

- royalty receivedfrom the fiist patentwasutilisedpartly
- for-the publicationof this book andpartly for givlng a
donationto the “Building Fund” of the Indilan Water 1
Works Associationat Bombay.T am thankful to thosewho
haveadoptedthesenew techniquesandpald theroyalty,
which wasutilisedfor this usefulwork.

T am gratefulto Dr. A.G. BholeWof~ssorof Pl-T.
EngineeringV.R.C.E.,Nagpurfor his guidenc6dii~ngthis
researchwork. T am also grateful to Shri ST. Khare,
MemberSecretary(Retd.).,MaharashtraWater Supply
and SewerageBoard,BombayandShri. P.K. Nagarkar, 1
Chief EngrneerandDirector,MaharashtraEngineering
ResearchInstitute, Nasikfor their valuablesupport
during thefield andlaboratoryresearchwork. 1

My friendsSliri S V Tandale,ExecutiveEngineerand
ShriS D. Mande, SectionalEngineerhelpedme during
the printing of book. Shri P.V. Kapadanehelpedin the
preparationof drawingsandfiguresgiven in thebook.
My wife, SonShirish andDaughter-in-lawMangal 1
assistedme throughoutduring the publicationof this
hook.M/s Comp-PrrntKalpanaPvt. Ltd., Pune411 030
haveprintedthis book in sucha nice form. T haveto
mentiontheir valuablehelp with gratitude. - -

S Dr. J.N. Kardife,
23rd January1987. -
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1 INTRODUCTION

1
I 1.1 BACK GROUNDNumber of water treatment plants are under design and

I construction particularly in the developi~gcountries, for thesupply of filtered water to the cities and villages. As the
conventionalwater treatmentptantsare fairly costly in their

I çonstructionand maintenance,an intensive search is going alloverthe world for thedevelopmentof simpleand lowcostwater
treatmentmethods.This includesthe useof improvedpretreat-

I ment methodsincluding the use of coagulantaids and higherrates of f~ltrationthrough the dual and multimedia filters In
additionto these,extensiveautomationfor thevariouscontrols

I in the treatmentplantsareunderdevelopmentin thedevelopedcountriesto reducetheoperationalcost.
Due to the high cost of construction and maintenancein

1 adoptingthe conventionalwater treatmentplantsmany townsand particularlythe villages in the developingcountriescannot

I afford to adopt the same for their water supply schemes.Further,even in the conventionaltreatmentmethods,therearesome problems in the efficient performanceof the treatment

I plants,which can beseenin the existingconventionaltreatment
plants However, for want o~new techniquesand designsto
solvetheseproblems,conventionalwatertreatmentplantswere

l generallyadoptedtill the beginningof this decadefor the city
andvillage water supplyschemes.

1
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1.2 TASK AHEAD 1
The United Nations have decided to observe “International 1

drinking water supply and sarlitation decade”during 1981 to
1990, to cover all the population of the world by safe drinking
water supply and sanitationfacilities. Further the U N 0. has
also decided to work for “Health for all” by the end of this
century(year 2000) Thus the presentand next decadewill be
very importantfor providingsafeand adequatewatersupply for
improvement in the commurlity health in the world

Considering this gigantic task before the public health engineers
in the world, everyeffort will have to be madeto fulfil the~ame
Therearenumberof problemsto be tackledto fulfil this task. In
the fieldof water treatmentalso there are some important
problems, and to developesimple and cheapwater treatment
methods for the rural and small community water supply
schemesis a very importanttask.This will haveto be done on
urgentbasis in order to fulfil this great task beforetheworld

1.3 CONVENTJONAL WATER TREATMENT PRACTICES

1f the history of water treatment is considered for the -- -

development of variouswatertreatmentprocesses,theimportant
stepscanbe seenas below.

1.3.1 Slow Sand Filters 1
These filters were first developed in England in the beginning

of nineteenth centuryandwere thenadoptedall overtheworld
The slow rateof filtration of about100 to 200 Iph/m2through - =

thefine sandof averageeffectivesizeof 0.3 mm anduniformity
co-efficient upto 2.5, and its cleaningby scrappingthe top layer 1
of sandof 1 to 2cm for a limiting headlossof 0.6 m, are its main
designfeatures.The Chemicalcoagulationisnot recommended
beforethis filter for its proper functioning.The main action of
purificatiori of water throughthis filter bed is saidto be doneby
the biological activity through various algal and bacterial
coloniesat the surfaceand in the filter bed.Thus this filter is
mainly suitable for treating the clean and low turbidity raw
waterswhich are polluted by dissolvedorganicmatters These -

filters aremoreefficient than the rapid sandfilters in removing -
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1
the organicand bactenialbad in the low turbid~tyraw waters.

I This special biological action in punification is not possibleinhigh rate filters. Hencefor treatingturbid raw waters having
organicpollution, rapid sand filtration is recommended before

I the sbowsandfilters 1f theturbid rawwatersaredirectlyappliedon thesbow sandfilters then there is possibility of earlyclogging
of the filter bedsandat timesdeveloping anaerobiç conditions

in the filter beds
1.3.2 Rapid Sand Filtration

1 Thesefilters weredevebopedfirst in America in the beginningof thiscenturyandwerethenspreadin otherpartsof the world

I Main advantageof this filtration system is that, the filter cantreat turbid raw waterswith the adoptionof the pretreatmentwith coagulationandsettlementbeforethe filtration, and with

I the useof backwash,thefilter bedcanbe broughtto itsrniginalconditions in a short time. The rate of filtration adoptedis
generallyfrom 5000 to 7000 lph/m2 dependingon the type of

I pretreatmentmethod and rawwater quality for a limiting headloss of 2 to 2.5 metres This is the commonfilter in use in the
world at present

13.3 Upflow Filters
These filters were first developed in Europeancountriesand

I USSR andwerethen spreadin other parts of the world Thesefilters with the samebackwash arrangementsas that of a rapid
sandfilter havethe additionaladvantageof effectiveutilisation

of full filter depthdueto the upwarddirection of flow Whenthe raw water is fairly clean.throughoutthe year, the upflow

I filter can be directly adoptedwfthout the necessityof pretreat-ment,andsuchfilters arethencalledascontactclarifiers.Thesefilters generallyrequiredeepbedsandarenot adoptedfor highrate filtration for the possibility of break-throughin the filter

beddueto the huoyancyeffectwhenthefilter bedgetsclogged
1.3.4 Biflow Filter

A combinatioin of upflow and down fbow filter which is
known as biflow filter hasalso beenadoptedin somecountries

I However, these filter~have not become popular for the variousoperational difficulties.

1



4 Simple Methods in Water Purification

1
1.3.5 Dual and Multimedia Filters

Thesefilterswere brought into practiceduring the decade — 1
1960-1970in America,EnglandandsomeotherEuropeancountries~
The filter is also known as mixed mediafilter bed when more
than two media are adoptedto form a bed of progressive
decreasein particlesizesfrom top to bottom Thesefilters can
be adppteddirectly when the raw water is moderatelyclean
throughoutthe year, as in the case of upflow filters. Further
thesefilters havegotsomeadvantagesover the irpflow filters as
theflow direction is downwardas in arapid sandfilter bed,and
thedepthof thefilter bed isconsiderablybessas comparedto the
upfbow filter In addition to this, thereis no buoyancyeffect in
thesefilter beds.These filters can be designedfor very high
ratesof filtration from 10,000 to 20,000 lph/m2 dependingon
thetype-ofpretreatmerit.Thus thesefilters maybethecheapest
as comparedto the othersandmay becomepopularfilters in
future, provided suitable quality and cheap filter media are
availablelocally in requiredquantities - —- - -

1.4 PROBLEMS IN THE DESIGN OF CONVENTIONAL TREAT-
MENT PLANTS FOR SMALL CAPACITY RURAL WATER
SUPPLIES

The theory of water treatmenthas been advancedmainly
from the beginningof this centuryand particularbyduring the
last fifty years From theseadvancementsand the literature
publishedduring this peniod t can be seenthat this advance~ -- 1
ment is mainly in thecGnventionalprocessesof watertreatment
and particularly for big size plants Even for small capacity
plants the sameconventionalapproachwas adoptedfor the
constructionof theseplants When the conventionalunits of
mixing, floccubation,clarification andfiltration aredesignedfor
the small capacityplants, thecostsof such small units become
disproportionatelyhigh dueto the structuralcostas well as the
mechanicalunits,which may go from 100% to 300% higher than
the unit costof the biggerplantsfor thesametypeof treatment.
Düe to the high cost of constructionof the conventionaltreat-
ment plantsfor small capacityunits, theçostsof the treatment
plantsparticularly in therural and semi-ruralareasbecomevery
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high There is thereforea generaltendencyto avoidfull or part

of the treatmentworkswhile providingwatersuppbyschemesin

the rural areas. - -I Further even after providing the conventional tréatmentplants in rurab areas,numberof suchplantsarenotseenworking
satisfactorily. The actual on-plant observationson such small

I capacityplantsshow numberof problemsin the constructionand maintenanceof theseplants It is thereforeproposedto
discussfirst, the variousproblemsin thedesignandconstruction
of the conventional treatmentplants for the small capacity

1 schemes. - -

I 1.4.1 Problems in Adopting Slow Sand FiltersThe slowsandfilters aregenerallyrecommendedfor thesmall
capacityplants in the rural areaswheneverthe turbidity of the

raw water sourceis generally less than 30 JTU throughouttheyear. When the raw water turbidity during the rainy season

I exceeds30 JTU, and is in the rangeof 30 to 200 JTU, sometypeof pretreatment is adoptedbefore the slow sand filters. Theproblems in adopting slow sandfilters in such conditions are

I discussedbebow(i) Pretreatment Methods

I When moderateturbid water sourcesare adoptedfor slowsandfiltration, pretreatmentmethodsnormally adoptedbeforeslowsandfilters areas given below

I (a) Plain sedimentation(b) Infiltration galleries -

(c) Roughingfilters

I (d) Horizontal flow prefilters
(c) Coagulation,ftocculationandsedimentation

I
The difficulties in providing thesepretreatmentmethodsare

discussedbelow:

(a) Plain sedimentation

1 This may be suitablewhen the turbidity is causeddue toheavysuspendedmatterandnot dueto colloidal turbidity It is

I difficult to decidethe detentionperiod for such tanks andgenerallylargecapacitytanks arerequiredwhich becomesverycostly

1
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1
(b) Infiltration galleries -

These are river bed works and are generallyvery costly as
these works require considerabledewatering during the
constructionFurthermanygalleriesareseqncboggedup dueto
river silt and turbid waterduring rainy season.Repairsto these
galleriesare also difficubt andcostly Thus this may not be a
practicalpretreatmentsolutionbeforeslow sandfilters. - - 1
(c) Roughingfilters -

1f the cost of additional filter box and filter media and
periodicmanualcleaningis considered,t will addconsiderably
to the cost of slow sandfilter It is desirableto provide back
wash for cleaning of the bed and it will then be rapid sand
(coarse)filter bed,which will alsobe a costlypretreatment.

(d) Horizontal flow prefilter 1
The design normsof theseprefilters are yet to be finalised

The availabilityof gravel andothercoars~materîalwill decide
the cost. The frequencyof manual cleaningmay be mQre and
mayalso beacostly item similar to the cleaningof slow sand
filter The results of actual plant performanceare riot yet
available Its efficiencyfor coblidal turbidity removal is yet to be
known

(e) Coagulation, flocculationandsedimentation: 1
By adoptingchemicalcoagulationandsedimentationas pre-

treatmentbefore sbow sand filter, the bed gets clogged up
throughout the sand bed due to fine floc carryoverwhich is
generallynot expectedin the rawwaterto betreatedthrougha
slow sandfilter Due to clogging of the bed at deeperlevel the
normabcleaningpracticeof scrappingof 1 to 2 cm top Iayer of
thesandand replacingthe sameby freshsand,is not adequate
and the full sandbed needsperrodic removal andwashingof
the- sand media 1f this is not done at proper time the filter
runsbecomeshorterandshorter,andthefilter doesnot serve its
purposearrd the quality of thefiltrate is alsoseendeteriorated

Dpring f[éld studies-ofsomeslow sandfilters it wasobserved
that the sand media adopted is considerably coarserwith
effective size rangingfrom 0.5 mm to 1.0 mm as comparedto

the desiredeffective size of 0 2 mm to 0.3 mm. The depthof

1
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1
I sandmediain all theseslow sand filters wastotally inadequatewhich was found in the rangeof 15 cm to 30 cm Tfus wasmainly due to the clogging of sand media and to get the

l requireddischarge,the sand depth was seento be reduced
during the successive.routine cleanings hy the operating staff,
without consideringthe quality aspect. Most of the slow sand

I filters, which haveto tackle evenoccasionalhigher raw waterturbidity will showsimilar resultsin thedevelopihgcountnes

I (ii) Necessity of Aerobic Condition in the BedA slow sand filter bed has to be maintainedin an aerobic
condition and due to slow rate of filtration the oxygen is

1 continuouslyprovidedin the filter bedfor the aerobicbacterialactivities in the filter bed In this respectthe views given by

I Prof. Huisman in his paper “Comparison of slow and rapidfilters” aregiven belowas theseareof fundamentalimportancein the treatmentby a slow sandfilter.

1 “The speedof slow sandfilters is merely aconsequenceof
theirnaturalfunction, it is not causedby a hiddenfault in their

I construction.First too much increasedvelocity tendsto drivethrough the sand the algaethat would otherwiseform loose
aggregatesthat lodge in the sp~cesbetweenthe upper most

I grains and so producesoxygen rn the presenceof light, andsecondly t reducesthe period of retention in the filter, the
specificgermsdo not havesufficienttime to destroyefficiently

the more complexorganic matter.The Filter may becometoorapidly cloggedandthe lower layersmayforthis reasonbecome
deficient in~Öxygenand hencebe working under anaerobic

1 conditionswhich givesa mostundesirable
These filters cannotcopewith too much turbidity certainly

I not with inorganic turbidity The cellulose thread of thechlorophyceasand the silica bodies of the diatoms being
smallerthanthe finestfilter sand,this algaeskin is very rapidly

1 clogged. Further the cloudy water in the filter diminishesphotosynthests.The brighterthewaterthe greateris production

I of oxygen by the algae.According to our experiencethe filtersfunction bestwhen the turbidity of water at their inlet is Iessthan 2 ppm 5i02”

1
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1
(iii) Effect of InterFnittent Operations - --

It can be seenfrom aboveexplanation that the slow sand
filtration is a continuousprocessand oxygenfrom thewater is
vital for keepingupthe filtration processefficiently. However, 1
in the small capacity plants which are provided for rural
schemes,the plantsaregenerallydesignedfor 16 hoursworking
in the ultimate stage and for about 8 hours working in the
immediatestage Thus a filter will be working intermittently in
such conditions and it may be deficient in oxygen donation
from the water as it remainsin stagnentconditions for long
periods In such conditionsthe specific microorganismsin the
bed will not be able towork in the desiredway as mentioned
above Thus the effluent quality will not be to the required
standardand in mariy casesthe filter bedmaygo in anaerobic
coriditions when the raw water turbidity is high as explained
above All such slow sand filters provided for intermittent
working with the pretreatmentfor the treatmentof turbid—
waterswill not givesatisfactoryqualityof thefiltered waterand
such filters will be the sourcesof permanentnursance in
supplyingpotablewaterto the rural communities -

In orderto avoidthissituationdecliningratecontrolsystemis
now recömmeïîdedfor continuousoperationof the slow sand
filter bedsduring non-working hours of the plant. The actual
plant scaleresults are not yet available. However, the author
feelsthat this systemmay notwork satisfactorilyfor thevarious
operationalreasonsand consideringthe actual experiencesof
the existing plant performances Further the arrangernentsfor
increasedpumping forthe supplyof raw water will haveto be
made in the declining rate control operation system The
operational cost will also be increasedconsiderably as one
operatorwill haveto be provided for each shift for continuous
operatiorî - 1
(iv) CostiAspects - - —

Wheri pretreatmentis provided with some type of alum
mixing andsettlement,the cost of suchtreatmentplantsmaygo
very high ascomparedto the cost of a conventionalrap~dsand
filter plant consideringthe volume of work and increasein the
constructioncost in the pastfew years

- t
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I Furtheroneextra filter bedhas to be provided when slowsandfilters are adoptedfor the cleaning purposeof the filter
beds This item also increasesthe capital cost of a slow sand

I filter plantconsiderably.The maintenancecostincluding chemical
dosing andfrequentcleaningof the filter bedsis alsogenerally
higherthanthat of a rapid sandfilter as peractualexperiences
on such plants.

(v) Need for a Change in Approach

The authorhadan opportunityto carryout field studyto findout actual performancesof numberof slowsandfilters in Maha-

I rashtra State (India) during 1968-69 ançl 1982-83, and twodetailedreports9’1°werepreparedon theactualperformancesoftheseslow sand filters so as to suggestimprovementsin their

I. working. Basedon thesereports,the author wishesto give hisviews on the ~massscale’adoptionof slow sandfilters for rural
water supplyschemesin thedevelopingcountries

All the slow sand filters included in the field studiesdid notshowsatisfactoryperformances,mainly dueto the singleimportant

I fact that theyhad to tacklebasicallyturbid watersources,andthe importantobservationsin this respectaregiven in theabovepara 1 .4 1 Furthertheir performanceseven with pretreatment

I workswhereadopted,werenot found satisfactoryand at manyplaces these plants have proved to be nuisance in theirmaintenance andoperation. With the adoptioriof pretreatment

I works the slow sandfilters may becomevery costly works infuture consideringtheincreasingconstructio~costs.It is therefore
feit that therewill be considerablewasteof money, material

I and manpower if the slow sand filters are adoptedon massscale, particularly for turbid water sources.Thus, there is an
urgent need for the reconsiderationof thepolicy of adoptionof

I slow sand filters for rural watersupplyschemesin thedevelopingcountries.

I In this respectvarious new andsimplefiltration techniquesbeing adoptedin the differentdevelopingcountries,havebeen
broughtout by SchulzandOkun in their book” SurfaceWater

I treatment for communities in developingcountries” (1984)Many of thesenew and simpletechniquescan be adoptedfor
rural watersupplyschemesin the developingcountries,where’

1
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1
the slow sand filters will not be found suitable. It will be
possible to carryout not only speedyimplementationof the
programmefor rural watersupplyin developingcountries,but it
will also save millions of dollers due to adoption of new
techniquesin the field of waterfiltration

1.4.2 Problems in Adopting Conventional Rapid Sand Filtration 1
Thecapitalcostof theconventionaltreatmentplantconsisting

mixing, flocculation, settling tankand rapid sandfilter bed for
small capacityplants is generallyvery high. This is particularly
50 becausethe costof mechanicalequipmentsfor pretreatment
andstructural cost for small works including R C.C röof over
filter beds goes very high All theseproblemsare discussed.
helow 1
(i) Mixing and Flocculation

It is desirableto delete the mechanicalequtpmentin such 1
smallcap~cityplants. In the presentconventionalprocessthere
is no suitable and cheap processfor flocculation without
mechanicalequ[pment For this reasonin manysmall capacity
treatmentplantsflocculatoris generallynotprovided And even
if it is providéd the mechanicalequipment is not properly
maintained Thus the capital as well as maintenancecost for
such mechanicallyoperated units are high and hence the
overall costof a plant goesvery high. - 1
(ii) Rectangular Sett!ing Tanks

Rectangularsettling tanks are suitable for small capacity
plants and generally these are provided in the rural units.
However, if proper mixing and flocculation is not provided 1
heforesettlingtanks,theefficiencyof clarification is reducedto
a considerableextent when the turbidity of the raw water is
high, Furthersiudgeremovalarrangementis oneof theimportant
factors in the designand operationof thesetanks Generally
plain, slightly sloping andserratedbottom rectangularsettling
tanks are seento be provided,which are not efficient in the

‘sludge removalo~eration

1
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1
(iii) Sludge Blanket Type Vertical Flow Tanks

In many small capacitywater treatmentplants thesetanks
have been provided The main advantageclaimed, is that

I separatemixing andflocculation is not necessaryin such tanksandhighersurfaceoverflow ratescan beadoptedascompa1red
to the rectangularsettling tanks. However, theseare basically

I continuous flow type tanks as the sludge blanket has to bemaintained ata certainlevel by sludgewithdrawalarrangement.
As the rural watersupplyschemesaregenerallydesignedfor 16

hourspumpingin the ultimatestage,the plantsare basicallyofintermittentnatureand henceformation of sludgeblanketon
everydayis not an easyjob at suchrural schemes,as per actual

1 experiences on such plants Hence the effluent turbidity isgenerally high during the rainy seasonwhen the raw water

I turbidity is high. The sludge blanket type settling tanks aretherefore not suitable for small capacity plants based onintermittentworking

(iv) Rapid Sand Filters
The conventional rapid sandfilters with the automaticrate

I controllingarrangementsandwashingsystemwith air andwashwaterandwith R.C.C. roof structuresbecomeverycostly. There
is a greatneedfor simplification of such filters.

(v) Pre~sureFilters
There is a growing tendencyto provide pressurefilters for

small capacitywater supply schemes. Ëventhoughthesearesimple and quick to instail at site and cheaperthan the

I conventionalrapid sandfilter beds,theseareclosedshellsanddifficult to repair and maintainproperly in the rural areas.Forwant of direct observations,backwash is not generallygiven

I satisfactorilyand manytimesthe mediais seenmixed up with
the gravel layers, for want of pressurecontrol during the back

I washing.
1.5 APPROACH IN THE TREATMENT OF WATER QUALITY

The ra’~iwater qualitiescan be generallyconsideredin thefollowing threecategoriesfor the designof simple andcheap

1 /
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1
treatmentmethodsfor smallcapacitytreatmentplants.

(i) Rawwateroflowturbidityandpollution butwith occasional 1
increasein turbidity loads~ --

(ii) Raw waterwith high turbidity andmoderatepollution
(iii) Raw water with high turbidity and high pollution loads.

It is proposedto tackle thefirst two casesinthrs boukasthese
are the commoncasesin practicewhile the third casewill need
further special treatmentof either slow sand filtration or any
other special treatmentafter the treatmentfor the caseNo (ii).

1.6 DEVELOPMENT OF THREE SIMPLIFIED FILTERS

The author has developedthree simplified filtration plants
specially for the rural water supply schemesand these have
been constructed at Ramtek (1973), Varangaon (1977) and
Chandori(1980) villages irrMaharashtraState(India), arediscussed
in detailsin this book The detailedhydraulicdesigns,drawings
and actual performancesof theseplants are also given. The
principle design criteria for these new treatmentplants are
given in TabIel 1 enclosedat the end of this chapter.The
specialdesignaspects of thesenew simplified filtration plants
aregivert below

1.6.1 Ramtek Filtration Plant

Ramtekplantconstructedin theyear1973for acapacityof 2 4
mld, is mainlydesignedfor the treatmentof low turbiditywater
sourcesfrom the storagereservoirs, canals and the upland
waters However t cantackle occasionalhigher turbidity loads
evenupto1000 JTU It hasbeenspeciallydesignedto provideas
an alternativeto the conventionalslow sandfilters, which are
likely to becloggedup evenby a single high turbidity bad In
Ramtek plantgravel bed prefilters havebeenprovided in place
of the conventionalpretreatmentworks, and simplified dual
mediahigh ratefilter bedshavebeenadoptedin placeof the
conventionalrapid sandfilter beds Only hard backwashinghas
beenadoptedfor the filter beds, while the prefilters can be
cleaned bygravity desludging operation as well as bybackwashing
whenrequiredThe actualplantperformanceshowedverygood

results.This mayperhapsbethe first of such simpleandcheap

S
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1
small capacitywatertreatmentplant providedfor village water

I supply scheme.Ramtekplant is averysimpleandcompactunitdue to.theunconventionaldesignasexplainedabove,and the
actual cost(Rs. 1,-29,000/-)was 1essthan 30% of the costof the

1 conventionaltreatmentplantsof the samecapacityin thesameyear.

I The crushed coconutshell has beenused as a top coarsemediaover thefine sandin thedual mediafilter bedsatRamtek
for the first time in theworld. The authoris of theview that this

I is oneof the bestmediaavailablein theworld atpresentfor the
useof high rate filtration. The author has already receiveda
patent (No 134979) for the use of this media for filtration5 purposein India in 1972

1.6.2 Varangaon Filtration Plant

1 Varangaon plint havinga capacityof 4 2 mld was

during the year 1977, for a regional rural watersuppiyscheme,

I for supplying water to five villages. The plant is speciallydesignedfor the treatmentof high turbid watersources.In this
unconventionalhigh ratetreatmentplant,baffle mixing channel,

I two units of gravel bed fbocculation,two units of tubesettling
tanks and three units of dual media filter beds have been
provided in placeof aconventionalrapid sandfilter plant.The

l gravel bednon-mechanicaltypeflocculationunits andthe tube
settlingtanksarethe specialfeaturesof this plant,which may
havebeenprovided for the first time for a rural water suppl..y

I schemePVC squaretubesof 50 mm x 50 mm size werespeciallygot manufacturedandtubemoduleswerefabricatedof required
size to cover all the settlingtankarea. -

1 Theotherspecialfeatureis the decliningtyperatecontrolling
arrangementprovidedat this plant. Dueto this arrangement,it‘ is possible to accommodatethe purewaterpumping machinery
In the control room The alum solution and dosing tanks
alongwitha small laboratoryareprovided in thechemicalroom

I over the control room, while the wash water tank has beenprovided at the top of the chemical room. The actual plant
performance showed very satisfactoryresults.Varangaonplant

I is a very compactunit doe to the unconventionaldesign asstatedabove and the actualcost (Rs. 4,13,000/-)may be less

1
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1
than 50% of the costof aconventionaltreatmentplant of the
samecapacity 5
1.6.3 Chandori Filtration Plant

Chandoritreatmentplant is speciallydesignedto treatturbid
water sourcesfor small villages, and was con3tructedduring
1979-80 nearNasik This new plant includesa pretreatorunit
which is followed by a rapid sand filter bed The high rate
pretreator,which is a combinationof the gravel bedprefilterof
Ramtek plant and the tubesettlerof Varangaonplant, is the
special feature of this new plant, designed to- treat medium
turbiditywatersourcesfor the small capacitytreatmentplants.

The plant was put into operationfrom October1980andhas
shown very satisfactoryresults. Chandori plant has special
advantagefor two stageconstruction Fo~low turbidtysources
the tube isettler in the pretreatorunit and the coconutshell
media in the filter unit can be omitted in the first stage
However, the same can be introduced at a later stage iL
necessary,foraugmentationof the plantoutput,or for obtaining 1
longer filter runs with improvementin. the quality of filtrate.
Chandori plant is avery compactand high ratetreatmeritplant
for thetreatmentof mediumturbiditywatersourcesfor fndividual
villagesand theactualcost(Rs 1,55,000/-)maybe lessthan40%
of the cöst of a conventional treatmentplant of the same
capacity.Theautjior hasalreadyreceivedapatent(No 150448)
fpr the useof pretreatorin India in 1980 - -

1.7 SOME COMMON ASPECTS OF DESIGNS . 1
All thesethree plants have beenconstructedin the gravity

masonrysidewalls with R C.C. rôof only on the control room
This type of structure•was adoptedmainly to utilise the local
material and unskilled labour in the villages. Further thereis
advantage of providing mixing channelsand walkwayson the
top of the side walls. However, dueto the increasein general
costof materialsandlabour, thecostof masonrystructurehas
gorie high sinceabout1980 The period of constructionof the
masonrystructuresis alsogenerallymore. Thus R.C.C. structures-

will be generally cheapér for these designs, if çonstruction

facilities are availablein the villages. Hence R C.C Structures

S
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1
havebeenrecommendedfor such plantsat someplaceswhere

I possible. All these designs can also be adoptedwith somemodificationsfor fabïication of mild steel packageplants, for
which small capacityplants will be still cheaper Theseplants

5 will havesome more advantagesfor transportationand quick- instâllation at the sitesdue to advantageof prefabricationof
these plants with type designs. The packageplants can be

1 fabricatedeitherfor pressureor for opento atmosphere.
All theseplants have been found considerablysimple for5 constructionand maintenance,the main reasonsbeing the

absenceof mechanicalequipments,plants having compact

I designswith higher surfaceloading rates,andthe possibilityofhuild,ing with local materialsand labour Eventhoughthe dual
mediafilter bedswith coconutshell mediahavebeenadopted

I in all thesedesigns,rapid sand bedscan also be adopted.Theuseof gravel bedflocciilation andtubesettlersin pretreatment
andthe useof coconutshellmediain dualmediafilter bedsare

S the new techniquesadoptedin the developmentof thesesmallcapacityunconventionaltreatmentplants perhapsfor thefirst
time in the world. Table 1.1 giving the recommendedgeneral

I design criteria basedon the actual plant observations,showsthat thereis considerableflexibility in the designof such small
capacity plants for village water supply schemes Thus any

1 suitable design can be adopted considering the raw waterquality and the various facilities availablefor constructionat

1 such places - -

1.8 COST ASPECTS -

The co~tsof constructionof theseplantswere between30%to 50% of the construction costs for the same capacity

I conventional plants Table 1 2 shows the probable cos’ts ofconstructionof the simplified treatmentplantsas designedby
the author during the period 1974 to 1984 as againstthe costs

I for the conventionaltreatmentplantsand the probablesavingsdue to their adoption The costs of R C.C. andpackageplants
canstill be reducedThe overall costscanfurtherbereducedif

I the elevated service reserviors are utilized for back washpurpose.

1
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1.9 APPLICATION OF SIMPLIFIED FILTRATION PLANTS

Thenew techniquesin watertreatmentmethodsas explained 1
in this book haveshownsatisfactoryresuitsfor numberof sucFi
simplifFedfilters constructedin Indiaand as shownin Table 1 2
The newtreatmentplantsare foundsimplefor constructionartd
maintenanceandarealsofound considerablycheaperas compared
to the costs of the conventionalplants It is therefore-feitthat
thesenewsimplified filters maybe ableto_help in solving some
of the important problemsin providing simple and iow cost
watertreatmentplantsfor adoptionin rural andsemiruralareas
particularlyin the developingcountries - -

1.10 AUGMENTATION AND IMPROVEMENTS OF THE EXISTING
PLANTS BY APPLICATION OF NEW TECHNIQUES

As the new techniquesadoptedfor the developmentof the
simplifièd filters, are also useful for augmentationand
improvementsof the existingMunicipal and big capacitywater
treatmentplants, two separatechaptersare included in this
book to explain the same For augmentationof the existing
Municipal watertreatmentplants,the caseof augmentationof
Nasik Road water treatmentplant is explained in details in
Chapter_6 The capacity of the Nasik Road filtration plant was
augmentedby threetimes, with the adoptionof non-mechanical
flocculation and tube settlers in the old mild steel circular
settling tanks, while the three rapid sand filter beds were
converted into dual mediafilter bedsby adoption of coconut
shell mediafor thefirst time, to increasethe capacityby three
times -

At manyexistingMunicipal treatmentplantsthereis possibility
of improvementsin qualityaswell as quantityby applicationof
appropriatetechniques,which are explainedin Chapter7 It is
feIt that these lowcost techniquescan be adopted at many
existing Municipal water treatmentplants in the developing
countriesfor the improvementof quality aswell as augmentatiori
of theexistingfiltration plants. =

S
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TABLE 1.1

Recommended design criteria for the simplified filtration plants

17

Des ign criteria Ramtek plant Varangaon
plant

Chandori
plant

1 . 2 3 4

I Raw Water Turbidity:
(t) General Recommendation

(ii) Average range in J T.U(iii) Maximum range in J T U
II Pretreatment

Sources

Type of gravel bed units
Ci) Direction of flow
(ii) Surface loading in

lph/m2
(iii) Volumetric loading in

lph/m3

in m
(3) Tube settling tank

Ci) Surface loading in Iph/m2
(ii) Detentionperiod iii

minutes
(iii) Depth of the tank in m

(iv) Direction of flow
(v) Size of PVC square tubes

(vi) Depth of tube settler

III DuaI Media Filter Bed

(i) Surface loading in lph/m2 4000 to 7000

(ii) Dual media details(a)coconut shell mediadepth 30 to4O cm
averagesizeinmm 1 Otp2O

S (~ijFinesand media depth 40 to 50Effective size in mm 0 45 to 0.55Uruformity coefficiént Below 1 5(iii) Back wash method Hard wash

Conversion 1000 lph/m2 = mph

3 m above
hopper
Upward
50mm x 5Olmm
0 5 to 0 6 m

ltol5 -

5000 to 10000 4000 to 7000

1 For low turbi- For high turbi- For moderate
ditysources ditysources turbidity

10 to 30 30 to 100 30 to 10Ü
300 to 500 100(Tto 5000 1000 to 2000

5 (1) Mixing

(2)

Mixi ng
channel
Prefi lter
Upward
4000 to 7000

Mixing
channel
F locculator
Downwarcl
4000 to 10000

Mixing
channel
Pretreator
Upward
4000 to 7000

(iv)Depthofthegravelbed 1 5to20 25to30

1
S
1
1
S

~1

2000 to 3500 2000 to 5000 - 2000 to 4000

Not adopted Tubesettler Gravel bed-
cum-tube
settler

5000 to 8000 4000 to 7000
30to50 30to50

3.5 to 4 0

Upward
5Omm x50r~m
5.0 to 0.6m

1
S

30 to 40 cm
1 0 to 2.0
40 to 50
0.45 to 0 55
Below 1 5
Hard wash

30 to 40 ~m
1,0 to 2 0
40 to 50
0.45 to 0 55
Below 1 5
Hard wash
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TABLE 1.2

1
1
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List of places where simplified filtration plants were proposed

Sr Names of water Approx Probable Probable Probable -

No treatment plants capacities cost as per cost as per savings in
(Dist /State) of plants

in mld
conven- new tech-
tional niques
methods inRs. (lakhs)
Rs. (lakhs)

Rs (lakhs)

1 3 4 5 6

1 Ramtek (Nagpur) 2 4 4 5 1 5 10~
2 Varangaon (Jalgaon) 422 8 0 40 4 0*
3. Chandori (Nasik) 086 2 5 1 5 1 0*
4 Surya Colony (Thane) 065 2 5 1 0 1 5*
5. Bhagur(Nasik) 2 0 3 0 - 1 5 i.5
6 Murbad (Thana) 1.0 3 0 -- 1 5 1,5*
7 Peth (Nasik) 1 0 3.0 1 0 2.0*
8 jejuri (Pune) 2 4 45 . 2 0 2.5*
9 Bhor (Pune) 1 8 30 1 5 1.5*

10 ,Akola (Nagar) 2.3 2 0~ 1 0 1.0*
11 Mahad (Ratnagiri) 2.16 3 0 - 1 5~ 1.5*
12 Mahabaleshwar (Satara) 3 5 2 0 - 1 0 1.0
13 Kusumble (Kulaba) 2.2 4.0 1 5 2 5
14 Deogad (Ratnagiri) - - 2 68 40 1 5 25 -

15. Taloda (Dhulia) 6 72 100 - 5 0 50*
16 Dhulia Dairy (Dhulia) 1 5 10 1 5 1.5*
17 Bhatsa Colony (Thana) 2 0 1 0 05 0.50*
18. Panshet Colony 0 75 2 5 -1 0 1.5
19
20
21.

Talegaon (Pune) -

Kasbe Sukene (Nasik)
Edlabad (Jalgaon)

10
1 04
1 73

10.0
250
40

5 Q
1.5 ‘

2.0

5 0*
1 0*
2.0*

22. -~RW.5�for 49 33 100 4.0 60*
villages (Nanded)

23
24

Baudhan (Gujrat State)
Kandla Port Trust

074
2 0

2 0
3 0 1

= 1 0i
~15 -

1 0*
1 ~‘

(Guirat State) -

25. Hissar (Hariyai~aState) 1 73 40 2 0 2 0*
26 Bhatinda (Punjab State) 450 80 3 0 5 0
27 Jawhar W 5.5 (Thane) 2 00 2,00 1 0 -- 1 00
28
29.

Saswad W S S (Pune)
Ghoti W S S (Nasik)

- 3.00
2 00

1000
400

- 4.5
2 0

5.50*
20*

.

30 Ravalge Colony W S 0 70 2 00 0 - - 1.00*
(Kolhapur)

31 Waghur Colony W S. 0 40 1 50 1 0 0.50
(jalgaon) - -

32 i~jgurunagarW S.5 2 0 2 0 40 2 00*
(Pune)

1
~1

1
1

-- 1
-1

1
-=1

:1

S
1



33 KaranigaonW S. (Nasik)
34 W.S.S for 1 B Colony at

Slapper (Punjab)
35 Warud W S S. (Amaravati)
36. Igatpuri W S. (Nasik)
37. Sonai W S (Nagar)
38 Manik Khamb (Nasik)
39 Rahata W S.S (Nagar)
40 Kasti W 5.5 (Nagar)
41 Yeola W S.S (Nasik)
42. Arag Bedag R R

W S.S (Sangil)
43. Sanjivani Sakhar lKarkhana, 0 6

Kopargaon (Nagar)
44 Shingnapur W S (Nagar) 0.6
45 Imp toMangaonWS 20

(Raigad)
46 R R.W S for Motala

Block (Buldhana) 0 72
47 Aug to Rajapur W S 1.44

(Ratnagi ri)
48 Shirud W.S (Pune) 1.0
49 imp toChandur 1 70

Rai Iway W S (Amravati)
50 Aug to Nira W.S (Pune) 1 34
51 Dondaicha W S (Dhule) 800

20 1.00 100
30 150 150

20 10 1.0
30 1.0 2.00

2.0 1.00 100*
180 8.00 1088*

1 ntroduction

Table 1.2 (contd.)
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Sr Names of water Approx Probable Probable Probable
No. treatment plants capacities cost as per cost as per savirtgs in

(Dist /State) of plants
in mld

conven-
tional
methods in
Rs. (lakhs)

new tech-
niques
Rs. (lakhs)

Rs (lakhs)

1 2 3 4 5 6

10 050*
5.0 10 00*

06 1.50
5.0 1500

28 100
3.8 11.0
15 30
03 1.5
20 40
1.3 30
10 25
60 160

1
S
1
1
1
S
1
S
S
S
S
S

-1
1
1
S
S

45
65
15
10
20
50

,1 5
6 00

5 50’~
450*
15
0 5*
2.0*
1~5*
1.0
1000

20 100 100

20 100 1.00
3.00 1.5tJ 150

Total Rs 235 00 107.00 12800

* Plants already constructed or under construction.



RAMTEK FILTRATION PLANT -

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Ramtek is situated about 50 km from Nagplir city on the
National HtghwayNo 6 and isa famouspilgrim Centrein India
The templesori the Ramgiri hilbock nearRamtekarevisited by
morethana lakh of pilgrim duringeachfair seasonThe Ralidas
Smarakconstructedon this hillock in 1973 i~lsoan additional
attractionfor the visitors

The water supplyschernefor this town hasbeendesignedfor =

20,000 souls at the rate of 112 lpcd Th~capacity of the -

filtration plant is 2.4 mld with the hourly pumping rate is
1,00,000Iitres. The sourceof thewater supply is the Ramsagar
irrigation tank nearRamtek. -

Raw water for the water supply schemeis drawn from the
main canal at about 500 m down streamof the earthendam -

and i~then pumped to the hillock nearAmbala village-about
three km away, where the treatment works and the ground
service reservoir are~situ~ted.Filtered water is supplied by
gravity from this reservoirto Ramtektown

Consideringthe lake water quality of averagelow turbidity
nature,a new design of an unconventionalhigh ratesimplified
filtration plant consistingtwo units of gravel bed prefilters and
two units of dual mediafilter beds,estimatedto the cost of Rs
1,25,000/-~as adoptedat Ramtek

1
1
1
1
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Ramtek Filtration Plant 21S
2.2 QUALITY OF THE RAW WATER SOURCE

5 The Ramsagarirrigation tank is thesourceof the water supply
schemeand raw water is pumped from the canal just down

S streamof the dam to the treatmentsite After testing a fewsamplesfor chemical analysisof the raw water itwas seenthat
the quality of the raw water source at Ramtek representsthe

I category1, viz., rawwater of low turbiclity and low pollution, asdiscussedin Chapter 1 Ramtek filter i~principally designed

I to treatthis type of raw watersources -2.3 THE DESIGN OF RAMTEK FILTRATION PLANT

I Following units areprovidedin the designof Ramtektreatmentplant -

I (i) Mixing Channel
(ii) Gravel bedprefilter units

(iii) Dual mediafilter units5 (iv) Disinfection arrangements

I Figure 2 1 shows the flow diagram and Figure21 showsthephotographof Ramtek filter. The detailedplan and sectiori of
Ramtek filtration plant are shown infigure 2 3. The detailed

I hydraulicdesigncalculationsaregiven in Table2.1 The design

aspectsof the plant arediscussedhelbw

5 2.4 MIXING

A baffled mixing -channelis providedon thetwo sidewalls of
the treatmentplant The channelside walls of 23 cm thickness
are provided for 05 m height. The baffles of Shahabadstone
tiles ~re fixed in theseside wa,lls at one metrecentretocentre in

S the staggeredway to acceleratethe mixing of the chernicaldose.The bed slop~of 20 cm is given in threestepsin the
bottom concreteof this channel This bed slopé is important

I andthedrop in thechannelof minimumlOto 20cm is desirable
to give proper mixing in the channel and to avoid flooding at
the nIet side due to the head loss in the channel.The alum5 solution and dosing tanks are provided on the top of the side
wall of thefilter unit at the inlet side

1
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Fig. 2.1 Flow Diagram of Ramtek Filter (All Dimensions inMillimetres )

Fig. 2.2 Photograph of Ramtek Plant -
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1
2.5 GRAVEL BED PREFILTER UNITS

S 2.5.1 Design Aspects

I Theplant is divided by the centralwall in to two cpmpa~tments.Each compartmenthasone gravel bed prefilter unit and one
dual mediafilter unit. Both the prefilter units are of the same

I sizeanddetailsfor oneunit aregiven belowThe lengthandwidth of eachgravelbed unit are3 5 m x 2 0 m
with th~depthof 2 0 m upto thetop of the washwatergutter

I At the hottomof thebed,centralM S platemanifoldof 300mmx 200 mm size ~nd perforatedlateralsof 50 mm G.l pipesare
provided at 20 cm centres ori hoth sides of the manifold

I Perforationsof 6 mm dia areprovidedat40 mm centreto centreat90°anglein the staggeredpositionsat the bottom sidesof
the laterals The manifold and lateralswerefabricatedoutside

andwerethen f-ixed at the hottomof the heds.
2.5.2 Gravel Size and Depth -

I The gravel of roundedshapeand of 50 mm to 10 mm size
wereprovidedfor 1.70m depthoverthe bedandkeeping0.30 m
dearspaceatthe top for floc collection.andwithdrawal. It was5 difficult to get the gravel of uniform size and henceall the
gravel were sortedinto four sizes andwere then provided as

I shown in Figure2.3.2.5.3 Floc Draining Arrangements

I At the topof the gravel bed, sludgedrainingperforatedpipeassemblyis provided.One75 mm dia central G.l. pipeandsidelaterals of 50 mm dia.with 6 mm dia perforations at 10 cm
centreson the both sidesat centre were providedfor draining
out the sludgecollected at thetop, by hydrostatic pressure.The
outlet~)alvefor the sludge draining arrangementis provided in

I the cont’rol room of the filter. The filter operator can operatethis valve periodically by visually observingthe colour of the
sludgethrough the outlet. This has to be operated mainly in

I rainy seasor when the turbidity is high and so the sludgecollection)s also high at thetop of the gravelbed.

I 2.5.4 The Direction of FIow

The direction of flow in the gravel bed is upward and the

1
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1
settledwaterfrom the top is takenon the dual mediafilter bed.
Wash water guttersare provided 30 cm abovethe gravel bed 5
top, on all thefour sides - -

2.5.5. Cleaning

The cle~ningof thegravel bedis possibleby introducingback -

washflow as given to a rapidfilter bed.Cleaningis alsopossible
by gravity flushing out action of the gravel bed with the water
storedon the top of the filter beds,through the underdrain
system This can be donedaily for 3 to 5 minutesafter day’s
work by openingthe outlet valveand taking the wash waterto
wastethe arrangementsprovided for the 5ame How~ver,for
periodiceffectivecleaningbackwasharrangementis provided. 1
2.5.6 Action in the Gravel Bed Prefilter

The prefilterbedin this unit hasbeenprovided in placeof the
conventional flocculation and.settlingtanks s~eciallyfor the
treatmentof low turbidity rawwater.Thegradedgravelbedacts -

as flocculation unit in which there is ideal condition for -

continuousremixingof thewaterflowing in the upwarddirection.
Whenthe rawwateraftermixing of thealum dosein the mixing
channel,is introducedat the bottomof thegravel bedthrough
the underdrain system, the fine microfloc in the Water iÇ -

continuously mixed in the numerous passagesaround the
roundedgravel provided in this bed. The surfaceareaprcivided
by these gravel acceleratesthe flocculation action in this
coîrdition The velocity through thesenumerous~assag~smay
betwo to threetimesthe flow through velocityof 7 m/hrJustat
the top of the gr~velbed. In this condition most of the floc
particleswhen reachedto the surfaceof the bed settledown,
dueto suddendrop in the velocity. At the gutter level thereis --

furthersuddendrop in velocity and thereis furtherdrop down
of mostof theremainingfloc in thewaterflowing ~ntheupward 1
direction.Thus most of the floc particlessettle down and the
fine floc particlesare carried over further on the dual media
filter beds. — - 5
2.6 DUAL MEDIA FILTER BEDS

In order to tacklesomeadditionalfloc loadsas eomparedto
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S
I thecla~ifiedwaterthrough the conventionalpretreatmentunit,two dual media filter beds are provided in this plant whichcDnsistsof a layerof coarsemediaof crushedcoconutshellat

I the top of the fine sandin the filter beds. In addition to this,dual mediafilter bedsin this planthavealsobeendesignedfor
highersurfaceloadingas discussedbelow.

5 2.6.1 Design Aspects

As explainedin the earlier para thereare two units of dual

S mediafilter bedsin two compartmentsof this tre~tmentplant
The settledwaterfrom the prefilter bed is introducedfrom the
top on thefilter bedandthedirection of flow is downwardas in5 a rapid sandfilter bed The lengthandthe width of eachbedare
3 5 m x 2.0 m, havingthe depthof 2 0 m upto the washwater

I gutterlevel.Thus siz~is thesameas providedfor thegravelbedprefilter units At the bottomof thebedthe underdrainarrange-ments are provided in the sameway as described in details

S underthe earlierparafor prefilter beddesign.2.6.2 Filter Media

S The filter media consistsof crushedcoconut shell coarsemediaof 35 cm depthover thefine sandmediaof 55 cm depth.
This mediais supportedatthe bottom by the gradedgravelbed

I of 50 cm thickness over the under drainage system. Theeffective size and the uniformity cQefficient of the crushed
coconutshell media are 1 45 mm and 1 47 mm respectively,

I while the media is sieved through 2.3 mm openingsieveandretainedon 1 mm openingsieve For the fine sandmediathe
effectivesize is 0.45 mm anduniforniity coefficient is 1.5

S The areaof eachbed is 7 0 sq m. andthe rateof flow during
filtration is 7150 lph/m2 for hourly pumping rate of 1,00,000

S lit/hr andthe plant capadityof 2.4 mld The otherdesigndetailsareshownin Table21

S 2.6.3 Washing of Filter Beds
Thewashingarrangementis provided by a high velocity hard

back wash Desired expansionof both the mediais achieved5 between30% to 50% during the back washing.The filter bed

gets clean effectively during this back wash within 6 to 8

5
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- S
minutes time. This can be seen from the initial head loss
observations,when the filter bed is again put into operation. A 5
masonrywashwatertankof 50,000 litre capacity is constructed
nearthe filter plant for this purpose The back wash is given
wheneither the headloss is reachedto its limiting valueof 2.0
metres or there is break-through in the bedand the turbidity of
the effluent is seenaboveoneJTU 1
2.6.4 Rate Control

The rate of flow through the filter bed is controlled by a
manually operatedsluicevalveandtheoperatorcancontrol the
rate by watching the flow over the ‘V’ notch in a separate
chamberprovidedin thecontrol room Thereis arrangementfor
adjustinganyflow anyof the two bedsby adjustingthe outlet
control valves All the piping is of castiroo of dia 225 mm as per
availability at the time of construction The filtered water is
disinfected with a dose of chlorine in the outlet control
chamberand then the water is stored in the ground service
reservoirjust by the side of the control room, from where it is
suppliedto Ramtektown.

2.6.5 Head Loss Measuring Arrangement 5
The head loss measuringarrangementis provided by two

plastictubing showingwaterlevels in the filter bed andbefore 5
theoutlet control valve

2.6.6 The Theory Behind the Dual Media Filter Bed 5
The theoreticalaspectsin thedesignof dualandmulti-media

filter bedsare now well accepted.The principal advantagein
the dual mediafilter bedswith the useof coarsesizemediaat -

thetop of the fine sand mediais the increase in the sludge
storagecapacityin the filter bed itself andthereby distributing
the head loss uniformly in the filter bed Due to this advantage
either the Iength of the filter run canbe considerablyincreased
or the rateof flow through a filter bedcan be increased. - 5

However, the newapproachin adoptingthedualmediafilter
bedafter the gravel bed prefilter unit at Ramtek plant, is to
share more bad in the total filtration processas compared to 5
the conventional rapid sand filter In Ramtek filter the gravel

S
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I bedprefilter is somewhatbower in efficiency in the removal ofthe suspensionbadas comparedto a conventionalpretreatment,and thereis somemorebadof floc on thefilter bed. However,

I this lower efficiency in theremovalof turbidity is compensated
by providinga n~orestabledual mediafilter bed, so as to make
good the total filtration process,by sharingmore bad by the
dual mediafilter bed.

2.7 DISINFECTION ARRANGEMENTS

5 Liquid chlorinedosing equipmentis provided in the control
room justnearthe control chamberAlternativearrangementof

S bleachingpowder solution and dosing arrangementis alsoprovidedas astand-bymeasurewhen, either theliquid chborine
cylinder is not availableor the dosing arrangementis out of

order

S 2.8 OBSERVATIONS ON RAMTEK FILTRATION PLANT
The purposeof conductingthe on-plantexperimentalstudy

on Ramtektreatmentplantwasto find out theactualperformance5 of such a new filter unit for the treatmentof low turbidity raw
water sources.Further it was also necessaryto find out the

I actual difficulties faced during the maintenanceof such anunconventionaltreatmentplant soas to improve it furtherWith the abovementionedpurposeall possibleobservations

I for the filtration rates for 9650 lph/m2 and 7150 lph/m2 wereconductedon thedual mediafilter bedNo 1 which aregiven in
this chapter.For want of propercontrol for the diversion of

I flows in theprefilter units, theprefilter unitswereoperatedonlyfor the rate of 7150 lph/m2.The remainingflow after diverting
the requiredfbow from thefilter bedNo. 1 was divertedthrough-

I the dual mediafilter bed No. 2.
To get representativeresultsthe desiredfiltration rateswere

continuedfor long periodsand the observationsför the same5 wereconductedfor oneyearfor eachrateof filtration as given
in this chapterTheseobservationsinclude,headloss,turbidity,

I bacteriaremoval,washwater use, the generalperofrmancesofthe prefilter units and the dual mediafilter un.its with specialreferenceto the newfilter mediaof crushedcoconutshell

S
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.5
2.8.1 Observations for Intermittent Operations

All theseohservationswerecollectedfor the intermittentruns
as per actual demandof the water supply for the town. The
main reasonfor suchobservationswas, all suchsmall capacity 5
plantsaredesignedfor the ultimateworkingof 16 hoursandare
operatedbetween8 to 16 hoursdarly asperactualr~quirements.
It wasthereforedecide~dto conducttheactualplantscaleobsèr- -

vations in such normal intermittentoperation conditions As
the water demandof the Ramtek town was between5 to 10
lakhs litres perday, therewould havebeena very largewastage
of filtered watereven if the filter bedwa~sto run continuousby
for a few experimeTitalruns -

2.9 PERFORMANCE OF THE GRAVEL BED PREFILTER

As per designconditionsthe total flow was equallydiverted S
through both the prefilter beds at the filtration rate of 7150
lph/m2 As therewas negligiblehead lossthrough the prefilters -

observationsfor head [osseswere not recorded The irrîportant
observationson the performanceof the gravelbed prefiltersare
discussedbelow S
2.9.1 Turbidity Removal

Fromthe turbidity removal observationsfrom Table 2’2 it ~ 1
seenthat theturbidity after thetreatmentthrough prefilter was
generallyhelow25 JTU As thefUter~wererun for ashort period
from 4 to 6 hoursa day as peractualdemandof water to the
town, thefboc formedin thegravel bedwas disturheddueto the
short runs of the prefilter heds Due to this reason some _i1
increasedfloc was noticed in the settledwaterat thebeginning
of each run To avoid this trouble, the prefilter bed was
desludgedfor 3 to 5 minutesafter every run to removethe
sludgeformed in the bed. Thiswas found necessaryparticularly
whenthe rawwaterturhidity was morethan 50 JTU -

2.9.2 Sludge Draining from the Top of the Prefilter Bed 5
This is an important operation in theprefilter units The

sludgeat the top was generallydrainedout throughthe special
perforatedpipes p~ovidedat th~top of the prefilter bed. The

S
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sludgecollectedon the gravelbedcan bedrainedout periodically1 with the hydrostaticpressurewithin 3 to 5 min. by openingthe
sludge drain valve in the control room. Sludge draining was
generally requiredwhen the raw water turl)idity was ahove305 JTU andwhenthe alum dosewas given in requiredquantity

2.9.3 Cleaning of Prefilter Beds

5 This is alsothe otherimportantoperationof the prefilter for

its properfunctioning The prefilter bedsweregenerallydrained

I atthe endof theday’soperationby gravity desludingprocessbyhydrostaticpressurewith the water availableon the bed. The
backwasharrangementsarealsoprovidedfor theprefilter beds

S similar to the dual mediafilter beds,however,the backwashtothe prefilter bedswas given ocçasionallyto varify the thorough
cleaning of the prefilter beds Normally the gravity desluding

1 operationwas-found adequateto removethe sludgecollectedin the gravel bed throughthe underdrainagesystem.The back

I washcanbe given oncein a monthduring low turbidity periodandoncein a week when the turbidity is high to ensurecleanbed.

2.10 PERFORMANCE OF THE DUAL MEDIA FILTER BEDS

I As comparedto the useof gravel bed prefilter, the adoptionof a dual media filter bed is an acceptedprocess.What is
speciallydonein this dual mediafilter bed is the useof crushed

I coconutshell as acoarsemediaover finesand,which mayhave
beenadoptedfor the first time in the field of filtration The
importantobservationson the performanceof the dual media

filter bedsarediscussedbebow.
2.10.1 Observations on the Dual Media Filter Bed No. 1 for5 Filtration Rate of 9650 lph/m~

(a) Length of filter runs . -

5 As seenfrom Table 2.2 therewere10 numbersof filter

runs during the observationperiod of one year from

I 25-5-74to 30-5-75 The maximumlength of run was 200hoursfor two numbersof runs,whilethe averagerun wasfor 88 hours Out of 10 filter runs,two runswere cbosed

S
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1
earliei for demonstrating the working operation to the
visitors The increase in the Iength of runs of the filter 5
bed was mainly due to the dual media filter bed and the
averagebow turbidity of the rawwater

(b) Head loss and turbiditybbservations S
‘rable 2.2 shows the head loss and the turbidity

removalefficiencyof thedual mediafilter bed, evenfor
the higher rateof filtration The turbidityof thefiltered
water was maintainedbelow one JTU throughoutall
these filter runs It was al~oobserved that with the
devebopmentof the head loss the turbidity was also
steadilyincreasin~andfor the maximumalbowablehead

loss the turbidity was-alsojust below one unit. This
showsthatthefilter bedperformancewas in theoptimum
condition. 1
(b) Back wash observations =

The filter bedswerewashedonby by hardwashing.As
shbwnin Table 2 2 the consumptiÖnôf the washwater
was bebow onepercentof the total filtered water from
the filter bed No 1. The expansionof the filter media 1
duringthe backwashingoperationwasgenerallyobserved
hetween30% to 50% of the total bedthicknessandthe
filter bed was found to he effectivelycleanedas seen
from the observationsof the initiab head bossesafter
washing The expansionof the fluidised media in the
filter bed was measuredby an expansionstick onemeter
length to which small plastic cupswere fixed at 10, 20,
30, 40 and50 cm from the bottom

2.10.2 Observations on the Dual Media Filter Bed No. 1
for the Filtration Rate of 7150 Iph/m2

The observationsfor the higher rate of filtration are given ih

the abovepara Henceonly additional importantobservations
aregiven bebowwhenthefilter was run for filtration rateof 7150 5
lph/m2 for the period22-4-76to 1-5-77 -

(i) Length of Filter Runs -

As seenfrom the observations given in Table 2.3 there were

-I
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S
12 filter runsduringthe observationperiod of one year. The

I maximum length of filter run was 200 hourswhile the average
filter runwas for 140hours. The increasein theaveragefilter run
from 88 to 140 hours was mainly due to the bower rate of1 filtration for the secondperiod of observations -

(ii) Head loss and turbidity observations

I Table 2 3 shows the head loss and the turbidity removal
efficiencyof the duabmedi~filter bed. It was alsoobservedthat
with the devebopmentof the head loss the turbidity was also5 steadily increasingandfor the maximumheadloss theturbidity
was also justat one JTU.

2.10.3 Performance of the Crushed Coconut Shell Media
The crushedcoconutshell mediawas usedfor the first time

I for high rate duab mediafilter bedsat Ramtekandthe general
performanceof the mediawas found verysatisfactoryfrom the
resultsgiven in Tables2.2and2.3 Thereis no sign of deterioration5 of this media after its use in the dual media filter bed for a
period of ten yearsat Ramtekfilters.

5 2.10.4 Recommended Backwash Practice

Eventhoughthe back-washesweregivenafter long periodsof

U 80 to 140 holirs duringtheexperimentalstudy,and as seenfromTables2 2 ând 2 3., t is recommendedto give hack-washafter
oneweekgenerally,even if the head loss is not reachedto the

I limiting value. Thismaybe necessaryto avoid undesirablealgalgrowth on thetop of the filter media.

2.11 BACTERIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS

S Fromthebacteriobogicalresultsas given in Table 2 4 t canbeseenthat thereis considerablereductionin bacterialbad in the
prefilter, which may be due to the formation of the sludge

S blanketin the.gravel bed.Thus the gravel bed is a verysimpleand cheap processto give satisfactorypretreatmentfor raw
water with bow turbidity for small capacitytreatmentplants

S In the duab mediafilter bedalso the bacterial reduction isconsiderableas seenfrom Table2.4for higher rateof filtration

S
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S
2.12 MAINTENANCE OBSERVATIONS ON RAMTEK PLANT

Fromtheplant scaleobservationsas discussedin thischapter 1
it is seen-thatRamtekfilter is givir’lg verysatisfactoryperfôrmancé
Due to the simplicity in the day-to-dayoperations,particularly
in aluiri dosing,filter ratecontrol, backwashinganddisinfection --

arrarigement,oneoperatorwith oneChowkidar-cum-labourcan
maintain the filter plant efficientby as can be seenfrom the
actualperformance~Theoperatoris of S S C st~dard[evel and
was trarnedat the site for chemical dosing, filter rate control
and washingoper~tions.He maintainsthe registerfor day-to-
day observationsat the filter plant Further he can measure
turbidity~ofraw, settled and filtered water and collects and
sendsthe-watersamplesregularlyfor chemicalandbacterio[ogicab
analysis He also runs the electricallyopetatedpumpsfor filling
the back wash tank when required Due to all thesesimple
arrangementsprovidedat Ramtekplant the maintenanceof the --

plant is trouble free, efficient and considerablycheaper as
comparedto the maintenanceof a conventionalplant of the
samecapacity

2.13 GUIDEUNES FOR DESIGNING A RAMTEK TYPE S
TREATMENT PLANT

(i) General S
The generaldesign criteria for Ramtekandother simplified

treatment plants are given in Table 1 1 Ramtek plant was
designedfor the surfaceloading of 7150 lph/m2 and wastried
for higher boadingasdiscussedin the chapter The generalguide —

lines fordesigning a new ~amtek type plant are given below, 5
which will be useful in practice. --

(ii) Raw Water Quality . S
This plant is generalbyrecommendedfor the low turbidity

water sourcessuch as reservoirs, lakes,canalsand rivers. The
averageraw waterturhidity maybe in the rangeof 10 to 30 JTU
while the maximum rangewill not bemore than300 to500 JTU
for a few daysduring the rainyseason.However, the plantcan
tacklehigherbad upto 1000 JTU for short periods

S
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(iii) Surface Loading

The capacityof such plantswith two chamherswill generallybe in the rangeof 0.5 mld to 1.0 mld. Both theprefilter andfilter

S chambersare designedfor the surfaceboading in the rangeof4000 to 7000 lph/m2 Lower surface loading is recommended
whenthe rawwateraverageand maximumturbidity rangesare

S likely on the higher side.Whenarapid sandfilter is provided inplace of a dual media filter bed, the surface loading should
generably be in the lower range of 3000 to 5000 lph/m2

I dependingon the likely raw water turbidity boads. In such
pbantsthe capacityof a plant can be increasedin the second
stageby converting.therapid sandbed in to adual mediabed
by changingthe media

I (iv) Prefilter ChamberGenerallythe samesizeandsurfaceloading areadoptedfor

I prefilter and filter beds However, lower surfaceloading in therangeof 3000 to 5000 lph/m2 maybe adoptedwhenonly rapidsandbed is to be providedafter prefilterandrawwaterturbidity
is likeby to be on the higher side. In suchcasessizeof prefilter
bed can be provided of larger size and gravel depth can be
provided upto 2 0 m to tacklehigher turbidity loads Theunder-

I drainagesystemshould be the sameas provided for filter bedThe width of the chambermay be generably2 0 to 2.3 m and
should not beadoptedmorethan2 50 m The depthup to gutter

S level can beadjustedby keeping30 cm deardistanceabovethetop of the gravel surface

(v) Duab Media Filter Bed

I Generallya dual mediafilter bed is adoptedafter prefilter asdiscussedin this chapter. Fine sand depth of 40 cm witheffectivesizeof 0 5 mm and uniformity coefficientbelow1 5 is

S adoptedabovesupportinggradedgravel depthof 0 5 to 0 6 moverunderdrainage.Top coarsebayerof coconutshell mediaof
40 cm depth anduniform sizeof 1 mm to 2 mm is providedover

I thefine sandmedia.The minimumdistancebetweenthe top ofmediaandgutter top level should not be less than 0 6 m but
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t
may preferablybe 0.7 m for adequateexpansionof mediaand
to preventany loss during backwashing.The waterdepth may
be minimum 3 0 m over bottomconcrete.The bed sizeshould
normally be not provided more than 10 sqm.,while width not
more than 2 3 m The top of gutter should generallybe 2.0 m 5
abovebottom When rapid sandbed is adoptedthe sanddepth
maybeadopted70 cmto 80 cm. - -

(vi) Backwash Arrangements

Adequatebackwashof about 700 to 800 Ipm/m2of bedareaIs 5
requiredto get 30% to 40% oLbed expansion in a dual media
filter bed The capacityof backwashtank should be minimum
for 10 minuteswashandpreferabbyfor 15 min. The washwater
main should not be lessthan200 mm diâ andshould preferabby
of 250 mm to 300 mm dia dependingupon the bed areaand
headavailablein the line Media expansionabove50% should
.be restricted by permanentarrangementto avoid waste of
mediaduringbackwash 5
(vii) Headloss and Rate Control Arrangements

Minimum headlossof 20 m maybeprovidedbetweenFSL in
filter bed and top level of notch, in thecontrol chamber.The
top of notch level should be kept at Ieast30 cm to 50 cm above
the FSL in the purewatersump.A simpleheadlossarrangement
with 12 mm dia glass tubes should be provided in the control
room. -

(viii) Hydraulic Design and Drawings S
Thesecan be preparedon theguide linesof hydraubicdesign

calculations(Tabbe2.1) anddetaileddrawing(Figure2.3)èncbosed
at the endof thischapter

(ix) Construction Details

Constructiondetailscanbe fobbowedon the guideIines given
in Chapter5 of this book 1
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TABLE 2.1

Hydraubicdesigncalcubationsfor Ramtekfibtration plant
Design fbow — 1,00,000lph.
Fbow through eachunit — 50,000lph.

I i. Mixing channel Providedon the two sidewablsof the filterunit as shown in the Figure2 1.
Length = 16.00m Width ~0.64 m

I Approximatedetention= One min. by float test
Bed Sbope= 20cmin 16 m, Approx. 1 in 80
Spacingof bafflesprovided = 16 Nos at 1 m5 centresin staggered

I 2 Gravel bed prefilter 2 units.Sizeof eachunit Length 3 5 mWidth : 2 6 m

S Depth ~.° m uptoguttertop.Depth of Gravel : 1 70 m
Sizeof gravel : 50 to 40 mm : 60 cm

S 4Oto3Omm:4Ocm
30 to 20 mm 40 cm
2OtolOmm 30cm5 Surfacearea~7.00 m2

Surfaceboading= 7150 bph/m2

I Averageporosity 50%Approx detentionin gravelbed 7 min.Vebocity of flow atsurfaceof bed = 7.15 mph.
Surfaceareaatgutterbevel 25.15m2

Velocity atthegutter bevel = 1 98 mph

I 3. Duab mediafilter beds 2 units
(i) Sizeof eachunit : Length = 3.5 m

Width = 2.0 m5 Depth = 2 0 m uptoguttertop
Surfacearea 7.00m2
Rateof filtration = 7150 lph/m21 Vebocity through bed = 7 15
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I~
(ii) Detailsof media

Depth of coconütshellmedia = 35 cm
Averagesize of media 1 to 2 mm --

Effective sizeof coconutshell media= 1 45 mm
Uniformity co-efficientof shebbmedia 1.47
Depth of fine sandbebowcoconutshell = 55 cm -

Effective size of fine sand 0.45 mm
Uniformity co-efficientof fine sand 1.5
Depth of supportinggravel bebowsand= 50 cm

(iii) Underdraindetails : -

M.S Manifold size 3Oammx 200 mm - - 1
Numberof baterabs= 34 Nos. (17 on eachside)
Diameter of laterals = 50 mm G.b. pipes
Perforationsfor laterab = 6 mm dia. at 50 mm c/c -

in staggeredpositions.
Total perforationarea= 238sq.cm. -

Ratioof perforationto filter area= 0.0034. -

- 1
1
1
1
1~
S
1
S
1
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TASLE 2.2

Observailons on Ramtek filter bed No. 1. Period . 25.5.1974 io 30.5.1975 Rate of filination 9650 lpb/m’

ru- Date of
ter startung
Run and

Startung 20 Nours 40 Hours 60 Hours 80 Hours 120 Nours 200 Hours

Nowashung HL RT ST FT NL RT ST FT NL RT ST FT NL RT sr FT NL RT ST FT NL RT ST FT NL RT 5TFT

125s74 28 15 08 05 45 15 08 05 63 15 08 05 76 150806 92 150707138 15 10 07 17010020 12
2 6.8,74 20 112 20 0.7 20 130 20 07 ruiter wasfie d for vusitors
3. 8.8,74
4208.74

20
20

140
80

24
15

0.7
05

125
95

35
40

15
10

07
05

135
i&a

100
30

20
9

08
07

waahed after 30 hrs
21010 8009

518974 20 10 8 05 65 10 8 05 115 40 10 06 18030 7 0.7 22018020 10
6, 28 10 74
7. 2611 74

35
15

500
45

25
50

0 7
05

100
100

450
20

35
2

0,7
0.5

190
195

200
15

18
3

0 7
0,6

227 45 5 0,8
F,it,’r w,uçhu’ri tu)r vu-dor’,

Filter washed after 50 hrs. .

817.1274 20 15 2 0,5 120 13 2 0,6 192 30 3 06 22825 3 07
9.23.1.75 35 25 3 05 70 25 5 8,5 105 15 2 0,5 130 15 2 0.5 148 20 20 0.5 195 15 20 07

101.475 20 15 2 05 41 15 2 05 59 15 2 05 78 5 2 05 96 6 2 05154 15 20 0.5 19810 2 06

DATA
1 Head losses are given in cm
2 Turbidivies are given in j.Tu
3 AreaoffllterbedNo 1 = 70m

2
4. Total flow through filter bed No 1 = 67500 iph
5. Daily filter wn = Between 1 to 6 hours

6, Noatuons . guven in the above tabie
(1) Nead Loss = NL

(Ii) Raw water turbidity = RT
(iii) Settied turbudity = ST

fit) Fuitered water turbidity = Fr

1 Total water tiitered through bed No 1 = 594 ml
2 Total wash water used = 10 t 50,000 = 5,00,000
.3 Percentageof wash water = 085%
4 Total juumber of wash during the year = 10
5 Total filter we durung the year = 880 hours
6 Average hours of filter we during the year = 88

oBsERvArioNs



TABLE 2.3 - -

Observatlonson Ramtek filter bedNo. 1 Period •22.4.1976to 1 5.1977.Rateof filtratlon 7150 lph/m
2

ii- Date of
‘r starting
un and

Starting 20 Hours 40 Hours 60 Hours 80 Hours 120 Hours

.

owaahing t-tL RT ST FT NL RU ST FT tIL RT ST FT NL RT ST El NL RT ST ET NL RT ST FT

122476
231.576

15
8

2
5

15
20

03 30 2 15 03 55 2 15
0324 30 250350 20 2.0

03
04

72 2 15 03 93 2
80 16 20 04 116 16

15 03 130 2 15 04
20 04 170 16-t 20 06

36.776 10 16 20 04 26 16 20 0.4 48 14 20 04 70 14 20 0,4 90 15 20 05 143 16 20 05
414876 9 30 25 0,3 3035 25 03 58 40 3.0 04 85 40 30 0.5 120 150 5,0 06 182 40 30 0.6
S 15976
5H13.1-D76

~5
‘(2

40
8

3.0
20

0.3 43 40 2.5 03 75 20 LO
0+336 8 20 OZO 8 2~0

0.4
0.4

102 20 20 0)5 134’ 10
itt) 7 20 04 128 6

2,0 0i6 200 10 20 07
20 0,4 200 iS 20 07

7 10.11 76
:~1o,12.76
910177

15
15
15

50
10
9

50
15
15

0,4 40 14 4,0 0.4 71 20 20
D~3 40 9 15 «3 70 9 15
«440 9 150475 8 i~s

0,4
0,4
04

103 15 2.0 05 142 10
97 100 50 0.5 129 10

108 10 15 05 145 10

2~0 .Oi5 202 10 1+5 07
iLS dLs 186 9 15 07
1,5 05 205 10 1,5 07

210,277 15 10 15 0343 10 150378 10 15 04 104 10 1.5 OS 133 15 15 05 200 30 30 07
1.12377 15 30 3.0 03 34 25 30 03 70 25 25 04 92 22 2,0 04 122 23 25 05 175 20 2,0 06
2.5477 20 20 2,0 03 45 20 2.9 9,3 72 20 243 0,4 20 2,0 0,4 128 20 20 05 185 20 20 0,6

160 Hours 200 Hours

DATA OBSERVATIONS1. 22476 15 2 15 03 170 25 15 05 210 5 2.0 0.6
2, 31576 8 S 20 03 212 16 20 07 230 16 20

(washed after 180 Hrs)
07

!

1 Head lossesaregiven in cm
2 Tsirbidtties are green Lii ITU

1 Totalwaterfzlterthrough
bed N~1 ~ 85,00 ml

3, 6776 10 16 20 0+4 185 25 25 06 205 30 2.5 0,7 3 Area of filter bed No 1 = 7Dm2 , 2, Total wash water used = 12x50,000 =

4,14876
‘

9 30 25
(washed after 177 Hra)

03 200 40 3,0 07, ‘ , ‘

(waished after 132 Hrs)’

4 Total flow throw the filter
bed No.1 50,000Ip4i, ,

5 Dailyfllter run = Between 4 to8 hours

6,00,000 i~ -, —

3~Perc~ntageo~wa~waterused=07%
4. Total numberofwashlngsdunngtheyear = 12

5, 15,976 15 40 3.0 0 3 (washed after 120 Nrs) 6 Notations given in the above table 5 Total filter run durlng the year = 1567 hours
6 131076
7, 101176
S lb.12 76

9 10177

12
15
15

15

8
50
ib

9

20
5L’O
i~5

1,5

03 (washed after 126 Hrs )
04 (washedafter125~-lrs~ ‘ , H
0,3 205 9 1 5 07 ‘

(washed after 132 His )
07 (washedafterll2 His)

(i) Head 055 = lIL
13s~R~w~aterturbidlty=RT

‘ (di) Settled water turbidlty = ST’
(iv) Filtered watei turbldity = FT

6, Average hours of ftlter run dui’ing the
yearl4O --

2.10277
3ç 12.377

15
15

10
30

15
3(0

0.3 (washedafteri2sHra)
03 194 20 2.b 107 t

(washed after 135 Hra)

‘ ,,, , ‘i’~ «

2. 5.477 20 20 20 03 203 20 2.0 07
fwashedafteri3sHrs) . 1 ‘ 1
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Date of Raw After Filtered Tap Water Percentage
coitection water prefilter water MPN removal orily

of sample MPN MPN No 1 MPN in dual
media filter

15 5.74 ÷180 35 30 0 14 3
225.74 + 180 180 50 0 72.0

1.6.74 + 180 90 30 0 665
17,7 74 + 180 30 20 0 43 0
25.774 +180 35 17 0 510

1874 +180 35 20 0 33
9874 +180 30 18 0 400

178.74 + 180 35 17 0 51.0
31 8 74 + 180 30 17 0 43 5

2 9 74 ÷180 35 20 0 43 0
13 9 74 + 180 90 30 0 66 5
21974 +180 90 20 0 780
27 9 74 + 180 35 20 0 43 0
51074 +180 - 35 20 0 43.0
111074 +180 40 25 0 375
5 10.74 + 180 90 20 0 78.0
3 12 74 + 180 35 20 0 43 0

2 1 75 + 180 40 14 0 65 0
5 2.75 - + 180 30 20 0 33.0
2.4.75 + 180 35 17 0 51 0

NOTES
1) Average reduction in MPN only in dual media filter = 50%
2) ‘+‘ sign shows in MPN Courut above 180
3) Bacteriological tests were conducted at Govt Public Health

Laboratory, Nagpur.

1
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I TAHLE 2.4Bacteriologicalresuitsat Ramtek filtration plant
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VARANGAON FILTRATION PLANT

1
3.1 INTRODUCTION

I The Regional Rural Water Supply Scheme for five villagesnear Varangaon was sanctioned for the estimated cost of Rs.
41,10,400/- in the year 1974 The population to be served in the

+ 1 ultimate stage is 30,000 souls The scheme is designed for thedaily water supply of 4.20 mid to be supplied in 18 hours in the

I ultimate stage. The source of water supply is the river Tapi andraw water is pumped to the new treatment plant from where thefiltered water is pumped to various elevated service reservoirs’

I for water supply to the five villages near Varangaon.+ A new conventional treatment plant consisting mixing channel,
two units of rectangular settling tanks with sixteen hoppers, and

I six units of pressure filters were proposed in the originalsanctioned scheme The turbidity of raw water from Tapi river
source is generally very high and some times reaches up to 5000

I JTU during the rainy season.The actual cost of construction for a conventional treatment
plant of this capacity would have been above Rs. 8,00,000/- as

per tepdered costs received for the same capacity plants dur~ngthe year 1974-1978 in the same region Therefore a new simplified

I filtration plant was proposed at Varangaon, which consists amixing channel, two units of gravel bed flocculation units, twounits of tube settling tanks and three units of dual media filter
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S
beds. The actual cost of-constructiorï of this plant was Rs.
4,00,000/- which may be Iess than 50% of the cost of a
conventional plant of the same capacity

3.2 QUALITY OF THE RAW WATER SOURCE 5
The source of water supply is Tapi river which has low

turbidity during eight months. However, the turbidity of the 5
river water during the rainy season for four months is very high
as can be seen from the plant observations given in Table 3.2

The quality of the raw wat-er source for this scheme represents
the category II, viz - raw water with high turbidity and
moderate pollutioin as discussed in chapter 1 of this book. The
Varangaon treatment plant is specially designed to treat the
category II type of raw water sources - - - --

3.3 NEW APPROACH IN THE DESIGN S
The new design adopted for this filtration plant includes

baif le mixing channel, gravel bed flocculators, tube settling
tanks and dual media filter beds, which are not adopted in the
conventional treatment plants. The other special features provided
at the plant, are the declin Ing type of rate controlling arrangements
for controlling the rate of filtration, control room in which
bleaching powder solution tanks and pure water pumpirig
machinery are provided. The alum solution and dosing tanks are
provided on the first floor room where the alum solution is done
by compressed air supply. A small laboratory with field testing 5
equ~pmentsis provided in the same room. A wash water tank of
75000 litres capacity has been provided on the top of the
chemical room. With all these arrangements the plant has
become a verycompact one and the total area-provided for the
same comes to about 33% of the area normally required for the
construction of a conventional plant of the same capacity. 5
3.4 DESIGN ASPECTS

The treatment plant has been designed for the hourly pumping
flow of 1,75,000 litres. The hours of working will be eight and
sixteen in the immediate and ultimate stages respectively. The

raw water from Tapi river source is pumped through the intake
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I well to the treatment works situated at a distance of about one
km from the river bank.

Following units are provided in Varangaon treatment plant.5 (i) Baffle mixing channel
(ii) Two units of gravel bed flocculators.

I (iii) Two units of tube settling tarrks.(iv) Three units of dual media filter beds.(v) Control room and disinfection arrangements.

I Figure 3.1 shows the flow diagram and Figure 3.2 shows thephotograph of Varangaon plant. The detailed plan and section
of Varangaon filtration plant are shown in Figure 3.3 The

I detailed hydraulic design calculations are given in Table 3.1 Thedesign aspects of the plant are discussed below.

I 3.5 BAFFLE MIXING CHANNELA baffle mixing channel is provided on the top of the two side

I walls of the plant. The width of the channel is 0.6 metre. Thebaffies of Shahabad stone tiles are fixd at 600 angle in the sidewalls of the channel at one metre centres in the staggered

I positions to accelerate the mixing action. A bed slope of 20 cmis given in the channel to avoid the flooding in the channel.
How~ver,the baifles created more head loss and to reduce the

I floo’ding at the inlet side in the channel. A.C pipes 100 mm diawere fixed in the vertical positions in place of baifles in the bed
concrete in the stagged positions for one third length However,

I It 15 recommended to provide onîy vertical pipes as discussed in,Chapter 5 for better mixing -

The alum dosing tank is providecfjust near the inlet pipe and

the alum dose is given through a perforated pipe just on thedown-stream of the weir provided near the raw water in let pipe

I in the channel where maximum turbulance is created. A smallstilling chamber is formed at the ~nlet end by providing aweirwali. It has.been found that the alum mixing action is very

I satisfactory with this arrangement considering the instantaneouschemical reaction of the alum solution with the incoming
water1 3.6 GRAVEL BED FLOCCULATION UNITS

There are two units of gravel bed flocculators of size 3 m x
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3 m each with 2.5 m de~ahof gravel. Graded gravel of 50 mm to

I 20 mm sizes have been provided in these units from the bottomto the top. The top of the gravel is 30 cm below the F.S.L The2 -surface Ioading on the gravel bed is 9700 lph/m while the

I detention time considering 40% voids is about 6 min Thevolumetric loading on the gravel bed is 4000 lph/m3
At the bottom of the chamber hoppers are provided with 450

I slopes on all sides for the collection and removal of the sludgefrom the hopper bottoms through 80 mm dia sludge draining
pipes. The gravel is placed on the mild steel flat screen placed

S on the top of the hoppers as shown in Figure 3 3 The gravel bed
can be cleaned with the raw water by gravity flushingout action
through the bed for about five minutes, through a 200 mm dia5 outlet pipe provided just below the gravel bed. During such
cleaning operation the niet valves in thetube settling tanks are
closed to avoid the back flow of the water from the tube settling

1 tanks.

I 3.7 TUBE SE11’LING TANKS
There are two units of tube settling tanks of size 3.0 m x 6 0 m

each with 3 0 m water depth, over the top of the hoppers as per5 details shown in Figure 3.3 - At the bottom of these tanks four
hoppers are provided with 450 slopes from all sides for removal

I of sludge through 80 mm dia. sludge draining pipes by hydrostaticpressure A layer of rigid PVC square tubes of size 50 mm x 50mm opening and 0 6 m in height is provided covering all the

I surface area The top level of the tubes is kept one metre beiowthe F S L in the tanks The PVC square tubes were first fixed at
60°angle by using cement solvent solution to form modu les of

I size 30 mx 0.5 m x 03 m Figure 3.4 shows a photograph of atypical tube module These modules were then lowered and
placed on the angle irons fixed to the sides for supporting the

I modu les The modu les are strong enough to resist the necessary
bending momen~tand separate bottom supports are not found
necessary The surf ace loading on the open surface area of the5 tubes is about 6600 lph/m2, while the total detention period in
the tube settling tanks is about 35 minutes.

The raw water after passing through the gravel bed in the

1 downward directioin is introduced through four numbers of 150
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mm dia perforated A C. pipes fixed at the bottom of the tube
settling tanks to distribute the flow uniformly. The water after
passing through the PVCtubes in vertical direction, is collected
through 100 mm dia PVC pipes with side perforations of 10 mm
dia at 10 cm centres on both sides and fixed at one metre
centres, in the central collection channel The settled water
from the collectiori channel is then taken on the filter beds -

3.8 DUAL MEDIA FILTER BEDS

There are three units of dual media filter beds of size 4.0 m x
2.2 m each The filter beds are designed for the filtration rate of
6600 lph/m2 However the plant observations given in-Table 3.2
are based only on two filter beds, when operated at a higher
filtration rate of 10,000 lph/m2. The filter media consists of 40
cm of crushed.coconut shell of size 1 mm to 2 mm over the ftne
sand bed of 50 cm thick of effective size ôf 0 S mm ahd
uniformity coefficient beiow 1 5. The supporting graded gravel
bed is provided for 50 cm thickness over the under drainage
system The under drainage system consists of M S - manifold 1
pipe ot375 mm dia with side PVC perforated laterals, 50 mm dia
placecLat 20~mc~ntreson both the sides The side gutters are
provided on all the sides of the filter beds for wash water 5
collection and further draining out through two numhers of 300 - -

mm dia outlet pipes and valves -

(i) Filter Control. -

The outlet pipes are of 300 mm dia and only one outlet
chamber is provided to introduce declining rate controls system
with only one control valve before the chamber Rectangular
notch is provided at the centre of the control chamber to
control the flow over the weir The chamber is covered by glass
shutters -

Chiorination arrangements are provided by the side of the
control chamber. The required chlorine dose is given in the
control chamber after rectangular weir, 50 as to mix effectively
in the filtered water before flowing to the pure water sump. All
these arrangements are provided in the control room. in
addition to these, wash water and pure water pumps are also
accommodated in the control room. -- S
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(ii) Back Wash 1
Only hard wash is given to these filter beds for about 10 to 12

minutes to clean the beds. A wash water tank of 75000 litres
capacity is provided on the top of the chemical house for giving
effective back wash to the filter beds The back wash line is - 5
connected to the outlet pipe line for giving back wash to any -

one of these filter beds, which is norrnally done-in sertal order -

The back wash is given at such a rate to create expansion of 30%
to 50% of the filter media for effective cleaning of the media

(iii) Head loss measuring arrangements. - - - 1
The head loss measurïng arrangements are made by providing

plastic tubing to skow the water evels in the filter beds and
before the outlet control valves ArrangenTents for measuring -

head loss in the filte~bedsand a combined head loss before the
main outlet control valve have been provided 1
3.9 CONSTRUCTION OF THE PLANT

The plant was constructed during the year 1976-77 and was 1
put in to the trial runs from April 1977 The net period of
construction was about one year As shown in Figure 3.3. most
of the works ar öf gravity masonry walls with only R C.C. -

structure for the wash water tank The work was got coristructed -~

through the local contractor by employing lôcal labours

(i) Fabricatjon of tube n~Jdules- -

A special mention has to be made about the fabricatioti ~t 1
tube modules which were adopted probably for the tirst ttnu in - -

India ThePVCsquare tubes of 1.5 mm thickness and of ~()mm \ -

50 mm clean opening3 tNëT~specially got manufactured tot this
scheme The modules were fabricated at the site ~iiid were
installed departmentally in the tube settiing tanks liie i.ost of
tube modules came to about Rs 2000/- per sqm~of iiie plan
area

3.10 PLANT OBSERVATIONS

Day to day observations wereTecorded in a register kept at
the plant The actual plant observations for nine filter runs,
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1
regarding turbidity, head loss, rate of filtration, etc are given in

Table 3 2 when only two filter beds were operated at thefiltration rate of 10,000 lph/m2 for the peniod from 5 9 77 to

I 17 10 77 Table 3 3 showing the results for ten filter runs is alsoincluded when all the three filter beds were put into operationfor the filtration rate of 6600 lph/m2 for the period from 17 10 77
to 2 2.78 and when all the three filter heds were washed on the

same day. Table 3.4 showing the resuits for the period from
5 3 78 to 2.4 78 is also tnc]uded when all the three filter beds

l were put into operation; when they were washed separately on
alternate day each, so as to operate on the dec.iining rate
p rin c [Ple.

(i) Turbidity Observations
Maximum turbidity was seen up to 4000 JTU from Tapt river

I source during the rainy season of 1977 Such high turhidity wassuccessfully treated to give settied water turhidity helow 20 JTU
and filtered water turhidity in the range ot 1.) 5 and 1 JTU.

1 (ii) Head Loss Observations
From these resuits giveni in Table .3 2 it is seen that the initial

head loss~afterwashing of the filter beds was in the range of 30
to 40 cm while the average filter run was 41.) hours. The filter

I heds were washed eith~rwhen the head loss was reached to 2mm or when the filtered water turbidity êxceeded one JTU. The
plant was operated intermittently for about 8 to 10 hours per‘ day From the s~condstage observations a.s given in Table 3 3 t

is seen that the initial head loss was less than 30 cm while the
average filter run was SBhours, when all the three filter beds

I were put intooperation~From Table 3.4 it js seen that the initial
head loss was between 30 to 35 cm and the maximum head loss
about 70 cm when all the filters were operated on the declining5 rate principle and the beds were washed separately on the
alternate day each according to serial order The average filter

S run of each filter was kept about 48 to 50 hours3.11 PERFORMANCE OF THE GRAVEL BED FLOCCULATORS

5 The gravel bed unit in Varangaon plant is adopted as a
flocculation unit when the flow is in the downward direction
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- 1
The floc size increases as the water passes from the top to the
bottoni through the gravel and flocculated water then flows in
the tube settling tanks From the turbidity reduction in the
settled water as shown in Tables 3 2 and 3.3it is seen that the
flocculation action in the gravel beds s very satisfactory It is --

specially to be pointed Out that the actual plant scale results of
these gravel heds were found superior to the pilot plant study
on a perpex model of the same height and of 10cm x 10 cm size.

(i) CieaningofGFavelBeds - -

There is possibility of clogging of the gravel beds particularly 1
when the gravel sizes are angular and small or when the raw
water contains heavy silt during the floods From the actual -

results the clogging was observed in the beds hut the beds could
he cleaned by the gravity draining operatiön with the raw water.
For this gravit.y flushing out action and to create adequate
velocity for the removal of sludge, 200 m~nd~washout pipe is
provided helow the gravel bed with a valve outside Raw water
from the mixing channel can be taken on the bed without alum
dose for cleariing ~f the beds as a routine operation -

(ii) Back Wash

From the actual performance of these beds, gravity desluding
operation wasfound adequate. However, considering heavy silt
bad during rainy season and in order to clean these heds 1
effectively a backwash line from the wash water tank was -

connected to 200 mm dia washout pipe in the grave! heds for
giving occasronial back wash to these beds Suitable wash water 1
collection and out!etarrangements have been provided for
giving eftective back wash It is necessary to provide such back
washing particularly for high turbid raw water sources. - 1
3.12 TUBE SETTLING TANKS

The plant scale results from Tables 3 2 and 3.3 show satisfactory
performance in thè removal of turbidity which shows both the
gravel bed flocculators as well as the tube settling tanks work in
effectiv~combination The flocculated water coming out of the
gravel beds, when passes through the PVC square tubes at 60°
angle, the floc particles further consolidate into heavy floc due
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1
to large surface of the tubes and the heavy floc particles settle

S in the downward direct~onto form sludge. In this process the
zone below the tube layer becomes a very active sludge bla~ket
zone, as the heavy floc particle~flowing in the downward5 direction and the new floc particles flowing in the upward
direction further accelerate the flocculation action. in this

I zone The natural sludge blanket thus formed in and below thetubes is not required to be controlled as in the case of aconventional vertical flow sludge blanket tank

S Due to the accelerated action o~removal of the floc particlesin the tube settling tanks the surface loading can be adopted inmuch higher range of 5000 to 8000 lph/m2 through the tube

I area The surface loading adopted at Varangaon is about 6600lph/m2 as against the normal surface loading of 750 lph/m2 as
adopted for a conventional rectangular settling tank Dqe tö the

I adoption of high surf ace loading the detention. period is about35 min as compared to three hours generally provided in a

S conventional settling tank3.13 DUAL MEDIA FILTER BEDS

S The three dual media filter beds are des igned for the filtrationrate:of 6600 lph/m2 However, the performance of these filter
beds was found very satisfactory eveRat a higher rate of 10,000

I lph/m2 as given iii Table 3.2 when only two filter beds were
operated during the first stage observations The lower filtration
rate of 6600 lph/m2 bas been adopted at this rural water supply5 scheme, as the operating personnél are not properly trained and
considering the possibility of occasiqnal lower performance of

I the pretreatment units, the filtered water quality should beacceptable even at higher settied water turbidity The plantperformance for the second stage observations is given in Table

I 3 3, when all the three filter beds were operated at the designedfiltration rate of 6600 lph/m2 From these plant observations it
can be seen that the duaL media filter beds ~can be safely

I designed for the higher filtration rate up to 10,000 lph/m2 afterthe proper pre-treatment
The plant performance for the 3rd stage observations are

I given in the Table 3.4 when all the three filter beds were
operated at the designed filtration rate of 6600 lplr/m2, however
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the filter beds were o’perated on the declining rate princijple and
the filter beds werewashed separately on alternate days after
about 48 hours From Table 3.4 t can be seen that the minimum
and the maximum head losses were observed between 30 cm
aiid 70 cm. Further the range of filtered water turbidity was
between 0.5 to 1.0 JTÜ. Thus the advantages of declining rate
operation are clearly seen from the plant observations as
given in Table 3.4 The minimum and the maximum head losses -.

and turbidity observed dilring the declining rate operation were
observed lower as compared to the observations in Tabie 3.3
when all the three filter beds were operated at the same tate of - 1
6600 lph/m2 but were washed on the same dates Therefore the
filter beds are proposed to be operated on the declining rate
principle as stated above duringi the normal working of the
plant — -- -

The design and plant performance aspects of such dual media
filterbeds are discussed in details in Chapter 2 for Ramtek filter

3.14 MAINTENANCE OBSERVATIONS

From the plant scale observations as discussed in this chapter
t is seen that Varangaon treatment plant is giving very satisf~ctory

perfôrmance Due to the simplicity in the day to day operation
of the plant particularly in alum dosing, declining type of filter
rate control. sludge draining, hard washing and disinfection
arrarrgements, one operator with one labour a�sistapt can
maintain the filter plant etficiently as can be seen from the -

actual performance The operator is of S S,C. standard level and
was trained at the site for cherni al dosing and filter rate control
and washing operations He~mainta~nsupto date register for day
to day observations of the filter plant Further he can measure -

turbidity of raw, settled and filtered water and sends water
samples regularly for chemical and bacteriological analysis. Due
to all these simple arrangements provided at Varangaon treatment - S
plant, the maintenanceof the plant is trouble free, efficient and
considerably cheaper as compared to the maintenance of a
conventional plant of the same capacity 1
3.15 NEW DEVELOPMENT OF PVC ANGLE FLOC MODULES

Considering~theinherent limitations of a gravel bed flocculator 1
1
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I in respect of possibility of its clogging, need for giving backwash,routine desluding of the bed, difficulty in the procurement of
rounded gravel, and possibility of taste and odour nuisance due

S to decomposition of organic matter in the accumulated sludge
in the bed there was urgent need to develop alternative material
for the gravel.5 Mr. S.] Kardile of M/s K. Consultation (Nasik Road) has
developed recently the PVC floc modules to replace the gravel

I and to give better flocculation action. The PVC floc module of1.0 m x ‘1.0 m x 0.5 m in size is manually fabricated by using 50mm x 5Q mm x 1 4 mm PVC angles by preparing, first perforated

I layers by using 12 and 14 numbers of angles in alterriate layers.These fabricated layers are then tied by copper wire to form a
floc module Two such layers cover 100% surface area of the

I bed by PVC angles with 45°slopes on both sides and createnumerous recontact for flocformed in the bçd. At the same
timesludge formed in the bed moves effectively in the downward

I direction towards the hopper due to smooth sides of the PVCangles, which is drained out through sludge drain pipes by
hydrostatrc pressure. The depth of floc modules can be adopted

I from 2 0 m to 2 5 m ina floc~ulationchamber Figure 3 5 showsa photograph of a typical rigid PVC angle floc module
To give uniform loading on these floc modules PVC perforated

1 collector pipes are provided at the bottom of the mild steelperforated supporting grill for the modules. The flocculated

I water is then intrbduced just at the top-of the hopper in the tubesettling tank The detention time in such flocculation chambercan be considered as 15 minutes to create desired flocculation

I before tube settlers. There is no need to clean the floc modulesas in a grav~lbed flocculator. Due to this the volumetric
capacity of such a flocculator can be reduced by 50% as

I compared to a gravel bedConsidering the importance of non-mechanical flocculation
and the various advantages of ~doptingPVC angle floc modules

S in Varangaon type plant a model design is given below for itsappliçation.

I (a) A model design of a simp!ified treatment plant with adoptionof PVC ang!e floc modules.
Hydraulic design for the model simplified treatment plant for

1
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1
an hourly pumping rate of 100,000 lph is given in Table 3 5,5 while a photograph of such a plant adopted at Songadh in
Gujrat State (India) is shown in Figure 3.6. A detailed drawing

S showing plan and section for the model plant is given in Figure3.7.The plant is basically a Varangaon type plant with the

I adoption of PVC angle floc modules in place of gravel in thenon-mechanical flocculator. The plant will consist of one unit
of flocculator of size 3 0 m x 3.0 m x 3 0 m, one unit of tube

I settling tank of size 3.0 mx 6.0 mx 3.0 m followed by two units ofrapid sand filter beds of size 4.3 m x 2.3 m as shown in Figure
3.7. The author feels that this may be the best design with the

I utilisation of various simplified techniques as explained in thisbook. This is aiiigh rake as well as most stable filtration plant
Though t is specially designed for high turbidity water sources,

I It can also be adopted for Iow and medium turbidity raw water
sources Further the plant can be designed for high rates in the
immediate stage, while the same can be adopted for very high5 rates in the intermediate or ultimate stage by minor modifications
as explained in the hydraulic design given in Table 3.5

5 (b) Construction -

The plant is simple for construction of three chambers with a

I control room as shown in Figure 3.7. The R.C.C. plant will be.generally cheaper and can be constructed within a period of six
months. However a masonry plant with the same internal

I dimensions may be found suitable if R CC. plant is not possibleThe side wall sections of Ramtek Plant can be adopted for the
masonry plant. The cost of construction of masonry plant may

I be more by 20% to 25 % and the period of constructiön may be
double as compared to R.C C plant. The cost of the R.C.C plant
as shown in Figure 3.7 will be about Rs.3.50 lakhs, while that of5 a masonry plant will be about Rs 4.00 lakhs, at the present
tendered rates in the region. The items of floc modu les and tube

I modules are the only specialised items, however, the same arenow available as per order Details of under-drainage systemand other items are given in Chapter 5. Further the cost of this
simplified plant may be less than 50% of the cost of a5 conventio~aJfiltratiop plant of the same capacity.
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1
(c) Future scope - -

1 The author feels that there will be improvements in the floc
and tube modules being adopted at present (1987) and the

I loading capacities öf these units are likely to be increasedconsiderably Further there is also possibility of adoption of new
filter media in the dual and mixed media fillter beds 50 as to

I increase their rates .of filtration. Thus it may be possible toincrease the existing plant capacities of such treatment plants
hy about ‘100% or even more in their next augmentation stages.

5 (d) Maintenance ‘ - - . =

The operation and maintenancewill be simple and trouble‘ free, particularly due to effective sludge removal from flocculator
and tube settler hoppers, and hard washing operation of the
rapid sand filter beds When dual media’filter’bed is adopted,

1 the operator has to be trained for giving effectiv,e back wash asexplained in Chapter 5. A type design for a combined wash

S water tar~.kand a chemical house is also given in Chapter 5,which is very suitable for adoption near such simplified treat-ment plants

3.16 GUIDELINES FOR DESIGNING VARANGAON TYPE
FILTRATION PLANT

1 (1) General

I The general design criteria for Varangaon type simplified.plant are given in Table 11. The giiide lines for designing a newVarangaon type plant are given below which will be useful in

I practice - . 1 -(ii) Raw Water Qu~lity

- I This plant is generally recommended for high turbidity wafer= sourcessuch as rivers,streams and reservoirs. The average raw
= water turbidity may be in the, range of 10 to 5OJTU while the

I maximum turbidity range may be.3000 to 5OQOJTU and evenmore.

I (iii) Surface Loading.The surface loading for gravel bed flocculator is recommended

1
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- -- 1
in the range of 4000 to 10,000 lph/m~while for tube settiers and
dual media filter bed It is 5000 to 10,000 Iph/m2 Lower surface~ 5
loading should be generally adopted for high turbidity sources.
and also where rapid sand filters are adopted in pîaceDf dual
media beds The plants where lower surface loadings are
adopted in the first stage can be augmented easily in the second
stage -

(iv)Gravel bed f/occiilator - - --

For cleaning the gravel bed the size of a gravel bed should not
be gerierally prDvided more than 2.5 m to 3 5 m The depth may
be 2 to 2.5 m over the M,S grating at the bottom. Back wash
arrangement should necessarily be provided where raw Water is
likely to contain silt and sand Gravel sizes of 50 mm to 20 mm
can be placed in 4 to 5 layers iii uniform sizes Angular gravel
should not be used to avoid cloyging pockets - - 1
(v) Flocculator with the use of PVC floc modules.

The use of PVCfloc modules have solved number of problems 1
in the gravel bed flocculator, particularly when the raw water
contains silt and fine sand Detention in such a flocculation
chamber can be reduced to 15 minutes to give desired flocculation -

action. The use of PVC floc modules is likely to replace the use
of gravel in the near future. Even the existing gravel beds can be -

modified to give better flocculatiori action and to save wash
water, as discussed in details under para 3 15. - -

((vi) Tube settl,ng tank 1
The effective open tubé area may be 80 to 85% of the total -

plan area of a tube settling tank Generally lower surface
loading is adopted for high turbidity raw water and also when
second stage augmentation is considered by the use of same
works. Normal range of surface loatling can be adopted hetween

6000 to 8000 lph/m2. Lower surface loadrng should generally be = =

adopted when rapid sand filters are provided after tube settlers.
(vii) Other details 1

For dual media filter beds, back wash, head loss and rate
control arrangements and construction details the guide lines

given at the end of Chapter 2 can be followed.

S
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Varangaon Filtration Plant

1
(viii) Hydraulic design and drawing.

These can be prepared on guide lines of hydraulic design
calculations (Table 3 1) and detailed drawing (Fig. 3.3) enclosed
at the end of this chapter.

1 TABLE 3.1

I Hydraulic Design Calculations for Varangaon Filtration Plant
Design flow = 1,75,000 lph or 4.2 mld

I i Mixing channel . Provided on the two sides of the tube
settlingtankasshown in Figure3.1.
Length = 20 m

1
Approximate detention period = One minute.

I Bed slope 20 cmSpacing ofjbaffles at one metre centres in staggered
positions.

I 2. Gravel bed flocculators = Two units
Size of each unit = 3.0 m x 3.0 m x 3.0 m
Depth 2 50 m of gravel.

l Surface area of each bed = 9~m2

Surface loading = 1,75,000 = 9700 Iph/m2

I 2-x9Volumetric loading = 1,7~,flflfl= 3900 lph/m3
2 x 3 x 3 x 2.5

I say = 4000 lph/m3Size of gravels used = 50 to 20 mm size, rciunded gravel
from bottom to top.

I Average porosity = 40%
Approximate detention period = 2 x 3 x 3 x 2.5 x 60 = 6 min

- i,7~,000

Inlet pipes provide 4 Nos. 100 mm dia pipes.Outlet arrangements = provide 4 Nos of 150 mm dia C.I,

l pipes with bottom perforation 25 mm dia at 10 cm/centres
for unifôrm distribution of flow -- -

1 -
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Sludge removal = Provide four hoppers at the bottom and
100 mm dia, sludge draining pipes with valves and 200 mm dia
outlet for gravity draining and giving back wash with sludge
valves
3. Tube settling tanks = Two units -

Size of each unit = 3 0 x 6 0 m.
Depth = 3 0 m over hopper top -

Surface area = 18 m2 each.

Considering 50 mm x 50 mm size rigid PVC square tubes, and
tube thickness as 1 5 mm The effective area available per sq m
of tank area cons~d~ringside support reduction in effective area
75% (However effective area can be considered as 85%)

Effective open-tube area 2 x 18 x 0.75 27 sq m
Rate of flow through the tube per min - --

= 1,75,000 io~sayllO lpm/m2

60~27 Say6600Iph/rn2
Actualnumber of tubes per sq.m. considering side
supports 300 Nos.
Number of tubes of 0.6 m Iength each - -

2x18x300 - ~- - -- ==

= 10,800 = -

Length of tubes considering 10,800~0 6= 6480 m.
0,6 m length each.
Number of 3 m length tube~ 6480 2160 - - -=

Detention period in the tanks - - - 1
= 2x3x6x3—2x3x6x0.6x25 -

175
= Ô 58 hrs.
= 35 mintites

Provide rigid PVC tubes about 10,800 numbérs at 60° angre
below one metre of F.S.L in the tank as shown in Fig. 11 -

Sludge withdrawal arrangements

Provide four hoppers of 3.0 m x 3.0 m size and with 45°slopes
at bottom with central sludge collection pits of 0 5 m x 0 5 m.

Provide 100 mm dia sludge withdrawal pipes with sluice

valves outside in drain chambers

1
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1
4 Dual media filter beds = Three units

I Sizeofeachbed40mx2.2mArea of bed = 8.8 m2
Rate of filtration 1,75,000 _6600 lph/m2

5
Rate of filtration when only two beds are in.

1 operation = 1,75,000 10,000 lph/m2
• 2x88

I (i) Media details
Depth of crushed coconut shell media = 40 cdi.
Average size of coconi.it media 1 mm to Q mm size.5 Effective size of coconut shell media 0 95 mm
Uniformity coefficient = 1 45

I Depth of fine sand media = 50 cmEffective size of fine sand 0.50 mm
Uniformity coefficient = 1.5

S Depth of supporting gravel bed = 50 cm(ii) Under drain details

I Manifold size = 275 mm dia. mld steel pipeDia of laterals = 50 mm dia
Number of laterals 40 Nos. provided at 20 cm centres

1 . on both sides.
Perforations for the laterals = 6 mm dia holes at 4 cm

staggered at 90°angle in bottom.

I Total perforations area = 285 sq. cm.Ratio of perforation and bed area 0.0032

I (iii) Back wash tank
Rate of back wash = 8000 lph/m2 approx.
(for 30% to 40% expansion)5 Capacity of backwash tank 75000 lit. to give a back

wash for 10 to 12 min. -

I The back wash tank is provided on the top of the controlroom.

S
1



General Data Flow Data

Head losses are given in cm 1 Total flow 1,75,000 Iph
— 2 Turbidities are given in JTU 2 Surface loading on gravel bed
— 3. Area of each filter bed flocculator = 9700 lphJm

2
— =88m2
— 4 Daily filter run between 3 Surface loading on tube sett-
05 8 to 10 hours iing tank 6000 Iph/m2
— 5. Notations given in the above 4 Rate of filtration on two
— taBle are . dual media beds

05 i a) Total hours of run = TH 10,000 lph/m2
05 b) Head loss HL Average filter run dunng

c) Raw water Turbidity RT the period = 40 hours.
d) Settied water

turbidity = ST
e) Filtered water

turbidity = FT

TABLE 3.2
Observations on Varangaon Filtration Plant; from 5/9/77 to 12/10/77

Fil- Date of Start- First Day Second Day Third Day Fourth Day
ter starting ing
Run and head
No. washing

•

loss
cm TH HL RT ST FT TH HI. RT ST FT TH HL RT ST FT TH HL RT ST FT

1 5977 35 70 36 2000 20 05 15 76 1500 10 05 23 84 1000 10 05 30 86 300 10 05
2 10977 53 85 85 300 10 05 16 87 = 250 10 05 23 89 150 10 05 30 160 150 10 0.5
3 15 9 77 71 90 80 1000 40 0 6 18 176 800 40 1 0 27 193 800 25 1 0 36 205 500 10 0 5

‘4. 199.77 60 8~0 107 100 8 06 16 153 100 8 0~5 24 200 100 8 06
5. 239.77 25 80 27 100 8 06 16 64 95 8 0.5 24 110 80 8 05 33 162 90 8 05
6. 28 977
7. 2.1017

48
30

12~0
8k)

80
32

60 8
50 10

05
0.5

20
16

100
40

6CY 18
55 10

05
0 5

27
22

140
190

50’ 18
1500 20

0,5
0 5

35
0 5

207
2(Xl

50 18
2000 25

05
0 5

8 61077 30 7,0 35 1500 20 0.5 15 57 800 16 05 22 67 250 10 0.5 20 108 250 10 05
9 12.1077 28 80 33 100 10 05 15 48 64 10 0.5 23 85 64 10 0.5 32 128 60 10 05

Fifth Day Sixth Day

, TH Hi RT ST FT TH HL RT ST FT

1 59.77 35 40 96 300 10 05 — — — —

2 10977 53 40 170 100 30 05 — — — —

3 159~77 71 — —‘

4 19977 60
5 23917
6. 289’~7

25
48

40 204 90 8 05 45 207 60 8

7 21077 30
8 610.77 30 37 138 25 10 05 45 190 100 10

‘9 121017 28 40 185 55 10 05 48 200 50 10

— — — — — — — — — — ,— —, — ,— — — —
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Observations en Varangaon Fiitration Plant trom 17/10/77 to 2/V78

Fii- Date of ‘Start- First Day Second Day Third Day Fourt ii Day Fifth Day
ter starting ing •
run and head
No washing loss

cm TH NL RT ST FT TH NL RT ST FT TH HL RT ST FT TH HL RT ST FT TH NL RTST FT

1171077 28 10 43 3S 10 OS 18 58 35 10 05 25 73 36 10 05 32 78 3510 OS 39 1133510 05
2251177 30 7 35 35 12 05 14 63 300020 05 22 88 200017 OS 30 108 100015 05 37 13225015 05
3 41237 28 11 40 80 10 05 19 52 80 10 05 26 82 80 10 OS 33 112 60 10 05 41 135 60 10 03
4121217 28 10 42 50 10 OS 17 65 37 10 05 24 93 40 10 OS 32 121 4010 05 39 1494010 05
520.12,77 30 12 37 38 10 05 19 52 38 10 05 26 72 40 10 0.5 33 92 4010 05 41 1153810 05
62812.77 28 8 32 35 10 OS 15 48 10 10 0.5 22 66 36 10 OS 29 92 3710 OS 36 14035 10 03
7,5178 28 10 40 35 10 0.5 17 60 35 10 0,5 24 88 35 10 05 31 117 35 10 05 38 14834 10 05
8.i2L178 27 10 40 33 10 0,8 17 50 35 10 0.8 24 80 34 10 0,8 31 100 34 10 0.8 38 131 33 10 0.5
9.20178 28 10 30 34 10 0.6 17 42 32 10 03 24 63 32 10 08 31 70 3410 0.8 37 753210 0~5

10,2278 28 10 38 30 10 0.7 16 50 30 10 0.8 22 63 32 10 08 28 78 3210 0.8 34 933010 0,7

Srsth Day Seventh Day Longer Run

Start-
ing TH NL RT ST FT TH NL RT ST FT TH NL RT ST FT

1171077 28 43 135 35 10 06 53 203 35 10 05 62 205 80 10 0.5 ‘

2=251177 30 43 150 50 15 05 50 178 120 12 05 62 202 50 10 06
3 412.77 28 48 157 50 10 06 55 187 50 10 05 58 208 40 10 05
4121217 28 47 17540 10 05 54 19740 10 0,5 63 20036 10 06
520.1277 30 48 13840 10 0.5 56 16737 10 05 53 20035 10 06
6. 281277 28 43 168 35 10 0,6 50 193 35 10 0.5 49 195 30 10 05
75.178 28 45 17830 10 0.5 49 19530 10 0.5 ‘
8,12.178 27 45 157 32 10 0.5 52 183 32 10 0.5 55 197 32 10 06
9.201.78 28 43 80 32 10 08 48 85 30 10 0,8 80 206 30 10 0,6

10 2278 28 41 118 52 10 0,8 47 141 40 10 0,8 52 155 40 01 0.6

1 Head iosses are given in cm
2 Turbidities are given in ]TU
3~Area of each filter bed 88 m

2
4 Daiiy fiiter run between 8 to 10 hours
5 Notation~given in the above tabie are

(a) Totai hours of run = TH
fb) Head loss = NL
(c) Raw water turbidity = RT

1 Total fiow = 1,75,000 iph
2 Surface ioading on gravei bed fioccuiator = 9700 iph/m2
3 Surface ioading on tube settiing tan~ = 6600 iph/m2
4 Rate offiitration on three duai media beds = 6600 iph/m2
5 Average filter run during the period = 58 houm

Genemi Data Piant Data



Date Heaci loss in cni Turbidity in JTU -

Bed Bed Bed Corn- Raw Settled Filtered washing
No 1 No 2 No 3 bined for bed

No
1 2 3~ 4 5 6 7 8 9

35 35 35 33 - 32 12_ ~_O9 1
60 6O~ 60~ 58~ 35 10 0.9 -

32 32 - 32 30 36 12 0.8 2 - --

63 63 63 62 34 12 0.8 -

37 37 37 35 -- 37 1~ 08 3
60 ~O 60 58 36 10 09 -

30 30 30 28 36 iÖ 08 1
55 55 -- 55 53 36 iÖ 0.8
36 36 36 33 36 10 0.8 2
58 58 58 56 - 35 1ltJ (18
35 35 35 32 36 10 0.9 3
63 63 63 61 36 10 1 2
30 30 30 28 36 10 0.8 - 1
62 62 62 60 - 35 10 0.9
35 35 35 33 36 10 f17 2
t3 63 63 62 32 - 10 ~ft8
36 36 36 34 - 32 1fL 0.9 3
63 63 -- 63~ 61 32 11~ fl9 -

~ ~35iI 33 34 11 0.9 1
60 60 60~ 58 32 10 iD
4Ô 40 - 40 38 - 36 11 11 2
69 69 ~6~i 68 33 10 12
42 42 42 40 32 10~ 1.2 3
72 72 72 70 35 12 12
44 44 44 ~42 36 12 ï2 1
73 73 73 7~ 32 11 ti
44 44 44 42 31 11 10 2
70 70 70 68 32 f2 1 Ö
43 43 43 42 36 12 12 3

Remarks 1 - Each filter bed was back washed after about48 hoursof
intermittentrun on the6th day in serial orderasshown
in this statement
2. Turbidity wa~measoredby Aplab turbidity meter
3 Averagedaily hoursof working was8 hours.

64 - SinTpleMethods in Water Purification

TABLE 3.4

Observations for Filter Runs on Declining rate control at Varangaon
Period 5/3/78 to 2/4/78. Flow = 1,75,000 Iph

/

5 3 78
6 3 78
7 3 78
0.3 78
9 3 78

10 3.78
11 3.78
12 3 78
13 3.78
143 78
15 3.78
163.78
17 3 78
18 3 78
19 3.78
20.3 78
21 3 78
22 3.78
23 378
24 3 78
25 3 78
26 3.78
27.378
28 3.78
29 3 78
30 3.78
31 3 78
1.4 78
2 4 78

1
-I
1
1

Filter

back

1
ii

- .1
1~1
1
1

-I
1
1
1
-1
1~



3. NEW FLOCCULATOR:
(i) Provide one unit of

size -

(ii) Surface area of ~nit
(iii) Surf ace loading

(iv) Volumetric loading
Considering 2.5 m depth
of PVC angle floc modules
(v) inlets -

(vl) Out Iets

100,000 litres per hour or
2 4 mid
1,87,500 lph or 4.5 mid

Provide on two sides of tube
settling tank and considering a
RCC Structure as ‘Shown in
drawing. -

3.00mx300mwith300m.
water depth over hopper top
9.00 m2 -

1,00,000 = 11,110 lph/m2
9

1,00,000 -

4440 lph/m3
3 x 3 x 2.3

Provide 5 Nos of 1QOmmdia
A.C or PVC pipe niets as
shown in the drawing -

Provide 3 Nos 200 mm dia out-
let perforated PVC pipe below
M.S. grating below floc module
bed with outlet ends in the tube
settling tank Perforations of
30 mmdia at 15 cm centres in
three rows-be provided in the
bottom portion of pipes. The
other sides of pipes to be kept
open.

Provide one hopper at bottom
with 100 mm dia siudge drain
pipes with sluice valve outside
in chamber

Varangaon Filtration Plant - -

TABLE 3.5
Hydraulic Design of a Model Simplified Filtration Plant

65

1. CAPACITY:

(a) Immediate Stage

(b) Ultimate Stage -

2. MIXING CHANNEL

1
S
S
S
S
S
1
1
1
1
S
S
S
1
S
S
S
S

(vii) Sludge removal



(viii) PVC angle fioc
modules

(ix) M S Angie Frame

4. TUBE SETTLING TANK

(i) Size adopted
(ii) Surface. area
(iii) Tube modules

(v) Collector pipes

(v) Surface loading

(Considering 85%net
open area of tubes).
(vi) Number of square

tubes required

(vii) Detention period

Simple Methods in Water Purification

Provide PVCangIe floc modules
ofsizel Omxl.OmxO5 mto
cover all area for 2.5 m depth
on the bottom M.S grating
frame resting on the top of
hopper. -

M.S. Flats50mmx6mm are -

welded in vertical positions at
75 mm centres to side M S
frame of 50 x 50 x 6 mm angies
to rest on the top of hopper

One Unit

30nix.6Ö~m -

18.0m2 --

Provide rigid PVC tube modules
ofsize30mxo30mxü5 m
depth to cover all surface area
of tank, Provide 75 mm corbels
in R.CC. walis on both sides at
1 6 m below F.S.L to su~port
the tube modules. Tube
modules to be fabricated by -

fixing rigid PVCSquare tubes
5ümmx50mmand60cmin -

lengths at 60°angle in opposite
directions by solvent cement.
6 Nos. PVC 200 mm dia with
side perforations of 50 mm dia
at 15 cm centres on both sides -

ofcollectorpipes -

100000 16550 iph/m2

18x0.85

Considering 180 metres per
sq metre of tube moduies =

18 x 180 = 3240 metres.
30x6.0x3.00x60 -32min~

1,00,000 = -

66

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
j
1
1
1
1

i-1
~1

=5
1



It is proposed to provide two
units of rapid sand filter beds
in the immediate stage These
can be converted into dual
media filter beds in the inter-
med late stage to get about 80%
more discharge from this plant

(ii) Size of beds . 4.30 m x 2.3 m

(iii) Area of each bed . 10.0 Sqm.

(iv) Rate of filtration = 100000 - -

2 x10

= 5000 lph/m2

(v) Rate Control . Simple manually operated valve
before notch chamber in the
control room

Provide two glass tubes 12 mm
dia on the control room wall to
show difference in F.S L of
filter bed and water level before
control valvè.

About 75000 litres of water will
be required for washing one
filter bed at a time Only hard
wash is proposed to be given
for about ten minutes. A sepa-
rate chemical house and wash
water tank of 1,00,000 litres
capacity is proposed which will
be useful in the ultimate stage
and also forwashingdual media
filter bed if filter beds are
converted in future

Varangaon Filtration Plant 67

5. RAPID SAND FILTER BEDS

(i) Number of beds

1
1
S
1
S
S
S
1
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

(vi) Head loss arrangement:

6. BACK WASH



7. TENTATIVE LEVELS

(i) \Veir level in stilling
chamber

(ii) F 5.L of Cravel bed
flocculator - -

(iii) F S L of tube settling

(iv) F S L of Filter becT~
(v) Notch level in control

rocYfll
(vi) Floor level of control

room -

(vii) F.S L of Pure water
sump --

(viii) F S t of Wash water
tank

(ix) Ave G L at Control
Room -

(i) Probable hourly flow

(ii) Flocculator loading

(iiij Tube settler loading

(iv) Dual media filter
loading

1
Simple Methods in Water Purifi~tion 1

- S
Considering softand-hard~
murtîrtîfbr foundation. 1
102-60 - - 5
102-20 --

102-20 = =

‘102-00 -

100-00 - = 1
99-50 5
99-50 - -=

113-00 -

99-50 1
S

68

tank :1

8. ULTIMATE STAGE INCREASED:

It will be po~slble to increase the capacity from 2 4 mld to
4 5 mld in the next stage by converting the rapid sand filter
beds into dual media filter beds The probable hydraulic
loadings are worked out below 1

4 5 x 106 ~=1,87,500 lph

24 -1
1,87,500 T20,ffO0 lph/m2

3 x3
1,87,500 = 12,250 iph/m2

18 x 0 85

1,87,500 = S,375 lph/m2 - -

2x10 5
1
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Varangaori Filtration Plant 69

1
(v) Probable performance

I The author feels that even with this increased loading itwill be possible to get acçepted filtered water quality. This
is mainly due to high rate pretreatment and dual media

I filter beds Even if the settled water turbidity will be higher
some times itwill be possible to get filtered water turbidity
within one JTU due to efficient dual media filter beds The5 inlets, outlets and all other pipe assembly work will be

adequate for higher loading.

S
1

1
S
1
1
1
S
S
1
1
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1

1
1=
II
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1
1
1
1!

S
1
1
1

MODULES QFSQUSQsni.,

— 1 - 1 1 EcocoNu=i= SHELL MEDiA 4 \ 1 LGRAVEL 5Èo
J ± L...FIME S&ND \L._LATERALS

S CIE “iAçeNEy OUTLET iNLETLMANiFOLO

DUkL PiËbIA tILTER PRETREATOR

Fl6 4=1 FLOW DIAGRAM OF CHANDORI TREATMENT PLANY
Fig. 4.1 Flow Diagram of chandori Tr’eatment Plant -

All Dimensions in Millimetres
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4.2 QUAJJTY OF THE RAW WATER

The source of the water supply scheme is the Godavari riverwhich has very high turbidity through out the rainy season of

I four months The maximum raw water turbidity is likely to be5000 JTU, while the average turbidity will be 10 to 50 JTU during
the remain ingseasonsThe quality of the raw water source for

I this scheme may- be as per category II viz, the raw water withhigh turbidity and moderate pollution as discussed in Chapter 1
The plant has been specially designed to provide very cheap

I and simple treatment plants for the smalL capac~tyrural watersupply schemes for turbid water sources. - -- -- -

I 4.3 DESIGN ASPECTSThe new design proposed for this unconventional treatment
plant includes mixing channel, one unit of pretreator followed

1 by one unit of a rapid sand filter bed. The pretreator unit istotally new feature of the design of this plant and may have

I been provided for the flrst time in the field of water treatment.The design of the pretreator has been developed on the basis ofthe actual plant performances of Ramtek and Varangaon treatment

I plants as~explained in Chapters 2 and 3 of this hook Thepretreator is a combination of the prefilter of Ramtek plant and
the tube settier of Vararigaon plant It is a flocculator-cum-tube

I settlEr unit Such a pretreator may be able to t~eatmoderate
turbid water sources at higher surface~loading rates. The
pretreator unit as well as the rapid sard filter unit for this new‘ plant have been desigried for surface loading of 4500 lph/m2.
However, for the low turbidity water sources the plant can be
designed for higher surface loading‘ Figure 4 1 shows the flow diagram and Figure 4 2 shows the
photograph of a Chandori type plant The detailed plan and
section of Chandori filtration plant are shown in Fig 4 3. The

detailed hydraulic design calculations aregiven in Table 4.1The design aspects of the plant are .discussed below

1 ~ MIXING CHANNEL
A mixing channel is provided on the top of two side wails of

the plant as shown in Figure 4.3 The width of the channel is

1
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CHANDORI FILTRATION PLANT 1

1
4.1 INTRODUCTION 1

The village Chandori is situated on the bankof Godavari riyer
in Nasik District ~f Maharashtra State. Chandori viltage water
supply scheme was ~sanctioned for the estimated. cost of ~s -

9,82,0(10/- in the year 1978, under the accelerated programme of
village water supply schemes~The population to be served in
the ultimate stage is 14700 souls The rate of water supply is 40
lpcd The scheme is designed for the daily water supply of -

0.6 ml in the ultimate stage with daily 16 hours of pumping The --

river Godavari is the source of water supply and raw water is
pumped through a combined jack well for the water supply
schemes for Saii~hedaand Chandori villages - -- --

The raw water from the river is pumped through 150 mm dia
pumping main 2300m long from the jack well to thetreatment
site at an hourly pumping rate of 36,750 litres The filtered water
is pumped to the E S R of 3~U0,000litres capacity situated near -

the treatment plant Water is distributed through the E.S.R. to
Chandori village through stand posts. -- . -

In view of the high cost of constructiop of a conventiqnal -

plant for such small capacity water treatment plant, a new 5
simplified filtration plant for the treatment of turbid water
sources has been specially designed for this scheme as discusTsed
in this chapter -

-- 1
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the rapid sand filter bed as shown in Figure 4.3

l
At the bottom of the pretreator the underdrainage system

consisting of 300 mm dia manifold and 50 mm dia PVC pipe
perforated laterals are provided at 20 cm centre to centre as per

I details shown in Figure 4.3. The laterals have perforations of 6mm dia at 4 cm centre to centre in the staggered positions at
90°angle in the bottom of the laterals

1 4.5.1 Sludge Removal from the Top of Gravel Bed
For removal of sludge from the top of the gravel bed, a

I perforated pipe system is provided This includes 100 mm diacentral G 1. pipe with side PVC pipe laterals of 50 mm dia,
having side perforations of 6 mm dia at 10 cm centres on both

1 sides The operating valve for sludge withdrawal is provided inthe control room The sludge draining operation is done periodi:

I cally depending on the turbidity of raw water4.5.2 Cleaning of Gravel Bed

• The gravel bed is cleaned with the settled water at the top by
• gravity desludging operation through the underdrainage system

for a period of 3 to 5 min after the day’s work This is generally

I adequate for cleaning the gravel bed However, to clean thegravel bed effectively a back wash can be given periodically for
8 to 10 min. so as to remove any clogged material in the gravel

1 bed. The back wash can be given once a week or a fortnight foreffective cleaning of the gravel bed.

I 4.6 RAPID SAND FILTER BED
In the approved scheme dual media filter bed was proposed to

I be constructed. However, as the rate of filtration i~4200 lph/m2,one rapid sand filter has been adopted. The size of the filter bed
is 4.0 x 2.2 m. The filter media consists of fine sand of 80 cm

I thick of effective size 0.5 mm and uniformity co-efficient of 1 5The supporting gravel bed is provided for 50 cm thickness over
the under drains. The under drainage system is similar to that

I provided in the pretreator as explained earlier. The side guttersare provided on all sides of the filter bed for wash water
collection and further draining out through 300 mm dia outlet

drain pipe with a sluice v~IveThe depth up to the top of the

1
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kept 60 cm and büttomslope of 20 cm F5 givento the channej to
avoid flooding of water Asbestos Cemént pipe pieces of 100
mmdia and of 30 cm height are fixed tn vertical positions in the
bottoin concrete of tfte channel in staggered positions as shown -

in Figure 4 31o accelerate mixing action -- -

A small stilling chamber is provided near the inlet pipe by
constructing a weir wall in the channel The aJum solution and
dosing tanks are:provided near the stilling chamber and aLum
dose i~introiluced just on the downstream of the weir, where
maximum turbulance is available - - -

4.5 PRETREATOR UNIT

There is one unit of pretreator of siz.e 4.0 m x 2 2 m with 3~m
water depth The pretreator i~a gravel bed flocculator-cum-tube
settling unit Graded gravel of 50 mm to ~O mrfi sizes~.are
provided at the bottom of the unit for 1 ~ md~pth The gravel is
directly placed on the underdrainage perforated pipe laterals as
shown in Figure 4 3.The PVC tubesettler modules are provided
for 50 cm depth covering all the surface area over the gravel bed
and keeping a dear space of 90 cm belowthe tube ~ettlers. Side
gutters are providedon all sides of the bed with the top of -

gutters 10cm above the top of the tube settlers TLree 150 mm 1
dia perforated cast ron pipe&ettled water collectorsaje provrded
at 60 cm above the 1~opof the tube settlers The sidewalls above
the gutter level ~re provided at 60° angle from the inside f~ce,
so as to reduce the velocity of flow towards tfte collecting pipes -

The surface loading on the gravel bed i~45Qc1lph/m2 while the -

volumetric toading is 3000 lph/m3. The total detention pericid in
the pretreator isabout 30 minutes. The tube settlers z~one
consists of a layer of rigid PVCsquare tubes of size5O mmx50 -

mm opening and 0.6 m in length which are fExed at 60°angle in
the torm ofmodules as explained in Chapter 3-in connection
with the tube settling tank of Varangaon plant. -

The raw water after passing through the mixing channel is -

introduced at the bottom of thé bed through the underdrainage -

system and then flows in the upward direction through the
pretreator unit The water after passing through the gravel bed
and the tube settlers is collected in the perforated pipe collectors -

of 150 mm dia, from where the settled water is irttroduced on - 1

1
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gutter is 2 1 m while the total water depth over the filter bed is
3 5 m Water after flowing rn the downward di rection th rough the

1 filter bed is taken in to the control chamber
(i) Control Room

1 The outlet pipe gallery of 200 mm dia with valves is provided
in the control room as shown in Figure 4 3.A rectangular notch

I is provided at the centre of the control chamber to adjust theflow over the weir In addition to this two pure water pumps
have also be accommodated in the control room. With this

1 arrangement a separate pump house can be avoided
(ii) Back Wash -

I Only hard wash is given to the filter bed for about 10 to 12minutes to clean the filter bed effectively The back wash is
given through 200 mm dia main from the E.S.R. of 3,00,000 litres

capacity constructed by the side of the treatment plant.
(iii) Head loss measurement

1 The head loss measuring arrangement is made by providing
two plastic tubes showing the water levels in the filter bed and

I before the outlet control valve The head loss in the pretreator isnegligible However, a minimum drop of 30 cm at the end of
mixing channel has. been provided between the F S.L. in the

I pretreator and the bottom of the mixing channel at the outletend of the channel

I (iv) Chlor,nat:onThe chlorinatioin arrangement is provided by the side of the
control charriber. The required TCL dose in the form of solution

5 is given in the controLchamber after rectangular weir, so as tomix effectively in the filtered water before taking It to the pure

I water sump - -4.7 CONSTRUCTION OF THE PLANT

I The plant was constructed during the year 1979-80 and wasput into trial runs from March 1981. As shown in F,igure4.3 most
of the works are of gravity masonry walls, with only RCC roof

1 slab over the control room. The work was got executed throughUBRAIIY

INTERNATIONAL REFERENCE C~NTRE1 FOR COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY AND
SANITATION (IRO~ -
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S
a local contractor by employing local labours The PVC tube
modules were fabricated departmentally as per details explained
for Varangaon plant

4.8 PLANT OBSERVATIONS

The plant observations were conducted from day-to-day data
recorded in the register kept at Chandori plant for the period
frcim T6-7-81 tô741-81 for ten filter runs Actual observations --

were conducted.for intermittent filter runs rariging from 4 to 8
hours per day according to~the supply of filtered water to
Chandori village. Considering the intermittent nature of working
of the treatment plants in rural areas, t was considered
appropriate to collect the actual plant observations. All these
observations werecoriducted for the actual pumping discharge
of the installed pumping machineryof 20,000 lph only, where-as
the treatment plant was designed for the pumpirig rateof 40,000 -

lph asgiven ~nTable 4 1 The observations collected for total
hours of daily working, turbidities of raw, settled and filtered
water samples, and head losses during the period of study are
given in Table 4.2. - - -

Durirfg the period ofstudy samples of raw, settied, filtered
and tap water were collected weekly for bacteriological and
chemical analysis, and their results are given in Tables 4 3 and -

4 4 respectively The performance of the pretreator and filter
units are discussed below

4.8.1 Pretreator Unit

(1) The novel idea - 1
This pretreator unit is provided for the first time in the field of

filtration and being a novel Fdea, a patent (No 150448) has
already been granted to the author in India. The unit gives:a
complete pretreatment at the same rate as that for the filter bed
and is a flocculation-cum-tube settler unit. The head losses
observed through this unit were negligible. The turbidity after
pretreator unit was generally below 20 JTU even when the raw
water turbidity increased of the range of 50 to 1000 JTU during
this period o~observation The average turbidity in tfte other
seasoris was in the range of 10 to 30 JTU when the settled water

turbidity was generally below 10 JTU. The removal of higher

1
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turbidity is due to the large surface area available in the gravel

I bed and the PVC tube settiers introduced in the pretreator unitThus the general performance of the pretreator unit was found
to be satisfactory.5 (ii) Sludge draining from the top of the gravel bed:

This is an important operation in-the pretreator unit. The floc’

I and the sludge settled at the top of the gravel bed wasperiodically drained out under hydrostatic pressure through the
special perforated pipe assembly provided at the top of the

S gravel bed During very high turbidity of raw water the sludgefrom the top of the gravel I~edcan be continuously drained
during the working of the plant, 50 as to get acceptable settled

1 water turbidity during such periods.
(iii) Cleaning of the pretreator bed

1 The cleaning of the pretreator bed by gravity desludgingoperation and periodic back washing of the bed are very

I important operations for the proper functioning of the pretreator.The unit was generally cleaned daily for 3 to 4 minutes bygravity desludging operation with the settled water available

I above te top of the tube settlers. The pretreator bed was cleanedby giving a back wash for 7 to 8 minutes through the under
drainage system once in a week during the rainy season and

I once in fortnight du~ring low turbidity period, for cleaning thebed effectively As this is an important process for control of the
settled water turbidity the operator has to be trained properly

1 forthispurpose
4.8.2 Simplified Rapid Sand Filter Bed

5 0) General
The filter bed was run for a lower rate of filtration during the

U trial runs, as explained above Though the plant was operatedintermittently as per daily water requirements, the headloss
observations were taken at the beginning and at the end of the

I daily filter run. Similarly turbidity of raw, settled and filtered
water samples was noted daily

(ii) Turbidity Observations5 From Table 4.2 It can be seen that the turbidity of filtered

S
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--1
water was gei~erallyin the range of 0 5 to 1 0 JTU Thus the
turbidity removal was satisfactory 1
(iii) Lengths of filter runs - - = -

From the observations in Table 4 2 it can be seen that the --

maximum Iength of filter run was kept for 96 hours while the
average filter run-was kept for 60 hours The filter bed was
generally washed after 15 days to avoid the algae growth on the
bed, even when the head Iosses were not reached to the
maximum limit.

(iv) Headloss observattons.

The headlosseswere measured through the simple arrange-
ment of plastic transperent tubes. The head losses in the filter
bed were constderably low and were in the range of 50cm to 60 -

cm as against the allowable headlossof 2 0 m~forthe reasons
given in the above para -

(v) Back wash observations -

The filter bed was washed by only hard wash method, once ~n 1
a fortnight during the Qbservation period The consumption of
the wash water was less than 1% during the perlod of study. The
expansion of the filter media during the back wash was between
10% to 20% ~nd the bed was found to be effectively cleaned.

4.8.3 Bacteriological and Chemical Resuits 1
Table 4 3 shows the bacteriological results of the raw, settled,

filterect and tap water samples From these results t is seen that 1
average bacterial reduction after pretreator was 73% and aftér
filtration there was further reduction of 17% It can be seen that
the pretreator bed is not only effective in turbidity removal but
also in bacterial removal to a considerable extent

4.8.4 Maintenance Observations 5
From the plant scale observations as discussedin this Chapter

t is seen that Chandori treatment plant is giving satisfactory
performance. Due to simplicity in day-to-day operations of the
plant particularly in alum dosing, manual filter rate control,
sludge draining, desludging operation, hard washing and TCL
sôlution disinfection arrangements, one operator can maintain -

- S
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1
the plant efficiently The operator with only primary education

I knowledge was trained at site for alum and TCL dosing, filterrate control, sludge draining and back wash operattons. He can
measure daily turbidities and sends water samples for bacterio-

1 logical tests. Further he operates pure water pumps to fill theelevated service reservoir, and also operates the valves for the

I distribution of water to the village Due to all these simpleari~angements provided at Chondori plant, the maintenance ofthe plant is trouble free, efficient and considerably cheaper as
compared to the maintenance of a conventional treatment5 plant

5 4.9 SPECIAL ADVANTAGES

Chandori treatment plant has special advantages of two stage1 construction as explained
(i) For low turbidity sources, the tube settlers in the pretreator

I unit and the crushed coconut shell media in the filter unit canbe omitted in the first stage. However, the same can beprovided at a latten stage for better quality if found necessary or

I for increas Ing the plant capacity(ii) For turbid water sources the plant can be designed for lower
loading rate of 4500 Iph/m2 in the first stage, when only rapid

l sand filter bed can be adopted. In the second stage, for
increasing the plant capacity or quality of filtered water the
crushed coconut shell media can be provided for 40 cm

I thickness over 40cm thickness of fine sand in the filter bed so asto convert into a dual media filter bed.

5 4.10 GUIDE LINES FOR DESIGNING CHANDORI TYPE
TREATMENT PLANT

5 (i) General

I The general design criteria for Chandori type simplified plantare given in Table 1.1. The guide lines for designing a new
Chandori type plant are given below which will be useful in

I practice. The plant is generally recommdned for an individualvillage or small town

S
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1
(ii) Raw water quality -

This plant is ger~er~lIyrecommdned for medium turbidity 1
water sourcesi.sijch as rivers, reservoirs, canals etc The average
raw water turbidity may he tn the range of 10 to 50 JTU while the . --

maximum turbidity range may be 1000 to200OjTU T

(iii) Surface l5ad,ng - -

The capacity of such a plant with two chambers will generally 1
be in the range of 05.to 2.0 mld Both the pretreator and dLtal
media filter chambers are designed for the surface loading in
the range of 4000 to 8000 Iph/m2 Lower surface loading is
recommended when the raw water average and maximum -

turbidity ranges are likely on the higier side also Lower surface
lading is also recommended in the first stage design of this
plant when the tube settlers in pretreator chamber and coconut
shell media are not adopted. However, during the second stage, - 1
higher surface loadung can be adopted by introducing tube
settlers in the pretreator bed and converting raprd sand bed into
dual media filter bed - --

(iv) Pretreator Chamber -

Generally the same size and surface loading are adopted for 5
pretreatar and the filter beds. However, lower surfaceloading ft
the range of 3000 to 5000 Iph/m2 may be adopted when only
rapid sand bed Ts to be provided after pretreator and raw water
turbidity is likely to be on the higher side. In such cases the
pretreator becfcan be adopted of larger size The width of the
chamber may be gerterally 2 0 m to 2 3 m and should not be
adopted more than 2.50 m
(v) Other details - - - 1

For dual media filter beds, back wash, headloss, rate control
arrangements, and construction details guide lines givert at the -

end of Chapter 2 can be followed =
(vi) Hydraulic design and drawing. -

These can be prepared on the guide Iinesof hydraulic design -

calculations (Table 4.1) and det4iled drawing (Fig. 4 3) enclosed
at the end of this chapter. 1

1
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TABLE 4.1

Hydraulic Design Calculations for Chandori Filtration Plant

1. General Proposal
The capacity of the plant is 36,750 lph
A new srmplified high rate treatment plant ~sdesigned
for this scheme for a capacity of 40,000 Iph as per
design given below.

2. Mixing Channel

It is provided on the sides of the pretreator unit and dual
media filter unit as shown in Figure 4.3

3. Pretreator Unit:

This is based on the combination of gravel bed flocculator

I and tube settler with flow in upward direction.
(u) Considering the supply rate of 40,000 lph

(ii) Adopt pretreator unit of size 40 mx 2.2 m5 (iii) Area 8 80 m2
(iv) Surface loading on the gravel bed 40,000

S 884500 lph/m2
(v) Volumetric Ioadung on the pretreator

1 40,000 3000 Iph/m3
8.8 x 15

I (vi) Net surface loading on the open tube areaconsiderung 80% effective open area as per
standard fabrication of tube modules

1 = 40,000 = 5700 lph/m20 8 x 8.8

I 4. Filtration Unit:Provide one unit of rapid sand filter bed of size 4.0 m x 2.2 m

I (1) Area of filter bed = 8.8 m2(ii) Rate of filtration for above supply rate will be
= 40,000 4500 lph/m25 8.8

1
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Thus one unut of pretreator of size 4.0 m x 2 2 m, is provuded
which will be followed by a rapud sand filter bed. Both units are
designed for surface loadung of 4500 lph/m2 The direction of
flow in pretreator unit is upward as that of the upflow filters,
while for rapid sand filter unit the flow direction is downward
Only hard back wash is provided for washing the filter bed For
pretreator unit gravity desludging operatuon will be generally
adopted Hard wash will be guven occasionally

Under Drains : Centrâl manufold 300 mmdia mild steel pipe
and 50 mm dia Rigud PVC pipes laterals have been provuded wuth
6 mmperforations at 40 mmcentresstaggered and in 90°angles
in the bottom of the laterals -

TABLE 4.3 1
Bacteriological Results at Chandori Filtration Plant

1
S

-I
1~I
ITI

1
-I

S
S

NOTE 1 Â~eragereduction in MPN oiily in Prefilter= 72 75% (Say 73%)
2 Averagereduction ~i MPN in filter units 16.5 (Say 17%)

Sr Date of MPN per 100 ml Percentage
Removalof Bacteria

No Samp- RAw Settled Filtered Tap In In in
ing Water - Water Water Water Pre- Filt- Chlori-

treator ration - nation

1 17/7/81 24x104 93x1D2 0 0 96 - 4 — =-

2 23/7/81 11 x 1O~ 7.5 x 10~ 2 3 x 102 0 93 45 125
3 30/1/81 24x104 29x103 21x122 0 88 110 10
4 6/8/81 24x104 15x103 91x102 0 94 25 35
5 13/8/81 2 4 x104 93 x 1O~ 3 Ox 102 0 61 260 13
6. 20/8/81 2 4 x ¶0~ 2 8 x 102 2 1 x 102 0 98 7 0 3 1
7 27/8/81 2 4 x 1O4 11 x io~ 28 x 102 0 54 44 75 1 25
&. 24/9/81 24x104 46x102 15x102 0 98 125 d75
9 1/10/81 11 x 10~ 4 6 x 102 1 2 x 102 0 96 3 - 1 00

10 7/10/81 2 4 x iO~ 11 x 10~ 46 x 102 0 54 44 2 00 ii
11 6/11/81
12 13/11/81

2.4x104
11 x i0~

11 x104
1 5 x i0~

46x102
1 2 x 102

0 54 44 20
0 86.5 125 1.0
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TAILE4.2

Obiervation onOiandod FWtration Plant

‘
rai- Date of Starting After 12 hours 24 Etours 36 Hours 48 Hours 60 Hours 72 Hou’s 96 Hours
ier starting
en and .

ET
,

Nowastiing ML RT ST HI RT ST rr HL RT. ST FT 1-it. RT ST FT HL RT ST n’r HL RT ST FT ML tT ST ET HL RT ST FT

116781 SO 750 13 05 65 80020 OS 85 900 16 05 100 6S0 13 05 11016010 OS
224.781 90 400 17 03 12 2(1015 0,5 15 110 13 OS 20 90 7 03 3416020 0545 13015 OS
39.881 5,0 130 15 03 10 15010 OS 15 300 20 OS 25 150 15 OS 30 30020 0537 12013 OS 45 120 20 OS 60 90 15 OS
4.28.881 75 70 15 05 10 7015 OS 20 80 15 OS 35 70 18 03 45 7020 OS washedeexiy
511981 50 100 20 OS 60 43020 0.5 10 200 20 OS 17 250 20 05 22 2S020 0537 50020 OS SO 200 iS 03 — — — —
6 25.9.81 70 240 15 0.9 80 fl0 15 0.5 10 175 19 05 12 130 14 OS wastied eariy for observat,ons — — ——

711081 SkO 49 10 OS 75 5020 03 15 80 20 03 25 71 15 0.5 3560 15 OS washedeariy !
8,810.81 5.0 50 15 0.5 10 4520 03 10 50 15 0.5 22 40 12 OS 29 30 10 0,530 30 10 OS 50 30 15 OS — — -

9.231081 5.0 25 5 OS 7 255 05 8 25 S 05 10 25 8 0,5 12 25 5 0315 25 S 0.5 20 25 S 03 25 25 9 05
1071181 75 30 5 0.5 10 255 0.5 15 25 S 0.5 20 25 5 03 5030 5 03

DATA
1 Head iosses are given in cm
2. Turbidstiesare given in JTu
3 Actuai fiow per hoijr 20,000 kees
4 Daiiy fiiter run = between 1 to 10 hr
S Notation given in the abovetabie

fi) Head ioss = HL
(ii) Raw water turbidity = RT

(iii) Settied water turbidity = ST
(iv) niitered water turbidity = nT

iMPORTANTOBSERvATIONS
1 Totai numberof runt during 4 monthu = 10
2 Total filter run during 4 months = 600 Hours
3. Averagehours of filter run during the period = 60
4 Appropriate wash water consumption= iets than1%
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5.

SIMPLIFICATION IN CONSTRUCTION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

One of the very important aspects in the design of small
capacitywater treatment plants for rural and semi-rural areas is
the adoption of maximum simplicity both in construction and
maintenance of these plants In the new designs proposed in
this hook it has heen tried to make the designs for these new
treatment plants as simple as possible It is now proposed to
discuss some of the important aspects in~thedesign and
construction of such~small capacity treatment plants along with
the cost aspects in the construction and maifitenance

5.2 IMPORTANT ASPECTS IN THE DESIGN

5.2.1 Mixing Units

In Ramtek and Varangaon plants baffle mixing channels have
been provided while in Chandori plant pipe pieces are provided
in staggered and vertical positions in the mixing channel At the
nIet end a small stilling chamber is provided by constructing a

masonry weir across the channel. Alum solution dose is given
just on the downstream side of the weir and at the point of
maximUm turbulanceto have instantaneaus mixing action with
the incoming raw water These arrangements are now adopted
even for big capacity plants thereby deleting the mechanical
mixing With this simple mixing arrangement not only the
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capital cost is reduced but the maintenance cost is also
reduced. The mixing channel is provided on the top of the side
masonry walls of these plants, thereby deleting a separate
mixing chamber. In a baffie mixing channel there is considerable
head loss which depends on the actual open areas between the
baffIe ends and side walls In addition to this there are dead
pockets behind the baffles Therefore t is recommended to
provide pieces in staggered positions in the mixing channel after
the weir as adopted in Chandori plant In a RCC plant the mixing —~
channel can be provided on the top of control room, or as a
cantilever structure - -

Alum solution and dosing tanks can also be provided on the
side walls Just near the stilling chamber as provided at Ramtek
and Chandori plants For plants of bigger capacity and for high
turbidity raw water,solution tanks can be provided in a separate
room as adopted at Varangaon plant - - .-

5.2.2 Non-Mechanical Flocculation Units

(i) Gra vel bed flocculator

In all the three plants discussed in this book gravel bed
flocculators have been adopted in place of mechanical flocculators.
In Ramtek and Chandori plants the gravel bed is a part of the
pretreatment units where the flow is in the upward direction,
while in Varangaon plant a separate gravel bed flocculator is
provided where the direction of flow is downward.

Eventhough the gravel bed flocculation units can replace
mechanical flocculation units, there are some limitations in
adoption of the gravel bed flocculation units. The basic limitation
is that the gravel bed floccolation is not a continuous[y
operated unit as there is accumulation of sludge in the bed, and
hence t has to becleaned by routine gravity desludging and
occasionally by backwashing of the bed. Further some settled or
filtered water has to be used for cleaning of the gravel bed
flocculation units - -- - -

(ii) PVCfloc modules for flocculation -

New development of rigid PVC angle floc modules in placeof
gravel in the flocculator in Varangaon typeiplantis a very useful
new technique. It is simpler than gravel bed flocculator and has

~1
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1
someadditional advantagesas discussed in Chapter 3. There is

I no need of routine clean ing of the floc modules and t can givemore uniform loading as compared to the gravel bed Hence It is
recommended in place of gravet eventhoügh the cost will be

more as compared to gravel cost.
(iii) Rigid PVC strips perforated partitions for flocculation1 Please refer to Chapter 6 (Para 6.33.) for description of a non-
mechanical flocculation chamber with the use of rigid PVC
strips perforated partitlons This is recommended for big capacity

plants

I 5.2.3 Tube SettiersA separate tube settling tank has been provided in Varangaon
plant after the gravel bed flocculator chamber, while the tube

settier has been provided over the gravel bed flocculator inChandori pretreator unit. As the surface loading can be increased

I by more than 6 to 8 times, the surface area required can bereduced to 1/6 to 1/8 of the surface area required for aconventional rectangular settling tank. The sludge is removed

l
by hydrostatic pressure through the hoppers provided at the
bottom Thus this design becomes very compact and cheap as
compared to a conventional settling tank. The fabrication of

I PVC square tube mbdules is not a difficult job. Moreover thetechnique can be adopted for augmentatiori of’ the capacity of
the existing hopper bottom settling tank from 2 to 4 times by

I introducing tube settiers in the existing tank with minormodifications.

I 5.2.4 Simplified Dual Media Filter BedsIn all the three treatment plants simplified high rate dual
media filter beds can be adopted and the details of the same are

1 discussed in the previous chapters. The simplicity is achieved byproviding open to sky filter beds with m~asonrystructure including

I gutters, and simple under-drainage system and manual flow ratecontrôl arrangements. Only hard back wash is adopted foreffective washing. In Varangaon plant, where the number offilter beds are three, declining type rate control method is

1 adopted to simplify the day-to-day operation. Elevated service

1
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S
resevoirs can be conveniently used for backwashing purpose.
This can save considerably in the total cost of construction of a
treatment plant

5.3 .COST ASPECTS FOR CONSTRUCTION 5
With all the simplicity in the-design and construction of the

various units of the new simplified treatment plants the actuaJ
costs of construction have been reduced by 50% to 70% of the
costs of construction of the conventional plants of the same
capacities The local unskilled labour can beutilised for the
construction of these plants Most of the material is available
locally for construction work Thus the reduction in cost of
construction is mainly doe to the non-mechanical mixing and
flocculation units, tube settler units in place of conventional
settling tank, and high rate simplified dual media filters in place
of rapid sand filter beds

5.4 COST ASPECTS FOR MAINTENANCE S
The maintenance costs are also reduced considerably for

these new treatment plants as -cornpared to the maintenance S
costs for conventional treatment plants. This is mainly doe to
the non-mechanical mixing and flocculation units, and efficient
~.ludgeremoval technique from tube settlers, reduced tank sizes
and long filter runs due to the dual media filter beds As the new
plants are compact in their designs and simple for operation,
one operator is normally adequate to run these plants in
villages. - -- -

5.5 APPROXIMATE QUANTITIES OF CIVIL WORKS

5.5.1 General - -

The new filtration plants as described in this book have been
made as simple as possible. The civil structures are in stone or
brick masonry, so that these works, can be constructed from
locally available material and by local people. Important aspects
in design, construction and maintenance of these new plants
have been already d~scussedin previous chapters. The approximate

S
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1
quantities of the civil works for major items of construction for‘ the new plants discussed in this book are given in Table 5 1 for
ready reference The detailed costs for all the items have not
been shown in this Table as the market rates will be different5 However, the actual costs of construction for these treatment
plants are given at the end of quantities to get some idea of the

I costs. These costs will have to be worked out at the currentmarket rates at the places to be constructed. 1f the costs of theconventional treatment plants of the same capacities as per

I tendered rates are compared, it will be seen that the costs ofthese new simplified treatment plants may be in the range of
30% to 50% of the costs of the conventional plants. The

I comparative costs for the simplified and conventional treatmentplants are given in Table 1 2

5 5.5.2 Type of Structures -

I It will be possible to reduce the costs of the new simplifiedplants further if RCC structures are economically designed forthe same capacities. However, in many situations in the developing

S countries skilled workers and contractors are not available inrural areas and hence masonry structures have been adopted for
the piants described in this book.

5 5.5.3 Package Plants

I It will also be possible to reduc~the costs as well as period ofconstruction of such small capacity plants, if the package steel
plants are designed either for closed pressure cells or open to

I atmosphetic pressure It may be possible to delete at many
places pure water sump, pump house and pumping installations
if the pressure plants are designed and provided. The best5 location for providing such pressure plants will be near the
elevated service reservoir for the village. As the same reservoir

I can be utilised for backwashing of these package plants, therewill be considerable saving in such package treatment plants 1fthe operators are well trained and some simple automation is
adopted, such plants may also be very cheap for the treatment5 of surface water sources for rural areas.
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5.6 IMPORTANT POINTS TO BE ATÎENDED DURING

CONSTRUCTION OF SIMPLIFIED FILTRATION PLANTS

As these are tötally new and unconventional water treatment
plants, it is necessary to attend some important points during
the construction of these plants so as to get satisfactory results
These points were nôted during the actual construction and
maintenance of such plants 1f these points are taken into
consideration during the construction, the plants will givethe
desired results and there will be no problems during their
maintenance

5.7 MIXING CHANNEL 1
(i) The average bed slope in the channel can be provided

between 10 and 20 cm The bottom should be smooth

(ii) Circular Asbestos Cemént or PVC pipe pieces 80 mm to
100 mm in dia and 20 cm in length be preferably provided in
vertical positions and fixed in the bottom concrete to give
effective mixing with negligible head Ioss. For this purpose
waste pipe piecescan be used economically which can be filled
up with brick bats and mortar

(iii) The minimum size of the channel is 50 cm in width and
30 cm in depth for the required length. Channel width and
depth be designed for the ultimate hours flow 1

(iv) Pipe pieces be ~rovidedat 50 cm centre to centre~2to 3
numbers in each row and in staggered positions to give effective
mixing. - - - - -

Cv) Proper alom dose be given through a perforated half cut
rigid. PVC pipe at the down-stream of the weir and just before
the turbulance zone in the mixing channel for effective mixing.

(vi) Proper screens be provided at suitable places to preverfl
stones or any other fore~gnmaterial entering from the rnlet side
in to the manifold pipe 5

1
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5.8 SPECIAL PRETREATMENT UNITS

5.8.1 Prefilter bed in Ramtek Type Plant

I (a) Grave! bed prefi!ter construction
(i) The size of the gravel be between 50 mm and 10 mm

which should be sorted in 4 grades and then provided from5 bottom to top in reducing sizes. The gravel shouki be rounded
as far as possible bot should not be angular in any case.

I (ii) At the top of the gravel bed a floc draining perforatedpipe assembty be provided with 150 mm dia central pipe and 50
mm dia side perforated pipe Iaterals at 30 cm centres on both

I the sides. The pipe assembly can be fabricated with the rigidPVC pipes, side perforations of 6 mm dia be provided at 10 cm
to 15 cm centres on both sides of laterals. One operating valve

S can be provided in the control room for periodic sludge
draining. -

(iii) The top of the gravel bed may be 30 cm belowthetop of5 gutter level.

(b) Cleaning of gravel bed

(i) As far as po~siblethe gravet bed be cleaned by gravity
flushing out of the water over the bed through the underdrain

system as quickly as possible to remove the accumulatedsludge
(ii) A back wash may be given periodically when required to

remove any accumulated sludge in the bed, so as to clean thebed effectively.

5 5.8.2 Pretreatment in Varangaon Type Plant

(a) Grave! bed Flocculator Construction

(i) The size of the gravel be between 60 and 20 mm which

should be sorted in 4 to S grades and then provided from

bottom to the top in reducing sizes. The gravel should be

rounded as far as possible bot should never be angular.

(ii) At the bottom of the gravel bed required hoppers be

provided for sludge removal and gravel can be supported on

S
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50 mm x 60 mm mild steel flats fixed in vertical positions at
50 mm centres in nis: angle iron removable frame, which
should be placed at the top level of hoppers Proper size of
angles be adopted For longer spans (72.0 m) additional
hottom supports may he necessary This has to be prop-erly
design ed

(iii) For sludge withdrawal 100 mm dia pipe be provided with
inlets in the hopper bottom and sluice valves outside. In
addition to this one larger dia outlet pipe (min. 200 mm) be
provided below gravel bed for flushing Out the accumulated
sludge in the gravel bed when required Back wash arrangements
can be provided through 200 mm dia pipe line from the wash
water tank, when there i~silt or fine sand in the raw water

(iv) The top of the gravel bed may be 15 cm to 30cm below
the F S.L in the flocculator chamber - -

(v) Outlet pipes of suitable sizes be provided below gravel
bed and above the top of the hopper level to introduce
flocculated water at the top of the hopper level in the tube
settling tank. Sluice valves beprovided for these pipes 50 a~to
close the same while flushing out the a~cumuIatedsludge in the
gravel bed as mentioned ab5ve -- -- 1

(vi) PVC angle floc modules 10 m x 1.0 m x 05 m are
recommended for adoption in place of gravel to get better
flocculation and to save wash water as discussed in Chapter 3

(b) Tube settling tank

(i) The tank be provtded with hopper at the bottom with a
minimum slope df 450 with the horizontal, for proper sludge
collection and removal.

- (ii) Sludge withdrawal pipe of 80 mm to ~1O0mm dia be
provided with inlet from the bottom of the hopper and sluice --

valve ootside of the side wall for periodic removal of the sludge

(iii) Rigid PVC square tubesof 50 mm x 50 mm size and of 0.6
m in Iength be provided at 60° angle in module forms
covering all the surface area of the tank. The top level of tubes --

be kept below one metre of the F.5 L in the tank Suitable

offsets of 75 mm width in the side masonry can be provided

1
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during construction for supporting the P V.C. tube modules.

I Alternatively m.s angles (75 mm x 75 mm) be provided forsupporting modules. -

I (iv) Direct flow from the sides of the tube modules at theends be avoided by closing the gaps with PVC tube waste pieces
and angles.

I (v) The collecting weirs or perforated pipes at the top to
collect settled water be uniformly spread over the surface, so as
to allow uniform overflow rates through the tube settler zone, to5 avoid increase in the upward velocity only from small areas of
the tank.

I (vi) 1f there is floc or sludge accumulation at the top of thetube settiers, then water level in the tank be lowered down
quickly by taking out water from the bottom of the gravel bed

I unit, so as- to allow the floc to slide down t,he tubes manualclean ing may be needed occasionally of the top surface of tube
settlers at such occasions -5 5.8.3 Pretreator in Chandori Type Plant

(i) The gravel bed flocculation zone over the underdrain be5 provided similar to the gravel bed prefilter bed in Ramtek type
Plant.

I (ii) Tube settler zone in the pretreator be provided similar tothe tube settler zone in Varangaon type plant
(iii) Settled water collectors be provided similar to the settied

water collectors in Varangaon t’~~peplant.(iv) Cleaning of pretreator be done similar to the prefilter of

I Ramtek type plaht(v) Minimum dear height of 0.8 m be kept between the top
of gravel and the bottom of tubes. -

5 (vi) Minimum dear distance of 0.6 m be kept betweeii the
top of tubes and F.S.L in the pretreator.

5.9 FILTER BEDS

5.9.1 Dual Media Filter Bed

1 (‘) The bottom supporting gravel should be rounded, durable

S
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-1
and properly graded with the top size of 3 to 5 mm below the
sand bed The recommended sizes of supporting gravel are -

given below for guidence - - ~- -- - ~-- -

Gravel Size Depth from top 1
to bottom

3 mm to 5 mm 7 cm Note some adjustments can
5 mm to 10 mm 8 cm be made according to the

jO mm to 20 mm ~I0cm available gravel sizes and
20 mm to 30 mm 10 cm available depth
3ümmto50mm 15cm__- -

- Total - 5Ö cm
(ii) The minimum depth of fine sand be 40 cm and the

effective size of sand may be between 0.45 mm and 0 50 mm
and the uniformity co-efficient be less than 1.5. 1

(iii) The top coarse media of crushed coconut shell or any
other type be of uniform size between 1 mm to 2 mm sieve -

openings. The depth of this coarse media be 30 cm to 40 cmon
the top of the sand media.

(iv) The highest gram size of the coarse media should not be
greater than 5 times the smallest gram size of the fine sand
media to avoid intermixing of the media

(v) Clear distance of 0.6 m to 0.7 m be provided between the - 1
gutter top level and the top of the course media for giving
effective washingwith 30% to 40% expansion of filter media

5.9.2 Under Drainage

(i) The size of the man ifold should not be less than 200 mm
dia pipe. This may preferably be fabricated of mild steel pipe of
300 mm dia and of 6 mm thickness. A typical manifold and
lateral system is shown in Figure 5.1. 5

(ii) The diameter of the perforated laterals should not be less -

than 50 mm. pipe and these.may preferably be of rigid PVC
pressure pipes tested to 6 kg of water pressure. The laterals are
generally provided at 20 cm centres on both sides of the
manifold. - -

(iii) The total perforation area should not be Iess than 0.003 1

-1
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the filter bed and needs improvement in washing. In such case
filter bed can be washed twice successively or for longer period,
occasionally to improve the performance.

5.9.5 Wash Water Gutters and Outlet 5
(i) The top of the gutters should be perfectly at one level so

as to give uniform back washing to the complete filter bed. This
can be checked by water levels in the two ends of a transparent
plastic tubing 3 mmtö5 mm dia -

(ii) The gutter size should be adequate and minimum dear
size be 30 cm wide and 30 cm deep.

(iii) The outlet wash water pipe may preferably be of 30 cm
dia with its top kept atleast 10 cm below the top of the gutter
level, to avoid flooding in the gutters during back washing This
is a very important point to be attended.

(iv) 1f due to some reason the flooding is observed in the
gutters and water level goes above gutter level during washing
in the gutters, the outlet pipe be suitably modified to give
syphon action to improve the washing Alternatively gutter level
be increased suitably

(v) To avoid algae developm~ent on the filter bed walls the
water level can be kept at gutter level, when the filter is not in
operation -- - - 5

(vi) 1f growth of algae is more, a simple light weight roof can
be provided on the open filter beds. - 1
5.9.6 Head Loss Measurements - --

(i) AllowabLe head loss of two metres be generally provided
between the F.S.L. of the filter bed and the top of the notch
level in the control chamber - /

(ii) For measuring the head loss in the filter bed, one 12 mm
dia pipe connection be provided from the inside of the filter
bed and about 10cm above gutter level. The other connection
be provided fromal2 mm dia tapping with a gate valve (12 mm)
on the outlet pipe and before the control valve. Plastic trans-
parent or gl~sstubes c~nbe fixed on the side wall in control

room to measure the head loss observations. A metric scale can

S



TABLE 5.1

Quantities for construction lor some simplified Filtratlon Plants

Sr Item of Work RamtekType Plant varangaon

No Ooit Type Plant Chandori
Ramtek Surya varangaon Bhagur plant Type Plant
Plant Project Plant Cap. Capacity Capacity
Capacity Plant Capa- 1,75,000 75000 liijhr 40000 lit/hr

100,000lit./hr city 30000 lit/hr
lit/hr

1 Excavation for foundations
. As per actual foundation conditions

2

3
4

Cement Concrete M-75 for foundations

Cement Concrete M-150 for foundations
Cement Concrete M-150 for RCC works of thin walls

m
3

m3
m3

25 75 1800 43 00 2640 2000

42 60 18.00 75.00 20.20 1480
1000 900 — 13 20 15 50

5,
6L

7
8.

9~
10

M.S reinforcement for RCC Work
Stone or 8. Brick Masonry for side walls

Cement plaster inside and outside in c m. 1,3
Providing wooden panelled or M S. steel doors with fixtures
Providing glazed shutters for windows & ventilators

M S Manifold of 6 mmthick for all beds including 50 mm size

Qtl
m5
m2
m2

m2

Number

2400 1500 81.00 10.40 11.00
19500 13400 29300 23500 20000
50000 35000 51000 24400 368.00

5 60 2.64 3 6 3 0 2.30

7 3 6.5 645 4.32 6.77

4 2 3 1 2

PvC perforated laterals !

11 Graded gravels in the gravel beds and filter beds m3 28.7 150 40.0 300 17.60
12. FIne sarid of eftective size 05 mm& u c 1,5 m3 5.32 380 160 7.0 4.40
13 Crushed coconut shell media 1 to 2 mm average size m3 6 3 10 4 440
14~ Tube settler modules m2 — — 36 15 8.80

15 Mosaic tiles on the top of control room & made of mixing
channel and in control room m2

1

107 73 43 58 4450

16 Gafvanised ron pipe railing in 3 rows of 25 mm dia RMT 36~50 16 157 50 15’
17 SluIce gates or valves for 300 mm opening for wash water outlets Number 3 2 2 1 2
18. White glazed tiles in control chamber m2 10 6 10 10 10
l9~ Control chamber with ‘v’ notches Job One One One One One
20 Sluice valves Number 225 mm 200 mm 200 mm 200 mm 300 mm

(8Nos ) (12 Nos) (6Nos) (3 Nos) (4 Nos) (3 Nos)
lOOmm lOOmm 200mm

(3Nos) (3Nos) (6Nos)

300 mm

(4 Nos)

21 M S & C 1 Pipes as required including/wash water lines kg/ 5000 200 mm 5500 200 mm — 85

(or metre) 30 m 30 m

22 Sludge drain liries 300 mm dia m 30 10 200 100 500
23 Snow cem colour paint from outside

, Approximate cost Rs , . m2 100 263 —— —— 4000

1,29,000 70,000 4,13,000 2,00,000 1,55,000
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be provided in reverse direction with zero at F S.L in between
the plastic tubes to measure the headloss. Figure 5.2 shows
simple headloss measuring arrangement for a filter bed. 1
5.10 A TYPE DESIGN FOR A COMBINED WASH WATER TANK

AND A CHEMICAL HOUSE 5
The capacity and the location of the wash water tank are

important features in finalisation of the design of a water 1
treatment plant. 1f elevated service reservoir is not located near
the treatment plant then a separate wash water tank has to be
provided. In some cases wash water tank is located at the top of
the filter house, or control room or chemical house. However,
the author feels that it will be advantageous in many cases to
adopt a combined struc±ureof wash water tank and chemical
house near the in let side of a treatment plant.

A type design prepared by the author for a combined wash
water tank of 100,000 litres capacity, with alum solution and
dosing arrangements at first floor and chemical storage at
ground floor is shown in Figure 5 3 for the information of
readers. This is a simple R.C.C. structure and has been found as a
very useful multipurpose structure. The inside dimensions of the
structure and alum solution tanks can be modified as per actual
requirements The ground floor can be utilised partly or completely
for store or office or laboratory as per actual needs. The cost of
such a structure may be Rs 1.50 lakhs. The type design will also
be useful for providing an elevated service reservoir when the
first and ground floor can be utilised as per actual needs,
provided the bed level of the tank is about 8 0 to 10 0 mabove
ground level The type design is specially recommended at the
sites, where simplified filtration plants are proposed to be

constructed. .

1
S
S
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

5 Most of the municipal towns have already been civered with
drinking water supply schemes ~during the past one or two - t,’

I decades in India as well as in sorne other developing countries.These plants have already been provided with the conventional
water treatment plants Due to increase in the populations of

S the urban areas artd the increased demands of water uses for
domestic as well as for industrial purposes the demands for the
additi~nalwatei su~iplyare cQrning forward from many of these5 urban towns The concerned authorities are facing this problem
at many of these towns At these water works, the treatment

I plants are generally overloaded to cope up wfth the additionaldemands. However, there is a limit for such overloading of xheplants and at many water works the quality of the filtered water

I is seendeteriorated due to overloading of the existing plants.Due to various sbcial and industrial development activities in
the developing countries, t will be difficult to find the adequate

I financial resources to provide additional capacities of watertreatment plants for the growing demands of water supply in the t
urban areas However, wfth the new technological developments

S in the recent years in the field of water treatment it is now
possible to augment the existing conventional water treatment
plant capacities by 100 to 300per cent i~ashort period and also5 at considerably low cost as compared to the construction of

S

AUGMENTATION OF EXISTING
WATER TREATMENT PLANTS
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of the filter bed area. Generally 6 mm dia perforations at 4 cm
centres and staggered in two rows at 90° angle provided at
bottom will serve the purpose.

(iv) One air outlet (12 mm dia) be provided at the beginning
of the manifold top. A 12 mm dia pipe from this air outlet be
taken above the top water level and provided with a gate valve
at top for removal of air at the beginning of backwashing of the

bed. This pipe can be fixed to the side wall. Air outlet
‘perforations of 3 mm dia are also provided at the top of the
laterals at 30 cm centres to remove the accumulated air.

5.9.3 Pipe Assembly

(i) All inlet and outlet piping may generally be not less than
200 mm dia.

(ii) Wash water inlet pipe should not be less than 200 mm
dia.

5.9.4 Washing of Filter Bed

(i) Only hard washing be ~adoptedfor giving effective backwash.

(ii) Minimum wash water tank capacity for washing a filter
bed for one wash is recommended as below. A minimum of 8 Om

— water pressure is recommended at the underdrain level. Wash
water tank capacit’~in litres = Area of bed in sq.m x 7500.

— (iii) Expansion of the filter media during the back wash may
be between 20% to 40% of the depth of the top coarse filter
media to make effective cleaning of bed. For rapid sand filter

-— bed the expansion of 10% to 20% will serve the purpose.
(iv) Back wash should be given with a slow start till the top

— coarse filter media is loosen and then washing may be given for
a minimum period of eight to ten minutes with 20% to 40%

expansion of media so as to remove all the accumulated sludge.
— (v) Filter washing be given either when the head loss is

reached to the allowable limit (of 2.0 metres) or when the
turbidity of the eifluent goes above the allowable limit, (1.0 JTU

-— to 2.5 JTU as prescribed by the authority).
(vi) 1f there is progressive increase in the initial head loss

reading after washing the bed, it shows ineffective washing of
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1
additional new facilities at such plants. Further the quality of

treated water after application of such new technology can also

be improved in addition to increase in the quantity of supply.I The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the new techniquesof augmentation of the existing conventional water treatmentplants and to give the details of the new techniques adopted at
Nasik Road Water Works in Maharashtra State.

6.2 NEW TECHNIQUES OF AUGMENTATION

The augmentation of the existing treatment processes includes
the expansion of both the pretreatment and filtration capacities

U of the plants. The existing conventional treatment plants havebeen designed by the various specialised firms in this field and
eventhough the basic design criteria are same, there are many

I changes in the design of clvii structures. Thus the modificationof the existing plants will require considerable ingenuity on the
part of designer for the expansion of some of the old conventional

1 treatment plants.
6.2.1 Augmentation of Pretreatment Works

1 The expansion of the pretreatment works by new techniques
will mainly include the instaallion of tube settiers or plate

I settlers in the existing settling tanks to increase the settlingcapacities. This will also include consideration for the expansion
of the mixing and flocculation arrangements and adequate

U sludge removal capacity as found necessary. The hydrauliccapacity of the in let and outiet pipes or channels has also to be

I considered along with the sizes of gates and valves6.2.2 Augmentation of the Filter Beds

I In the case of conventional rapid sand filter beds 1f theexisting beds are designed for effective back wash arrangements,
the existing beds can be converted without much difficulty into

I the high rate dual or multimedia filter beds, so as to increase the
plant capacity from 200 to 300 percent . 1f the existing filter
beds are not designed for effective back wash Ing with expansion

I in the filter media from 20% to 40% of the depth of the filter
media, it will be necessary to make a few structural changes in

1
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-- 5

the existing filter beds and some times modifications in the
underdrainage system 1

The inlet and outlet pipe sizes may have to be increased to
get the desired output. It maynot be possible in some cases to
change the sizes of influent pipe or -channel which may
interrupt the plant operation and in such cases it may be
necessary to install separate pipe line outside the plant and to
connect t to the existing influent pipç or channel at several
locations near the major take off points. The backwash supply
and waste lines need not generally be altered since the back
wash rates are not significantly increased for conversion into
dual or multimedia filter beds In the case of filter rate
controllers it will be desirable to go for declining type rate’
controlling arrang~mentsby suitable modifications, when a
battery of filter beds is to be tackled In case of individual units,
modifications in flow rate controllers or provision of manually 5
controlled arrangements may have to be made.

6.2.3 Other Considerations

The -other important considerations are the expansion in the
raw and pure water pumping capacities, providing addition~Ior
ihcreased sizes of mains and increasing the dear water sump
capacity to cope up w]th the increased demand With all the
modifications as suggested above t may be possible to increase
the existing plant capacities by two to three times, without the
need for any major structural additions such as new clariflocculator
andfilterbeds . 1
6.3 AUGMENTATION OF NASIK ROAD WATER TREATMENT

PLANT 1
6.3.1 History

The old water treatment plant at Nasik Road was originally - 5
constructed in the year 1920, with a small capacity of 2.7 mld.
There were three mild steel circular tanks to give plain
sedimentation followed by three mild steel circular slow sand
filters. This plant was discarded as it was of small capacity and
further t was not possible to treat the turbid water from the

Darna river source effectively for want of proper chemical

1
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1
mixing and flocculation arrangements In order to meet the

increased demand a new conventional treatment plant of 8.18mld capacity was constructed in 1955. This plant includes one
clariflocculator and three -numbers of rapid sand filter beds Doe

to further increase in the demand of water supply, the MaharashtraWater Supply and Sewerage Board has executed a scheme for
augmentation of the present plant capadity from 8.18 mld to

26.36 mld. Newpumping machinery’and 500 mm dia additionalraw water pumping main have been provided to get the
increased demand. Distribution system has also been modified

to ~ive the increased supply.
6.3.2 Augmentation of the Treatment Plant

The outstanding feature of this augmentation scheme is theadoption of non-mechanical type of arrangements for mixing,

flocculation, clarification and filtration units. The layout planof the works is shown in Figure 6.1
The existing clariflocculator of 8.18 mid capacity is kept

S unchanged However, the three existing rapid sand filter beds
have been converted into dual media filter beds for increasing
their capacity threefold. There are three old mild steel settling‘ tanks of 12.50 m dia and 4.60 m height with plain bottorri in the
old treatment plant (1920) Eventhough these tanks were not in
use for a long time their general condition was satisfactory. In5 the new proposals for the conversion of the existing plant t was
originally decided to convert the central steel tank into mechanical

flocculator and two side st~eItanks into tube settling tanks, forincreasing the plant capacity to 18 18 mld During the first stagemodification work, it was decided to convert half the central

tank into a non-mechanical type flocculator and one steel tankinto a tube settling tank, for increasing the pretreatment
dapacity to 9 1 mld. The hydraulic design calculattons for

providing additional capacity of 18.2 mld are given in Table 6 1Detail~ofthe actual modifications of the first stage works are
given below

6.3.3 Augmentation of the Pretreatment Works
(i) Mixing Arrangements

A new chemical house with a wash water tank of 3,00,000 lit

S
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1
capacity was constructed during the modification of works In
place of mechanical mixing unit only flash mixing with a weir
arrangement is provided in the new chemical house itself. Three
alum solution tanks with compressed air mixing arrangements
are provided to prepare one~ercentsolution. Alum dose-is
given through two perforated A C. pipes, just downstream of the
weir, where the turbulence in th~water is maximum. At the
ground floor of the chemical house, alum storage and two office 1
rooms are provided. Thus this multipurpose chemical house has
been found to be a very useful structure

(ii) Non-r~echan,caIflocculator

The non-mechanical flocculator has been designed on the
principle of “providing increased opportunity for recontacts of
the flôc particles”. In place~of mechanical moving paddles
stationary perforated partitions are provided in this tank, and
the raw water after alum dosing is introduced to flow through
these perforated partitions In o~derto reduce the cost and to
simplify the modifications, perforated partitions are fabricated 5
with rigid PVC strips of 50 mm wide and 3 mm thick and fixed
with 80 mmgaps.- To create tiniform flow through the cross
section of the flocculation tank, perforated wails with 80
numbers of 8Omni~diapipe pie~esare provided at the inlet and
outlet sides of the ~tank The detention period for half the
portion of the flocculation tanks, for the inc~reasedflow of 9.1
mld is about 30 minutes as given in Table 6 1 At the bottom of
this tank square hoppers with 450 slopes are constructed to
drain out the sludge by hydrostatic pressure through 100 mm dia
outlet pipes and valves. Cement plaster is provided from the
inner surface and two coats of epoxy paint are applied for the
outer surface for increasing the life of the steel tanks

Raw water mixed with the alum dose is introduced at the
bottom of the first compartment of the flocculator. In the 5
remaining portion of the tank perforated PVC strip partitions are
provided at about one metre spacing for creating the effect of
tappered flocculation. At the end of the second compartment,
flocculated water,is taken through a 500 mm dia outlet pipe to
the central distribution chamber in the tube settling tank. Figure
6 2 shows the details of flocculator and tube settling tank
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1
(iii) Tube Sett!ing Tank

5 The second steel tank is converted into a tube settling tank.
At the bottorn of this tank masonry hoppers with 450 slopes are

I constructed for ~ludge removal by hydrostatic pressure. Amasonry wall of 20 cm thickness is provided from the inside of
the tank wall for 1.5 m depth for supporting the tube modules

I and protection of the tank wall. Eight columris are provided tosupport four RSJ as continuous beams to support the tube
modules. A layer of tube settlers consisting of 50 mm x 50 mm

5 square size rigid PVC tubes and 60 cm in height, is provided forcovering the surface area of the tank. The modules of the PVC

I tubes were fabricated by fixing the tubes at 60° angle inopposite directions, and these modules were then installed ascontinuous beams on the RSJ supports. Flocculated water

I coming in the central RCC chamber is distributed through theperforated A.C. pipes of 200 mm dia and placed radially just
above the hopper level. Water after passing through the tube

I settling zone in the upward directioin is collected through theperforated A.C. pipes 200 mm dia placed radially, in the central
settled water collection chamber. The settled water is then

S taken through 500 mm dia pipe to the inlet channel of theexisting filter beds Surface loading on the open area of the tube
settlers is about 4200 lph/m2 while the detention period is about

I one hour. The tube settling tank further accelerates the flocculationprocess below the tube settling zone, and helps in the formation
and settlement of the heavy floc particles. The sludge settled in

the bottom hoppers is drained Out periodically by hydrostaticarrangements

5 6.3.4 Dual Media Filter Beds

I For increasing the filtration capacity the existing three numbersof conventional rapid sand filters constructed in 1955 have beenconverted into the dual media filter beds. Each filter bed has

I surface area of 4.20 sqm. The original designed rate of filtrationwas 3000 Iph/m2. Considering the total augmentation capacityof 26.36 mid the rate of filtration from these three filter beds

I after conversion into dual media filter beds ~s abput 8750Iph/m2 as shown in Table 6.1.

1
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(i) Details of conversion

In the original filter beds the back washing arrangements
were not effective and some structural modifications had to be
carried out. The original filter beds were provided with false
bottom arrangements and the sand media was directly placed
on the same During modifications-of these filter beds, in one of
these filter beds the false bottom arrangements have been
removed and the bed was converted into a standard conventional 1
filter box with central manifold and side PVC 80 mm aia
perforated laterals at the botto’m. In the original filter bed there
was one central wash water gutter with top about 10~cmabove
the top of the sand as shown in Figure 6.3. In ofcter to give
effective back wash with 30% to 40% expansibn of fitler media,
the central gutter was raised by 60 cm-and side wash water
guiters were provided to collect the wash water effectively
without flooding in the gutters. At the bottom of filter bed
supporting gravel bed of 50~cmdepth is provided The dual
media consists of fine sand bed of 60 cmdepth (e s =0.5 mm &
u c. < 1.5) over which top layer of crushed coconut shell media
of 40 cm depth was provided. The size of this new coarse media
at the top is between 1 mm to 2 mm siéve öjieningand has a
specific gravity of 1 .35 in wet condition 1

The remaining two filter beds were then modified similar to
the filter bed No. 1, but without removin~the original fake
bottom arrangements The supporting gradeftgravel bed was
provided for 40 cm on the false bQttom slab. The dual media on
the gravel bed consists of 40~cmof firte sa~ndover which 40 cm
of coarse coconüt shell media has been provided. All these --

details are shown in Fig 6.3
(ii) Inlet and Outlet arrangements - - 1

The tnlet and the outlet pipe sizeswere increased and head
loss arrangements were provided for each filter bed. The
original automatic rate controlling arrangements were not
functioning properly and the same was removed, and manual
rate control arrangements were provided. Doe to the dual media
filter beds the head loss development is slow and hence manual
rate control arrangements have been found satisfactory. It will
be desirable in such cases to adopt declining rate controlling 1

-1
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1
system for the three filter beds as it is simple for operation and

1 also gives better quality of filtered water.
6.4 PLANT PERFORMANCE

1 6.4.1 Flocculator -

I The performance of the non-mechanical flocculator wasfound satisfactory and the formation of floc was clearly observed
in the tank Sludge which settled in the hoppers was removed

I periodically, depending on the raw water turbidity. There wasno algae growth on the PVC strips perforated partitions. There is
good scope for further application of this new technique in the

1 pretreatment works
6.4.2 Tube Settting Tank

1 The performance of the tube settling tank was also foundsatisfactory and the average settled water turbidity was in the

I range of 5 to 10 JTU even when the raw water turbidity was inthe higher range of 1000 to 3000 iTU. As there was heavy algae
concentration in the raw water at the beginning of monsoon

I some algae growth was observed in the joints of tube settiers at
the top level. The algae growth was cleaned manually by
lowering the water level in the tank during the closure period.

l Considering the heavy surface loading for which the tube
settiers are designed, this new technique will have considerable
a~iplicationin the augmentation as well as in the design of new

water treatment plants in future.
6.4.3 Experiments for lncreased Loading on Pretreatment Works

As the allowable loading ~ateon the tube settlers can beincreased from 8 to 10 mph, the modified one tube settling tank

I js operated at present with increased loading of 16.2 mid.However, the flocculato~capacityhas been increased by utilizingthe third compartment of the central tank The resuits of this

I increased Ioading are also satisfactory. -6.4.4 Dual Media Filter Beds

I All the three filter beds were converted into dual media filterbeds as explained earlier and the actual plant resuits were found

S
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1
to be generally satisfactory for the higher rate of filtration

The new crushed coconut shell media was used for the first 1
time for augmentation of the existing filter beds at Nasik Road
Water Works and the resufts of the same are found to be vemy
satisfactory Thus this media has considerable scope for application
for the augmentation purpose and also for the design of new
high rate filter beds. 1
6.5 COST ASPECTS

The cost of modifications for flocculator, one tube settling 1
tank and conversion of the filter beds including the cost of the
new chemical house and the wash water tank was Rs. 1~ lakhs
Doe to the application of new techniques there was a saving of
about 50% as compared to the probable cost of constructiori of -

Rs 20 Iakhs for a nëwconventional treatment plant to provide 1
the additional capacity. 1f the wash water tank is of adequate
capacity, and the filter beds are of standard conventional
design, then the Cost of conversion can further be reduced 1
considerably In a standard conventional filtration plant the
cost of augmentation of the plant by application of the new
techniques as adopted at Nasik Road Water Works may be m
the range of 20% t 40% of the actual cost of construction of a
new Gorlventional pI~ntfor additional capacity. Table 6.2 shows
the probable savings due to the adoption ofnew,techniques as
compared to the probable costs for conventional plants for
additional capacities, for the augmeritation of a few city water
treatment plants in Maharashtra during 1975 to 1984. - - --

TABLE 6.1 1
Augmentation of Nasik Road Filtration Plant
Hydraulic Design Calculations for First Stage

1 Capacity of the old tre~tmentPlant = 8.18 mld.
2. lncreased capacity after augmentation = 26.36 mld. 1
3. Design ïor the new pretreatment works for

additional capacity = 26.36 — 8.18 1&l8rnId. -

3.1 Mixing Arrangements Only flash mixing with weir-fall

- 1
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1
arrangements are provided for alom mixing in the new chemical
house.
3.2 Non-mechanical flocculator . There are three old M S.

I circular tanks of size 12 50 m dia and 460 m depth The centraltank was converted into a non-mechanical type flocculator unit,~~e theother two are proposed to be converted into tube

I settling tanks In the first stage, threefoumth of the central tankwas converted into a flocculator and one steel tank into a tube
settling tank for increasing the capacity by 9.1 mld.

1 Loading for half the portion of central tanl= -. = 9 1 mld = 380 cum/hr

I 2.Surface area of the .3 14 x (12.5)2 = 123 0 m2
M.Stank

1 Deduct area for partition walls = 10.0 m2
Net sumface area available 113 m2

I Volume of half portion of the tank with 3 4 m water depth= ll3X3.4192cum

1 Detention time for half portion of the flocculation tank.
192 x 60 = 30 m n

380
3.3 Tube settling tank

1 Design of flow for one tube settling tank = 9.10 mldArea of the m.s. tank for 12.2 m dia.
• = 314x(122)2 117m2

1 4
Deduct central collecting chamber area

1 = 3.14x 22_~3.12m2 -

I Net area available = 117.0 — 3i2 = 113 88 or say 114 m2Actual tube opening area availabl~considering 80%
effective open area -~

I = 114 OxO 80 = 91.2 m2, Say9l.0 ~n2Surface loading on open tube area for flow of 3,80,000 lph.

1
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3, ~ =4200 lph/m2
91

Detention period = 114 x 3.2 x 60 = ~ 5 min.

380
4 Dual Media Filter Beds

lncreased capacity of the modified filter beds = 26.36 mld.
The existing three ra~idsand filter beds were converted into

dual media filter beds for increasing the plant capacity, by use
of crushed coconut shell over fine sand and after carrying Out
suitable modifications: - -- -

Area of each filter bed= 42.0 m2 - —

Area of three filter beds 126 m2
Rate of filtration for the increased flow -

26.36~106 = 8750 lph/m2

126x24 -

TABLE6.2

Sr Naméof water - Approx Probable Probable Probable
No treatment plants capacitles çost as per cÖSt as per saving 1h

(Dist ) - - of plants
in mid

conven- néW tech-
tional niques
methods nRs (Lakhs)
Rs (Lakhs)

Rs (Lakhs)

1. Nasik Road (Nasik) 27.00 2000 100 10.0* -

2 Pune Cantonment (Pune) 1500 10000 50.00 5000*
3 Pashan(Pune) - 200 150 6.0 1000 --

4 Alandi(Pune) 90 8.0 40 40* -

5. Badlapur (Thane) 500. 60 0 - 400 20.0*
6 Vasai W S S (thane) 38 4 60 0 400 200
7 W S S for M/s Pa per -

& Pulp Conversion Ltd. 13 0 100 5 0 5 0*
at Khopoli -

8. Improvements to Akkalkot 80 15 00 100 ~5.0*
W S. (Solapur)

9 Amalner (Jalgaon) 14.5 3000 15 00 15 00*
10 Dedargaon Works (Dhule) 5.0 10.00 5 00 5 00

Total Rs S 329.00 =18500 14400

1
1
1
1
1
1

—1
1

Augmentation of Municipal Water Treatment Plants by Moption
of new Techniques

1

1
1
1
1
1

T~1

* Plants already augmented or under modification (1986) - -~
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1
Since this is not physically possible, although desirable, it is

1 important to approximate as nearly as possible instant andcomplete dispersion.

I (ii) Need for ModificationDoe to the above mentioned difficulty involved and the fact
that the initial rapid mixing importance and concept is not

1 properly understood, it is often done very inefficiently and verypoorly. The result is that much,of the turbidity in the raw water

I js never exposed to the coagulant and much of it continuesthrough the plant and is present in tKe filtered water. Thereforethe first place to start improvements is at the beginning of the

I treatment process which is rapid mixing. In many of the existingplants the rapid mixing is done so poorly that by changing thé
rapid mix procedure the coagulant consumption can be cut to a

I great extent and some times even more than fifty percent Eventhe changing of the location of application of the alum dose
just at the point of maximum turbulence at the bottom of the

I hydraulic jump may save considerable alom and will showfurther improvement in flocculated and settled water

I (iii) WeirmixingIn the new as well as old water treatment plants it will be very
advantageous to provide a weir of 30 cm to 40 cm in height just

near the raw water inlet pipe to form a stilling chamber and tocreate a turbulehce zone at the downstream of the weir. This
turbulance zone is an idea spot for giving alum solution dose

1 just before the turbulance zone. This technique makes alommixing more effective and it can reduce the alom consumption

I if a weak solution of alom dose (2% to 3% strength) isintroduced through a perforated PVC half cut pipe piece asdiscussed in clapter 5. In place of baif les, pipe pieces can be

I introduced in vertical positions in the channel. It will bedesirable to remove existing baifles if there is flooding of water
in the channel. This technique can certainly improve the

I performance if there is no effective mixing in the existingtreatment plants

I (iv) Alum solution and dosing

At many treatment plants for want of uniform str~ngthof

1
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IMPROVEMENTS IN THE EXISTING

1 WATER TREATMENT PLANTS

1 .

I 7.1 INTRODUCTION1f we study.the actual plant performances of some existing

I water treatment plants, t will be seen that many of thetreatment plants are not functioning satisfactorily and need
some urgent improvements. Due to unsatisfactory performance

I the turbidity and bacteriological removal is not within theacceptable limits and chemical and wash water consomptions
- ~ are generally more than the desired values Thus the consumers

I do not get good quality water supply and some times they geteven unsafe water supply from their taps. There is urgent need
.to improve the performance of such treatment plants by carry-

I ing out appropriate modifications, sö as to give safe and crystaldear drinking water supply from their taps It is proposed to
- - discuss the causes of such general deficienciesand to suggest

1 appropriate methods for improving the pemformances of different
units of such treatment plants.

7.2 IMPROVEMENTS IN MIXING AND COAGULATION
(i) Rapid Mixing

- The only requirement for the rapid mixing is that all the
coagulant should be mixed with all the water instantly. The

I reason for this, is that the chemical reaction is extremely rapid,practically instantaneous, especially in waters with high alkalinity.

1
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1
alom solution and proper dosing equipment either the dose
given is inadequate or it may be more than required This is
because the proper solution and dosing arrangements are not
provided and there is considerable wastage of alom. Further it is
difficolt to maintain the turbidity of the settled waterwithin the
desired limit In most of the cases this is taking place doe to
negligence inadopting the proper methodswhile in some cases
t is because of the poor maintenance. As this is a very

important aspect in the treatment of water, it is very necessary
that proper methods shoold be adopted and efficient maintenance
should be done to get best results with the optimum ose of alom
dose. The simple techniques of alom solution and dosing are
discussed in Chaptet 9, which will be vemy useful for adoption at
the treatment plants

7.3 IMPROVEMENTS IN FLOCCULATION - 1
(i)Design - - - -

It has been assumed by most designers that providing something 1
like 30 min agitation and by building a strocture that will
provide the equivalent volume the problem will be resolved.
The facts are that the water does not perform as most of os
would like. t quickly finds short cuts through the flocculation
basins om simply remainsstagnant. Instead of 30 min a~tation~
Iarge portion may get only 10 min while another sizable
arnount may get 60 min Both produce a l~ssthan optimum
settled water turbidity This is especially true of short-circoiting
basins - - = - -

(ii)Agitation -

Amount of agitation is also an important factor in flocculation.
Here again too- much or especially too Iittle will produce very
inferior floc bad on the filters resulting in shorter rons and
inferior filtered water Until recently the concept of flocculation
design based on velocity gradients was not a common practice
and therefore the agitation appfied was more by role of thomb.
Considering the great pmobability of both agaitation and time
being other than the optimum the removal of turbidity is always

much less than is possible in most of the old plants

1
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1
(iii) Short circuiting

1 Short circuting in flocculation basins is characterized
currents which move rapidly through and continue into the

l settling tanks. The fIoc~removaIproblem compunded then with
flocculation which is incomplete and corrents introduced into
the settling process which forther inhibit removal.

1 (iv) Modifications with non-mechanical flocculation methods
In many of the existing treatment plants the flocculation

1 system is not provided. The baffled riiixing channel is assumedto provide both mixing and fiocculation In some plants ineffective

I mechanical flocculation system is provided. In the recent pastnon-mechanical methods for providing effective flocculationhave been developed which can be introduced in the existing

I plants with suitable modifications The details of typical non-mechanical methods viz., the gravel bed flocculation adopted
at Varangaon Plant, PVC floc modules adopted at Songad plant

S (Gujrat), and PVC strip perforated partitions adopted at NasikRoad Water Works for non-mechanical floccolation are discussed
in details in Chapters 3 and 6 respectively and are recommended

I for adoption where possible, for improving the pretreatment inthe existing treatment plants.

I (v) Improvements in the existing mechanica! mixing units1f the performance of the existing mechanical flocculation

I unit is not satisfactory it will be possibie to improve the same byremoving the mechanical equipments and introducing PVCfIocmodoles as discussed in Chapter 3. However, proper slodge

I removing and inlet and outlet arrangements are required to beprovided for this purpose It can also be tried to provide more
paddie area by introducing light weight PVC angles in vertical

1 ~positionsin the mechanical floccolation units.
7.4 IMPROVEMENTS IN SEDIMENTATION

1 (i)

Sedimentation is one of the two principal liquid-solid separation

1 processes osed in water treatment, the other being filtration. Inwater treatment plants, the majority of the solids removal has

1
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1
been accomplished by sedimentation as a means of reducing
the bad applied to the filters. It has been suggested that, since
sedimentation has been refined to the point that it can now
accomplish 95 per cent removal of raw water turbidity following
coagulation and floçculation, there is little need for filtratioii. 1
However, even after sedimentation there remains very substantial
volume of flocculated material and hence t is not feasible to
send water of such quality for the distribotion throogh the pipes
to the consomers. - - -- - -

(ii) Conventiôna/ settling basins ~ 1

There are four major zones in the conventional settling tanks -
and by improving these zones sedimentation can be improved
to a great extent in the existingsettling basins. These zones ar~
(a) the inlet zone (b) the settling zone (c) the sludge storage or
sbudge removal zone and (d) the outlet zon-e. These aspects are
discussed bebow for considering improvements in thé existinj
settling tanks. -

(a) Inletzone - - 1
Various baffling methods have been used for admitting watér -

to-the settling tank, bot the one most successfully used to date..— ~-1
has beerîthe perforated baffle - —

It is recommended to use a large nomber of small ports to - -

increasethe vebocitygradients throogh the’pprts. It is desirable
for the portdiameter to be nomore than the thickness of the
perforated baffle wall, in order that the hydraulic behaviour will
caose the iets to emerge in the proper direction. It is likely to be
found that some adjustments of number of ports will desirable
in order to make more even spacing feasible

(b) Settlingzone : - -

The second important zone in the basin is the settling zone. It
has beermusual practice to albow more than two meters of depth
for this zone Tharule of thumb is to make each basin atleast
three to four times as wide In a properly designed settling
basin the fbow is lam nar. A long and narrow basin also has some
advantage of reducing the possibility of short circuiting. It has
forther advantage in mînimising the proporation of the space
occupied by the turbulent inlet zone, -
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1
I (c) Sludge storage zones

The configuration and depth of the basin depends on the

I method of cleaning, the freqoency of cleaning and the quantityof sbudge estimated to be produced by treatment. In a plant
having good rapid mixing and flocculation, the sludge deposit is

I much greater near the ~asin inlet than the outlet. Based onobservations of a nomber of plants, for basins that are tobe
mai~ualIycleaned, it seems a good role to provide a storage

sludge depth of about 30 cm near~the outlet and a sludgestorage depth of two meters near the beginning of the zone of

I settling. Manually cleaned basins are normally cleaned hydrauli-cally, osing high pressure hoses This function may be assistedby admitting settled water through the basin outlet.

I Attempts made to design basins that can be cleaned byhydraulically withdrawing sludge through ports and manifolds
in the basin fboors have generally been without success. 1f

U sludge is to be withdrawn continuously or nearly continuousfrom the bottom of the basin by gravity without mechanical
equipment, hopper bottoms have to be used with slopes not less

I than 45 degrees above the horizontal. In water, sludge will notusually move down flatter sbopes under the effect of gravity

1 (d) Outlet

‘ In an attempt to control density corrents at the ootlet zone of
the settling basin, the discharge weirs or perforated Iaonders
should be used with maximum feasible length up to perhaps

I half of ‘the length of the length of the tank. Both weir andIaunder units should be fitted with drain hobes at their bottoms
in order to prevent unbalanced boading when the tank is filling

I or emptying. The use of maximum .feasible weir Iength in thetank from the outlet toward the inlet assists greatly in controlling
density currents caused by turbidity effects or temperatore

1 drops. The weir channels or launders may be faced eitherparallel to the direction of the fbow or transverse to the direction

I of the flow. Spacing between weirs is difficolt to estimate, but itseems reasonable to space them with a centre to centre distanceof the depth of the tank

1
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1
(iii) Installation of tube settiers in existing clarif,ers

The above mentioned modifications can be considered mainly
for flat bottom settling tanks. However, the existing clarifiers
can be improved and also augmented by installation of tube
settlers. This aspect is described below in details, even though
its applications are — discossed in Chapters 3 and 6. -

Steeply inclined tubes can be installed in either horizontal
flow basins om upfbow sobids contr~ctclarifiers, to improve the
performance or to aogment the capacity of the existing clarifiers.
Most of the cities in Urban areas in the deveboping countries
have already been provided with conventional water treatment
plants and at many places augmentation of the existing capacities
is an urgent need At such places introdoction of the tube settler 1
technique can be adopted with great advantage for aogmenting
the pretreatment capacities of the existing water treatment
plant. Methods of installation of tube settlers in the existing
clarifiems are described bebow

(a) Horizontal flow settling tanks 1
The nature of the existing clarification eqoipment determines

the albowable tube rate and the physical arrangement of tube
modules in a basin. When installing tube modules in horizontal
fbow basins, t is desirable not to locate them too near the
entrance areas where possible trubulance could reduce the
effectiveness of the tubes as darification devices, Thus in ~
horizontal basmn about one third of the basin length at the nIet
end may be left uncovered by the tubes 50 as to ose it for stilling 1
of hydraulic currents. In practicewhile introducing tube modules
in big rectangu bar settling tanks continuoos sludge removal may
not be feasible if there is no mechanical sludge removal facility.
In mostof such cases manoal sludge removal will have to be
adopted. As the depth of soch tanks are generally 3 to 4 metres,
constroction of multiple hoppers for hydrostatic desloding may
not be feasible for easy and frequent desbudging operation.
However, rectangular tanks in which multiple hoppers can be
provid’ed for hydrostatic sbudge removal facility, such tanks will
be ideal for installation of tube settlers -

In the radial flow basins, the required quantity of modules

can be placed in a ring around the basin periphery leaving an

1
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1
inter ring of open area between the modu les and the centre well

I to dissipate inlet turbulance. In these clarifboccoIator~thevertical tie-rods are generally provided to support the sbudge
scrap~rsfrom the top moving bridge. And in such cases the

I installation of tube modules will require modification of thissystem. Forther it will not be possible to increase the capacity of
the central fbocculation zone. Thus there is limitation in the

1 expansion of the capacity of suchIn warm water areas the over-fbow rates of the portion of

I basin covered by tubes is generally.considered in the range of
5000 to 8000 lph/m2 for raw water turbidities opto 100 JTU; 5000
to 7000 Iph/m2 for turbidities upto 1000 .ITU and for higher

l turbidities the overflow rates may be adopted still lower depending
on the type of floccolation provided before the tank.

I (b) Upflow clarifiers with so!ids contactThe flow paths in solids çontact basins of the upflow type are

I in a vertical direction through a Iayer om blanket of fbocculatedmaterial which is held at a certain level and maintained at acertain concentration by the controlled removal of sludge.

I Separate flocculation basin is not provided in these type ofclarifiers. The clarification rate is governed by the settlingvelocity of this blanket. While introducing tube settiers in such

I basins the efficiency of the tubes is dependent upon bothoverfbow rate and the concentration of the incoming solids. The
albowable loading rate on the tubes in this situation is dependent

I upon the average settling velocity of the blanket, the ability ofthe clarifier to concentrate solids, and the capacity of the
sludge remov~I system to maintain an equilibrium solids

I concentration. In expanding the capacity of an upflow solidscontact clarifier the ability to handle increased solids may be
the limiting factor and will reqoire contin000s skilled operation.

1 The amoont of increased capacity is therefore generally limitedto 50 to 100 per cent of the original capacity.

1 (c) Fabrication of tube modules
Though different sizes of tubes are osed in practice, the

I popular size of the tube adopted is the sqoare tube of dearinsidedimensions of 50 mm x 50 mm. These tubes are fabricated

1
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1
of rigid PVC material used for the pipes for drinking water
supply schemes (l.S.No 4885-1973~ Black colour tubes are -I
generally adopted to inhibit the growth of algae at the top near - -

the inlet portion of tubes. The surfaces are stnooth from the
inside as for the circular pipe~.Normally 60 cm long tubes with
their ends cut at 60°angle from 3.05 m long PVC sqiSare tubes
are cut for fabrication of tube modules. A tube module of
required length is fabricated by fixing 60 cm long tubes at 60°
angle in a bayer with the help of good quality cement solvent.
Five layers can be fixed in opposite directions to form a module.
These tube modules are osed as self sopporting beams resting
on the side sopports of 7 to 10 cm width at the bottorn Thus a
normal size of a module is 30~mwide and 50cm in height with
the required length. Tube module length up to 4.0 m do not
reqoire any cëntral support. Modubes of bonger lengths need
m s channel or joist sopports at 2.5 m t 3.0 m depending on
the sizê of the tank. The end portiofis of tube modules are
required to be strengthen by fixingsome cut pieces of PVC to bes
so as to transmit the module bad on the end supports. For fixing
PVC tubes, outside polished surfaces are required to be robbed
gently by a polish paper before applying cement soIv~ntto form
strong joints in a tube module. As the modules are we~kin the
beam action in their horizontal positions, adequate precaotions
are required to be taken while handling and transporting
modules to the site tilI their final instablation in the tanks.

It is also possible to irtstall rigid PVC plates in place of tobes
to form plate settlers However, PVC plates are costly as - 1
compare-d to tubes and as the plates require special support
systems these have not becomepopular as tubes.

(d) Installation of tube modules

The tube modules are generally placed with their top one 1
metre below the top water level in the tank. However, in
shallow tanks the top of tubes can be placed 0 6 m bebow the
top water level At the bottom of to bes a dear distance of 1.0 to
2.0 m islept op to the top of the bottom hoppers for sludge
collection and draining Adequate bottom space is required to

dampen the hydraolic currents from the inbet pipe arrangements.

1
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(e) Settied water collection system

1 The settled water collection launders in large basins can beplaced at 2 5 to 3.0 m centres over the entire area covered by

I tubes to insure uniform fIôw distribution However, for smallerbasins-it will be desirable to adopt PVC collector pipes at 1 0 to
2 0 m centres with adequate side perforations for uniform

I collection of settied water. This wilV avoid the possibility ofunequal upfbow vebocities from small areas of the tubes, which
may result in the increase of settled water turbidity from such

I zones The collection system need periodic cleaning for removalof suspended matter and any algae growth etc. - -

I (f) inlet arrangementsThe inlet pipe openings from the fbocculation tanks are

I generally located at the top of the hopper level bebow the tubesettlers zone in a rectangular tank with bottom hoppers Theinlet openings can b~placed at one metre centres to minimize

I the turbulance at the inlet zone. However, the inlet system canbe designed according to the outlet system of the flocculator
(g) Sludge removal facility

1 This is a very important item in the design of tube settlers. As
there is more sbudge collection doe to higher sorface boading,

l frequent sbudge removal is necessary without disturbing the
smooth working. When continuous mechanical sludge removal
is not adopted It will be deal method to provide single or

I multiple hoppers and to drain the sludge onder hydrostaticpressure for etfective removal of sludge The side slopes for
hopper shall be in the range of 45°to 55°to the horizontal for

1 effective draining of slodge. The flatter sbopes will not ablow toslide the sludge effectively and will result in the increase in

I settledwaterturbidity. Sbudgedrainingpipeof 8OtolOOmm diashall be provided with a sbuice valve ootside the tank towithdraw sludge onder hytrostatic pressure in a ma~hoIeof the

I outside sludge drainage system.(h) Tube clean,ng,

I In some raw waters, fboc has a tendency to .adhere to the

upper edges of the tube joints When raw water contains algae
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1
then further growth of algae film at the top of tubes is possible.
In some cases the floc build-up eventually bridges the tubes - 1
which may reach 5 to 15 cm in depth unless some remedial
action is taken. One simple method of removing this accomolation
is to drop the water level of the basin to beneath the top of the
tubes occasicrnally at such period. The floc particles are disbodged
and fall to the bottom of the basin It is also possible to clean
the top surface manually by bowering the water level upto 3 to 5
cm above the top of the tubes, thereby albowing the floc or
a~aetQ dropdrown at the bottom It will be desirable to take
such periodic action before considerable floc depth is reached,
which may reduce the open sirrface area of tobes.

7.5 IMPROVEMENTS IN FILTRATION 1
7.5.1 Performance Data 1

At many of the existing fiItr~ionplants, rapid sand filter beds
are provided and many of these filter beds do not show 5
satisfactory performance for one or other reasons It is therefore
proposed to discusshere the probable methods for improvement
in the existing rapid sand filter beds.

The actual performance data has to be collected for this
porpose for the items which include filtration rate, head loss,
infbuent and eifloent turbidity, preferably over the full range of
seasonal raw water variation The existing records have to be
seen very critically. The correctness of the instroments and
techniques have to be seen Flow gauges may need calibration
The head loss data may be poordoe to non-calibrated headboss
instruments A simple piezometer tube of transparent plastic
tubing in theeffluent pipe can be used for accorate headboss
measurements or fôr calibrating existing head loss gauges. The
past bacteriobogical resuits can also be studied 1

1f the available data seems to be a sufficient precision, good
deal can be gained by studying the past data. Some of the points
to be studied are 1

(i) Is the filtered water quality upto the desired goals -

(ii) 1f not, is it dueto poor filter infloent quality resulting from
insufficient pretreatment?

1
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1
(iii) What are the head loss devebopment patterns in different

I seasons ~(iv) What are the filter cycle lengths at various seasons and are
there periods of short filter runs?

I The shape of the head-loss versus time or filtrate volumecurves can give a cbuë to the nature of filtration taking place. 1f
there is increasing rate of head loss development as the run

1 progresses, it usually signifies surfac~cake formation at the topof the media, which is not a desirable condition.

1 7.5.2 Improvements for Rapid Sand Filter BedsMany existing rapid sand filter beds can be improved by

S providing proper underdrainage system and depths and sizes ofsupporting gravel and fine sand. The important aspects in these
mod ifications are discussed bebow.

(i) Examination of effective size and uniformity coefficient
The effective size is the size of the gram in millimeters, such

1 that 10 per cent byweight are smaller. The effective size is agood parameter of the hydraulic characteristics of a sand within

I certain limits. These limits are usually defined by means of theuniformity coefficient, which is arbitrarily taken as the ratio ofthe gram size, that has 60 per cent finer than ftself (effective

I size) This ratio thus covers the range in smze of half the sandFor practmcal purposes, the size of sand grains is determined
on a weight basis from sieve analysis eventhough the resulting

I diameters may be 10 to 15 per cent less than those determinedby the coont and weight method The average effective size of
rapid sand filters is in the range of 0.35 to 0.50 mm, although

I some have used sand with an effective size as high as 0.70 mmThe uniformmty coefficient is generally kept in the ran~eof 1.3
to 1 7. A filter sand passing through 1 20 mm opening and

1 retained on 0.3 mrri opening sieve sizes generally give a suitablesize for ose after verifying for effective size and onmformity

I coefficient of the sieved sample.(ii) Filter sand

I The minimum depth of sand should not be Iess than 60 cm

The sand should be as uniform as obtainable for uniformity

1
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1
coefficient being not greater than 1.8. In practmce the depthof
sand is adopted between 75 to 90 cm for providing factor of
safety. The filter sand should be free from day, dust, roots, and
other impurities. The sand should have’ahydraulic acid (40%)
solubility of Iess than 5 per cent and should have a specific
gravity not less than 2 5 and well graded After placement in the
filter bed, sand should be backwashed 3times at not less than
30 percent expansion and then the top 1 to 2 cm of very fine
matermal should be carefully scrapped off and discarded This
scrappmng opération needs to be done periodically when there is
increase in the initial head loss. Sorne times the existing sand
has to- be partby or completely replaced so as to provide
approprlate size and depth of sand. This is also troe for the top
coarse media when doal media filter is adopted 1
(iii) Filter gravel and underdrainage system

In some cases the filter underdrainage s~temas well as - 1
supportTng graded gravel has to be modified to get effective
back wash for cleaning the filter bed The details in this respect
are discussed in Chapter 5 in connection with the constructi~n -

of simplified filters

7.5.3 Conversion of Rapid Sand Filters into Multi-media,
Dual Media and Capped Filters

It is possible to improve as well as augmènt the existing rapid
sand filter beds by conversmon Into multi-media, dual media and
capped filter beds. These new techniques are therefore discussed
bebow in details even thoogh the applrcation of dual media
techniques is dmscu~sedin the previous chapters Information on
the selection of suitable filter media is also given abongwmth 1
these new techniqoés

(i) Multi-media filter beds

It is generally observed that the rapid sand filters contain fine
sand that is not uniform smze and consequently the sand
stratifies during the back washing process to form a size graded
medium in the filter bed. There is an inherent disadvantage in
size graded filters because they become rapidly clogged within

a few çentimeters at the surface where the medium is fmnest,

1
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with consequent ineffmcient use of the deeper media in the filter

I bed even though t is not cboggedThe development of multi-media and doal media filter beds
have overcome this disadvantage by using decreasing gram

S sizes in the direction of fbow. As there is large silt storagecapacity in the upper coarser layers in these filters coarse to fine
filtration offers enormous advantages of high rate filter rates

I and the same om better effluent quality and equal om bonger filter
runs It also albows the filtration of a more turbid water,
widening the choice of raw waters Sit for transforming into a5 good quality drinking water and in many cases mt does away with
the necessity of pretreatment.

S The multi-media filtration achieves the rational requirementthat the suspension to be filtered passes into the coarser grainsfi’~stand through subsequent fmner and finer media. In addition

I the filtratmon can be in the conventional downflow directionwith reverse fbow washing, mamntaining a separation between
the unfiltered and filtered water at all times.

S With regard to the hydraulic classification accompanyingbackwashing downward filtration from coarse to fine is only
possible by composing the filter bed of two or more layers of

I filtering material with different mass densities, as for instancecoarse anthracite, medium sand and fine garnet with specific
gravities of 1.5, 2.6, and 3.9 respectively. Doe to the denisty

S gradation the filter is hydraulicalby stable in configuratmoneven after opward fluidmsatmon.

I The sizes and depths of media will be adoptedfor a particulardesign, however, multi-media bed can generally have 8 to 10cmgarnet of 0.4 to 0.8 mm size, 20 to 25 cm of sand of 0.6 to 0.8

I mm size and 50 to 60 cm of coarse top media of 1 to 2 mm sizeHowever, as there is sudden decrease in gram size between two
media layers, there is possibility of the rapid clogging at the

I interfaces To prevent this clogging as much as possible, theratio between the successive gram sizes should be chosen to
correspond with the ratio between the successive mass densities,

I allowing a certain amountof mixing of the two filtering material
during backwashing. For this reason these filters are generally
called as mixed-media filter beds.5 The rate of filtration through a multi-media filter isgenerally
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1
obtained betweerï 5000 to 15000 Iph/m2 depending on the pre-
treatment provided and can be adopted up to 20,000 Iph/m2,
when settled water turbidity is less than 5 JTU. The filter runs are
generally in the range of 24 to 72 hours depending on the settled
water quality, rate of filtration and the desired eifluent quality.
The filtered water ‘quality is generally equal or superior than
rapid sand filter.

Effective backwash with higher flow rates of 700 to 900
lpm/m2 are generally required to be provided to get 20% to 50%
expansion of the filter bed, so as to clean the botton gratns The
time required for complete washmng varies from 5 to 15 min
depending on the temperature of water and desmred expansioli.
Generally air wash is not given to these filters to avoid to much
intermixing of the media The top of wash water gutter level has
therefore to be kept at the requ tred height from the top of the
media 1
(ii) Se/ection of media

There is great difficulty in the selection of suitabbe filtering
material for these filters There is no difficulty to obtain good
quality sand and also gamet gives excellent results, bot its price
is very high. While anthracite is not only expensive but t is also
very difficult to obtain uniform grade with an adequate wear
resistance and a satisfactory Iength of usefol life. The plastic
may be adopted bot its price will be v~ryhigh Anthracite coal
of good quality is not yet available in India while the bitommnus
wal available is gerterally not of uniform grade and is considerably
of softer varmety wmth inadequate wear resistance The fmeld
experiences do not show mts life more than a couple of years
when osed in filter beds Thus, this media has to be replaced
partly or completely after a coople of years and hence becomes
not only costly bot brings difficulty in the maintenancë of soch
filter beds 1
(ii) (a) Use of crushed cacontit shell media

The crushed coconut shell media has been usëd successfolly 1
as a coarse media in dual media filter beds in Maharashtra at
number of places during the last one and half decade The first

use of this media was made at the doal media filter beds at

1
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1
Ramtek in 1973 and the media has shown satisfactory results till

1987 This media has good applicability in the future for highmate filtratmon and hence detailed descriptmon of this media is

I given below.A comparative study carried out on different media hasshown that crushed coconut shell media is supermor to the other

I media incbudmng the bituminos coals which are available inIndia for the-use as filter media. One of the important advantage
with the coconut shell media is its uniform quality as available

I in India The specific gravity of the coconut shell media of afully grown, dry and hard shell is about 1 35 to 1.4 when it is
soaked in water Its colour i� brownish when dry and turns to

I black when it is soaked in water The media is hard and toughand microscopic observatmons show a compact and uniform
strocture. Its solobility in 20% HCL is about 0.7% in 24 hours and

I the dorability test of media showed about 2 5% loss in weight
when the media was washed continuously for 100 hours. Even
thoogh the media is organic in nature there is no sign of its1 deterioration after a period of more than a decade of its use

The cost of the coarse media may be cheaper than any other

I media avamlable in India. The coconuttree plantation is done onlarge scale mainly in Kerala and southern states in India and its
large scale use for filtration purpose may be possible in India.

I The present cost of 1 to 2 mmm size media is between 3 to 4times the cost of good quality filter sand depending on the
Iocation of the place The media has to be soaked in water for

I 24 hours before its use, Further the media has to be washed for 3
to 4 time-s to remove the fine material and colour due to the top
soft material The media does nQt show any taste and odour and5 is a safe material to use in filter beds for drinking water purpose

(iii) Dual media filter beds

As compared to the multi-media filter the dual media filter

with a coarser media of coal or coconut shell over the fine sand

S has comparatively less resistance to break-throogh because it ismade up of coarser particles and has less total surface area of
particles. The multi-media filter is capable of producing lower

I fmnished water turbidity than dual media filter for the samereason However, considering the difficulties in getting proper
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1
qoality and cheap coarse media, multi-media filters have not
been brought yet into practice in India. At the same time
nurhber of dual media filter beds with the use of coarse coconut
shell media with fine sand have been constructed during the last
one and half decade and are likely to be constructed °“ 1
increasing scale

The dual media filter beds will generally consist of coar~e
media of 1 to 2 mm size for 30 fo 50 cmln depth above the fine
sand Iayer of about 50 to 30 ëm in depths (respectively) and
having effective sand size of about 0.5 mm and uniformmty co-
efficient of about 1 5 with some variation. Some intermixing Öf
coarse media and the fine sand at their interface is desirable to
avoid excessiveaccomulatmon of floc which occurs at this point
in beds graded to~producewell defined layers of sand and
coarse media. Also’such intermising reduces the void size in the
lower coarse rnedia forcing t to remove floc which otherwise
might have passed through the coarse rrredia.

One 6f the important advantage of this technique is the
converstôn of the existing rapid sand filter bed into dual media
bed, by simply reniöving 30 to 40 cm of top layer of fine sand
and replacing by a Iayer of coarse media of coconot shell in a
stnadard rapid sand filter bed. Inlet outlet pipes, under drainage,
backwash neecLche~kingfor this. The cost of such conversion is
considerably Iess as ~omparedto the construction of an addmtional
rapid sand filter bed. The main improvement resulting from the
ose of dual media beds is the reduction in the rate of headloss
build up at given filtration mate Advantage may be taken of this
effect to extend filter runs at existing rates om to increase the
rates while maintaining acceptable filter run lengths. Nominal
overall filtration capacity may be increased by as much as 100%
by this technique The Iength of filter runs using doal media bed
may be 1 5 to 3times that achieved using a conventmonal rapid
sand bed; alternatively the filtratmon rate may be mncreased to 1
10,000 lph/m2 or in a few cases upto as much as 15000 lph/m2.
The other descriptions for back washing etc as described for
multi-media filter are also appllcable to dual media filter bed

(iv) ‘Capping’ sand filter with coarse media

One very easy and inexpensive expedient to improve rapid

1
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S
sand filter performance is to removeabout 15 cm of sand from the

1 top of bed and replace it with 15 cm of coarse media of coconutshell. Commonly 0.5 mm sand is capped with 1 n~msize of

I coarse media This produces a layered type bed which has onlypart of the advantages of a dual media bed, bot which is
superior in performance to a single media bed Further the rate

l of filtratmon of such capped filters can be increased by 50%, and
in some cases to 100 It is found that the more adverse the
applied water conditions, relatmve to algâe and floc, the more

I dramatic are the resubts obtained with capped filter runs. Goodwater condition will give 2 tol whmle the worst water conditmons
may give 10 to 1 improvement in filter runs. Throogh the use of

capped filters, short filter runs can be eliminated.

I 7.5.4. Some Important Techniques for Improvement
Some techniques can improve the filter performance if these

are adopted with proper understanding and a few trials as5

I (i) Effective backwashing for filter bedsMany of the problems in the existing filter beds are created
due to ineffective backwashing to the filter beds. The effective

I back wash is one which removes most of the cbogged materialfrom filter bed during one filter run so as to bring it to the
original condition. In a rapid sand filter bed most of the

1 material is stored in the top 20 cm while in the dual and multi-media beds the material is stored at deeper layers and within a

I few centimeters of the bottom of the fine sand. Thoroughdeaning by hydraqlio back-washing with potable water of the
bed is necessary for a rapid sand filter bed and mandatory in the

S , case of dual and multi-media filters Backwash flow rates of 700to 900 Ipm/m2 are required to be provided for effective washing.
A 30 to 50 percent expansion of filter bed is usually adequate to

I suspend the bottom grains The time required for completebackwashing varies from 5 to 15 min. The entry for wash water
into a filter bottom uriderdrain system be designed to dissipate

I the vebocity head of the wash water in such a manner thatuniform distribution of wash water is obtained. Lack of attention

1
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to this important design factor has often led to difficult and
expensive alterations and repairs to filters for correction.

Where air wash is given it should also be unitorm throughout
the bed. Filters are seriously damaged by slugs of air introduced
during filter back washing. The supporting gravel can be over-
torned and mixed with the fine media, which reqoires removal
and replacement of all media .for proper rëpairs. In such
condition, it will be desirable to remove air wash and to give
only effective hard wash as discussed above by providing proper
underdrain system and required graded gravel depth

The wash water tank should have a minimum capacity equal
to 7 min wash for one filter bed bot preferably for 10 to 15 min
wash. The bottom of the tank must be high enough, above the
filter wash water troughs to supply water at the rate required for
an effective backwash This distance is usually between 8 to 10 --

m. The wash water tanks should be equipped with an overflow
line and a vent for release and admission of air above the high
water level

(iii) Proper wash water gutters

To equalise thehead on the underdrainage system during
backwashing of the filter bed, and thus to aid in uniform
distribution of the wash water, a system of wash water gutters
provided at the top of filter bed to collect the wash water is
generally very effective. The bottom of the gotters should be
above the top of the expanded media to prevent possible loss of
filter media during backwashing This is particularly important
in a dual and multi-media filter beds The dear horizontal
distance between gotters is generally 1.5 to 2.3 m. The gutters
can be provided of RCCor other corrosion resistant materials.
The dimension of a ïilter gutter may be determined by one of
the standard equation Q 2.45 bh3/2, where Q is rate of
dischargein m3/sec, b is width of gutter mm and h is maximum 1
water depth in gutter in m. Some free board should beallowed
to prevent flooding of wash water gutter and even distribution
of wash water In order to get effective gotter function, the weir
edges must be honed to an absolutely smooth and perfectly
level edge as determined by matching the finished edges of all
gutters in a single filter to a still water surface at the desired
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S
overflow elevation. In some plants the gütter system needs5
(iv) Headloss study5 The loss of head through a filter provides valuable information

about the condition of the bed and its proper operation An

S increase in the initial loss of head for soccessive runs over aperiod of time may indicate clogging of the filter media or
gravel or underdrains, and shows ineffective backwashing. The

S rate of head loss increase during a run yield considerableinformation concerning the efficiency both of pretreatment and
filtration.

5 (v) lmprovement in filter rate control

In many existing plants the filter effloent rate control equipment5 is not working properly or is completely inoperable. Various
schemes of operation can be used to improve this important

I function in filtration. Some innovative and more desirablealternatives for rate control are available and can be considered
in this respect. These systems are not only useful for improvement

I but also for augmentation of the plant capacity..(a) Variable declining rate filtration (VDRF)

I In this arrangement the individual filters are interconnectedby a common irifluent header, which allows free iriterconnection
of flow between the filters. Thos, the water level is the same in

S all the filter boxes. The effluent flow from each filter isuncontrolled , or a restricted orifice may be used to limit the
maximum filtration rate. Since the water level is the same in all

S filters and eifbuent is not manipulated, the cleanest filter in a
battery of filters operates at the highest rate, and the dirtiest
filter carries the lowest mate. Thus at any instant, the cleaner5 filters are above average plant rate, and the dirtier filters are
below average mate. The water level rises in all the filter boxes to

I provide the headless needed to force the plant rate through thebattery of filters. When the level reaches on upper limit, thefilter with bongest service is backwashed. When it is placed back‘ in service, it operates at the highest rate, and ~thewater level
declines to the low operating level. The advantages in this
system are given ahead
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(i) Declining rate filtration is achieved without rate controllers.
(ii) 1f one filter is taken out of servrce for back-washing, the

water level gradually rises in the remaining filters until
sufficient head is achieved to handle the higher flow
received. The rate increase is achieved slowly and smoothly
withoot any automatic or manual control equipment,
providing the least harmful effect t filtered water quality
Rate decreases are also achieved gradually and smoothly
in the same manner as rate incrèases

(iii) The headloss for all filters is evident to the operator by the
common water level in the filter boxes. Head loss can be 5
read on a simple staff gauge attached to the filter box.

(iv) The effloent weir is generally located above the sand to
prevent accidental dewatering of the filter bed. This
arrangement also eliminates the possibility of negative
head in the filter However, this is not a necessity as it
needs additional depth of filter beds by about one metre.

(v) The available headloss that has to be provided can be
decreased becaose the headloss through the underdrains
and effluent pipe system decreases as the fbow mate through
the filter decreases toward the end of the filter run. This
head then becomes available to sustain the run for a bonger
period than would be possible under constant mate operation
with the same available head loss -

(b) Variation of VDRF with master control valve

In the above VDRF system the full available headboss is not -- 5
otilised completely and this may resubt in short filter cycles. The
use of masfer effioent rate controller to the VDRF system can
gain foller utilization of the total available head. This variation
may only be used if a battery of filters deliver to a common
effluent header The master effluent controller is automaticalby
controlled to maintain desired water level in the battery of
filters by adjusting the pressure in the effluent header. 1f the
water level falls in the filter boxes, the master eifluent controller 1
is throttled, raising the header pressure and slowing the filtration
mate. This variation of VDRF has distinct advantages for many
existing plants. - 5
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7.5.5 Solutions for some common problems in filtration

S~mecommon problems in filter operation and performanceare generallyarised either from poor design or poor operation

I However, during the past decade many advances in the designof filters and filter controls and apportances have made waterfiltration in a inherently stabbe, extremely efficient and highly

S reliable unit treatment process. With proper design and goodoperation, most of the existing problems can be solved. Somecommon problems are discussed bebow.

5 (i) Surface clogging, cracking and short filter runs

This is usually caused by rapid accumulations of solids on the5 top surface of the fine media. This is not a problem in dual om
multi-media filters because of the greater porosity of their top

I surface as compared to sand as discussed earlier.(ii) Short runs due to floc break-through and high effluent

I turbidityThis can be avoided by using dual or multi-media filter beds.
This is one very important point of soperiority of dual or multi-

I media filter beds. It arises because of the much greater surfacearea of gr~insin a dual and multi-media filters as compared to

S only sand media.(jii) Gravel displacement

S This can be avoided by limiting the total flow and head ofwater available for backwash, that is not drawing wash water
from a high pressure(above 15 m) soorce through a pressure

1 reducing valve which may disturb
(iv) Mud-bali formation

5 This can be eliminated by providing adequate backwash flow
rate and a properly designed underdrain system. However when

I there is mudball formation, the mod-balls shoold be taken outfor replacing the clean media.

I (v) Growth of filter grains, bed shrinkage anc~media pulling

away from filter side walis
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S
This can be-avoided by providing proper underdrainage and

adequate back-wash as abready discussed.

(vi) Negative head and air binding

This can be avoided by provrding adequate water depth of at-
least 1.5 m above the top of filter media. When filter infbuent
water contains dissolved oxygeri~near saturation levels, and
when pressure is reduced to Iess than atmosphere bebow the
surface of the fine media by siphon action, oxygen comes outof
solution and gas bubbles are released They may accumulate
within the bed and greatly increase the resistance to fbow or
head loss. Maintaining maximum water depth above the bed
and frequent back-washing may help for reduczng the problem.
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5 CHLORINATION

1
8.1 INTRODUCTION

1 The theory and the methods for chborination are given iii~

details in number of test books dealing with water treatmentI and the information is therefore not included in this book Thesimple methods for chlorination for rural water supplies are
discussed in this chapter alongwith the important precautions5 and field tests required for day to day operation of the plant

8.2 IMPORTANCE

1 It is essential ~hat public water sopplies should be bacterio-
bogically safe. Some deep well waters are naturally safe, bot

I most surface waters are polloted and should be disinfected. Thisis osually carried out by chlorination. Chlorine gas should
generally be used for larger supplies while for small supplies it

1 will be more convenient to use solutions of chemicals containingfree chlorine soch as bleaching powder, chlorinated lime,

I sodium hypochlorite etc. Even 1f chlorine gas is to be used for awater works, t is always advisable to provide a standby arrange-ment for giving bleaching powder solution, as the liquid

I chlorine cylinders are not available at some times or thechloronome or other çbosing eqoipment may be out of order for
some perlod. At many water works this precaotion is not being

S taken with the result,required disinfection is not done for someperiod, which is certainly harmful to the public health

5
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8.3 PURPOSE OF CHLORINATION

The object of chborination of potable waters is the destruction -

of bacteria through the germicidal effectsof chlorine. There are
several important secondary uses of chlorination, such as
oxidation of iron, manganese and hydrogen sulfide; destruction 5
of some taste and odour-producI~ngcompounds, control of
algae and slime organisms in treatment plants, and as an add to
coagolation 1
8.4 IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF CHLORINATION

Chlorine gas or chborine compounds are osed bot in all cases -

the active disinfectant is chborine - -

The aim of effectivé chlorination is to ensure (i) uniform
application of chlorine to all portions of the water being
treated, (ii) uninterrupted application of chlorine (iii)~election
of the dose of chlorination to meet the current needs of the
specific water to be treated (iv) control of chlorination so as to
produce- a safe potable water that is at the same time of
attractive character The requirement oFdilorination are met 1
when the chborine dose is sufficient to reach with the organic
matter, ammonia, iron, manganese and other reduced substances
At the same time t leaves sufficient excess or residual chlorine 1
for disinfecting purposes, and when—the concentration of
residual chlorine is selected so as to compensate for the
deleterious influence of any prevailing high alkalinity, low
water temperature or short period of contact.

8.5 PERIOD OF CONTACT 1
The period available for the inter-action between chlorine

and constitoents of the water is one of the most important
aspects of chlorination practice. The minimum period should be
10 to 15 min and preferably several hours so that effective
disinfection may be ensured without an ondesirably high
concentration of residual chlorine in the-water reac~ingthe
consumer. - -

8.6 CHLORINE DOSING 1
In order to obtain a constant chlorine dose with simple plant

it is essential to dose into a constant flow, such as the flow from 1
1
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a pomp, and not into a flow which is varying. Dosing on the

I inlet to a storag~etank will often give this condition togetherwith the necessary contact time before consomption
A simple dosing apparatus can be made from a container

I such as a large plastic drum om a metal drum which has beenpainted inside with a good epoxy paint to protect the metal
from corrosion A rubber delivery tube fitted to the bottom of

I the drum will enable the sobution to be delivered to the waterFigure 8.1 shows two simple chlorine dosing equipments The
- mate of delivery can be reduced with some suitable form of tap

1 or a clamp squeezing the tube. A more uniform mate of deliverycan be ach ieved if the liquid is allowed to flow out of the drunï~

I through a second tube inside the drum attached to a float whichwill keep the open end at constant depth below the surface ofthe liquid. This type of doser can be used for alom sobotion

I dosing also, at thê inlet end of raw water. Chlorine dosingeqoipment should generally be sufficient firstly to allow not less
than thirty minutes of contact with water before use and

S secondly to maintain a chlorine residual of at least 0 3 mg/lafter that time Bleaching powder or chlorinated lime, conta~n
35 percent available chlorine by weight. Thus 1 kg of powder

I will give 10,00,000 litres of watera dose of 0 35 mg/l 1f chlorideof lime is used, t is essential to stir the solution occasionally to
prevent settlement of solid matter. Alternatively a stock solution1 can be prepared containing 100 g/l allowed to settle and the
dear top solution drawn off for use. Solutions made in this way
retain their strength, maintaining about 18 g/l of available5 chlorine upto 48 hours

8.7 CHLORINE DEMAND AND RESIDUAL

5 A simple eqoation defines the various forms. Chborine

demand plus chlorine residual equals chlorine dose The chlorine

I residual has already been fixed and so the dose then varies withthe chlorine demand, or degree of impurity The standard tests
for chborine demand and residual chlorine concentration are5 given
(i) Ch!orine Demand Test

I Required Apparatus(a) A clean glass vessel 500 ml capacity om more.

5
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(b) Stock chiorinesolution containing 1 per cent available

I chlorine.(c) Dropping pipette calibrated to deliver 20 drops/mI

I (d) Means to rneasure residual chlorine
The stock chlorine solution can be prepared from any chloride

of linie (35% available chlorine) dissolved in clean water. This5 solution should be kept in a dark hottle with a glass stopper hut
as t does not keep well t should he checked from time to time

I with the residual chlorine test after appropriate dilutionTest procedure . Measure 500 ml of sample into a clean glassvessel and add 3 drops (0 15 ml) of stock chlorine solution niix

I and allow to stand for 30 minutes in ashady place to enable thechlorine to reach with the impurities in the water. lhen find theresidual chlorine by any method given below liie initial

I chlorine dose given by 3 drops of 1 percent .solution iii 50() ml ofwater is 3 mg/l 1f the residual chlorine is suhtracted from the
intial chlorine value,the chlorine demand is ohtairied

5 Example chlorine dose 3 drops to 50() ml = mg
Residual chlorine found after 30 min, = 1 ing

I Chlorine demand = 3 — 1 = 2 rng cl2/I
1f the sample is heavily polluted the iiiiti~lchlorine dose of 3

mg/l may he insufficient to leave any resi(lual chlorine In this1 caserepeat the test with a higher chlorine dose. The higher the
chlorine demand the greater the pollution present

I (ii) Residu�t chlorine test for chior,n~edwaters and for usein the above test —- Two rnethod~are given helow The first
requires no special equipment the other is more sensitive hot

I requires an instrument called the BDH Lovihond comparator
These tests should he carried nut immediately after the samples
are available5 Method A -~-BDH chlorotex

In this test BDH chlortex reagent and a colour matching card

I is reqoiredTest procedure . Take 50 ml of ~arnple in a clean glass vessel
and add 5 ml 6f chlorotex reagent. A colour develops immediately

1 if chlorine is present

S
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mg/I c12 present
Nu 1
02
0.5 - -

06
0.8
lüormore -

Method B . BDHcomparator and 0-tolidine reagent
Required apparatus BDH comparator with two ‘10 ml glass

tuhes. - -- -

(Ii) Acid 0-tolidine reagent This may he obtaunedready for 5
use or t may be made by dissolving ‘1 gm AR 0-tolidine in 100
ml of AR hydrochloric acid and adding distulled water to make
l000ml 1
(c) BDH comparator disc ~—There are th~eealternatives

3/2A 0 1 to 1.0 mg/I chlorine. -

3/2AB . 0 15 to 2 0 mg/I chiorine -- -

KMA 0 05 to 0.5 mg/l chlorine, - -

and 6 0 to 7 6 pH

Test Procedure : Put 10 ml sample in each tube and place
them in the cornpamatom. Add 01 ml (2 drops) of reagent to the
right hand tube, mix and allow to stand for lOminutes Compare
the coloors visible through the reviewing windows against the
sky, with the operator’s back to ~un Rotate the discuntil the
coloors match The residüal chlorine figures may be read in the
window in the lower right hand comner of the instrument

There are similar held test kits for measuring residual chiorine
available in thefield such as ~NEERIResidual chlorrne testing
Kit” in fr~dia
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Colour developed
White milky fluorescence
Faint pink and milky
Pink
Red
Purple
Violet
Blue
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I MAINTENANCE, RECORDS ANDPERSONNEL

S
9.1 INTRODUCTION

The maintenance of small capacity treatment plants in the

S rural areas is required to be as simple as possuble and troublefree in the day to day opei’atuon. Normally one operator of S.S.C
level and one watchman-cum-lahour om a fulter-cum-attendant

I should be able to run and maintain the plant effuciently invullages. The operator can be guven the additional work of bill
preparation and collection and also procurement of the required

maten als for the water worksDue to non-mechanical type small pretreatment units and

I simplufied filter beds as provided in thmee new treatment plantsas discussed in this book, day-to-day maintenance has becomesimple. The important operations such as alom dosing, sludge

I removal at various stages, filter mate control, back washung,chlorination have been made as srmple as possuble Doe to all
these sumplified arrangements provided at these plants, the

I marntenance of these plants is trouble free, efficuent and
considerably cheaper as compared to the mauntenance of the
conventional plants of the same capacities.‘ The operators at these plants weme trauned at site for chemical
dosung, filter rate control, sludge memoval at varioos places and
back washung of filter heds They maintain the regustem for day-

1 to-day observations at these plants. Further they can measureturbidity of raw, settied, filtemed water and collect the water

1
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samples megulamly to send for chemucal and bactemiologucal
analysis They also run the electmically opemated pumps for
filling the wash water tanks The plant performance asdiscussied -

in the earlier chapters have been found very satisfactary

9.2 RECORD KEEPING

In the day-to-day maintenance of the treatment plants, one~of 5
the very important work is to keep daily records of the plant
operation, whuch has been gerrerally seen neglected The plant
performance can be judged only from such day-to-day records.
1f any unit of the plant is not functioningpro~enlyand guvung
undesirable resuits, It is possible to locate the difficulties from
such registers soas to make necessary memedial measures to
keep the plant performance to the desired leve! Further t will
also give some datafor carryingout mprovements in süch small -

capadity plants for the specufic maw water conditidis to the
concerned offucers in the organisations. -

Table 9.1 shows a general proforma for keeping the day-to- -

day records The plant performance data as discussed in
Chapters 2 and 3 will also show the importance of keeping such
detailed records of the day-to-day operation of the plants.
Further these registers should be kept up-to-date and should
always he avaulahle to the higher officens and outside visutors to
see the actual plant performance - 1

9.2.1 Important Items in the Day-to-day Records

The adjustment of the alum dose for require-d flow, measure- 1
ment of head losses, measurement of turbudities of rai’, settled
and filtered water samples and adjusting chlorine dose are the
important items for keeping proper records The details for
these items are given helow for efficient mauntenance

(u) Alum dose - - 1

(a) At many plants proper dose of alom is not given according
to the dianges in raw water turbidity The niairï reason is that
the proper alom solution and dosing arrang’ements are not
pmovrded The preparation of solution, dosung and mixing
methods are already discussed in earluer chapters Further t is

very important to prepare a w~aksolution of alom (2% to 3%)

1
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1’
and to give dosethrough a perfomated pipe at the downstream

S o~the weir, where there is-maximum turbulance This oneaspect can save considemable alom in the annual consumption
and also can produce effective action of alum. A mough chart for

I the alom dose t~be given for duffement rawWâtértorbidities of a
particular raw water supply can be prepared and kept at such
small plants, because finding out of a~umdose with a laboratory1 flocculatom is not feasible at such small plants.

A small weighung balance is a must at all such small plants

I and dauly dose and consumption of~aIumcan be kept in therecords Example of working out the alom required for 50,OÖQlut/hr flow and for 8 houms daily working is given below

S Consideming 10 ppm (mg/l) dose of alomDauly alom consumption = 50,000x 10 x 8 -

4Okg.

1 10,00,000
(b) A simple method for preparing alum solution

A simple amrangement for preparung alom solution is shown inFig’ure 9.1 The size of the PVC pipe or drum can be adopted

I aft’er consideming the probable consumption of alom for eighthours The solution pipe is prepared by fixirtg two Tees and one
bottom cap to a PVC pipe of 150 mmfo 200 mm diameter and

I fixing nIet valve as shown in the figure Bottorn supportinggraded gravel as in the filter bottom is first placed with a
perforated pipe piece (30 to 50 mm dia) af the bottom. Required

S pipe connections at inlet to introduce water from elevatedreservoir and at outlet to connect the dilution tanks are made
Requumed alom for eight hours consumption is placed in the

I sotutionplpe or’drum.from thetop on the gravel bed. Then
water from e1ev,a~ted reservoir is introduced through a water
meter and a valve from the bottom of the pipe. The concent-5 mated solutton o~alu,m staken from the outlet at top to one of
the dulution tank For mixing concentrated solution with reservoir

I water a separate water tap with a valve is connected to a mixingpipe(lOOrnm to ‘j50 mm dia) which is fixed in the dilution tankFor mixing concentrated solution with water either mounded

I gravel or perforated discs are placed in the muxing pipe Boththe concentrated solution and water are untroduced from the

1
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1
top of the mixing pipe In thedesured proportiöns. The dilu;e
solutionfrom the bottom perforations is taken tilI the tank i~s 1
filled up to the desired level (FSL) in the tank. Appropruate alom
dose is then guven from the bottom outlet pipe and valve from
the dulution tank, throu~gha dosing tank at. the pount of
maxrmom turbulance zone as discussed earliem

For guvlng constant cLose of solution, a float contmolled smail
dosing tank should be adopted The size of this dosing tank may
be 30cm x 50cm with 301cm deRth A PVCbaII vaive contmolling
arrangement can be made at the in let end to introduce solution
in the tank At the outlet end a non-corroding valve be fixed to
give the desired alum dose to the raw water-in the mixing
channel through a perforated PVC pipe. This is a very simple
and useful device to prepare alom solution partuculamly for small
capacuty treatment plants. -

TCL soiutuon preparation can also be made by this arrangement 1
with the addition of some manual mixing devicaof TCL powder
in the solution pipe itself from the top flne nori-cormosive fine
mesh be fixed at the outlet end in the solution pipe to remove
suispended partucles The gravel bed in the solution pipe can be
cleaned by guving a backwash from elevated tank periodically.
The washed water can be taken unto thedilution tank -

(ii) Measurement of head loss - -

It is vemy necessary tokeep the records of head loss in the
filter beds to know the performance of the filter beds It is
desirableto keep headloss measurements at the time of daily
starting of the plant and closing of the plant throughout the
filter runs The normal incmease~1nheadloss pattemn can be
known and if the head loss development is early, it can be
presumed that the back washingrnay not be adequate For head
loss rneasu ernent simple plastic or glass tubes can be tised to
note the head loss in the filter beds. - 1
(iii)Turbi~itymeasurem~n1 S

This is also ah un~omt~ntda~Iy~bservation Partuculamly iru
‘mauny seasôn the raw water turbidity changes are frequerit and
record of raw,settled and filtered water turbidity guves valoable
nformatl6h The sophistic~tedturbidi meter may not be necessary - - 1

at such small plants A turbuduty mod ‘to measore the maw and

1
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TABLE9.1 ~

Proform’afor Keeping day-to-d~yRecords

Date

1

Flow Data - Alum Dose Head loss Turbiduty

Starting Closing, Raw Settled
UnitNo 1 Unit.Nd. 1’~ ‘

:
‘ 1

~ 7~ - 8 9 ~

Remarks

- Filtered ~1. Date of washing the

~Unit No 1 ‘filter unit
: -2 Wash water used

-3 Other data
~ 10 — 11

DaiLy -
1-!oitrs-of
Run

S

:~

Total
Dauly.~
flow

~

~3 ~ ~

Alum
given:-

. in ig
S

4

Dose
~consurned -
..mgilit
~
~ 5~

-
~ - S

; 7

~

S
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settied water turbidity and a simple turbidity comparator to
measure’filtered water turbuduty as shown in figure 9.2 will be
adequate for this purpose Such tumbidity comparators can be
prepared locally Standard turbidity suspension bottles of 0.5~
0.8, 1.0, 1 5 and 2 0 can be kept at the plant to measure the
filtered water turbiduty The filtered water turbidity should be
kept generally below one JTU Howevem, when alom dose is not
given and raw water is having low pollotion, filtered water
turbudity can be allowed opto 2.0 JTU for dauly use om as
allowable -

(iv) Chlorine dose - T

This will genemally bea constant dose and minom changes in
differentseasons may have to be done. This aspect is discussed 1
in details in Chapter 8, however, proper record for the daily
consumprtuon of the chemical is necessary:The TCL drums and
bags should be stored and handled properly and ~oldchemical
should only be used after testing the avaulable chlomune.

(v) Other records - - -

In addition to the above, the records for daily use of water,
backwashung dates, consumption of water for back wash, dates
for samples sent for chemical and bacteriological tests, and
dates for visutors can be kept in the memamks column of the
megister

(vi) Records for chemical and bacteriological tests -

A separate register can be kept to record the results of
chemical and bacteriological tests when cöndocted from the
laboratomy as a routine programme. However, additional tests
are necessary when bacteriological’tests show positive resolts

9.3 IMPORTANT POINTS TO BE ATTENDED DURING
MAINTENANCE OF SIMPLIFIED FILTRATION PLANTS

The important points to be attended duming construction oL
Ramtek, Vamangaon and Chandori filtration plants as given in
Chapter 5 (Para 5.6) will also be oseful for keeping effucient
mnaintenance Evénthough these pou nts are discussed for simplitued
fultration plants, the same will aLo be useful for conventional

fultration plants - - -

1
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9.3.1 Alum Mixing

I The mixing channel should be kept clean and free from anygrowth of alage As far as possuble weak alum solution dose (2%

I to 3°/o)he given through a perforated A.C. or PVC pipe piece.Uruitorm dose should 1)e given sust on the upstream of theturbulance zone and on the downstream of the weir in the

I channel to get good resufts and economic use of alom Exactalum dose be calculated as discussed in earlier para For proper
aluni mixing and dosing simple arrangements as explauned in

I para 9,2 Lcan he adopted, only non-corrosive valves and puping[ie adopted tor giving alum and TCL solution doses For this
purpose rigid PVC and polythelene are suitable materials All

S valves and piping need routine cleaning toavoid choking due tosludge and other suspended matter

I 9.3.2 Nonmechanical Flocculators(i) Gravei bed floccuiator -

I The top of the gravel bed should be kept free from the
accumulation of silt, sludge and other floating matter 1f the raw
water is likely to contain silt and fine sand it is necessary to5 remove a-top layer of 10 to 15 cm thickness to wash t outside
and to replace periodically For routine cleaning the gravity

I flushing-out operation for removing sludge in the bed and in thehottom hopper he carried Out at the end of day’s work for 3 to 5minutes by opening drain valves, This operation has to he done

I hy visual observation of the colour of the sludge and theoperator has to he properly trained for this operation Other-
wise there is possihility of either choking of outlet-pipes as seen

I at a few places orwaste of excess water used The bed should befilled wuth maw water to the normal level at the end of this
operation Further the valves on the outlet pipes and provided

I n the tube settlung tank are requured to he closed during thegravel cleaning operation
Where ha~ckwasharrangement is provided for gravel bed, the

S back wash should he given generally once in a week during therainy season and once in a month durung the other seasons
depending on the raw water turhidity and silt bad Adequate

1 wash he given to make the bed perfectly clean 1f the back wash
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amran-gement is not provided and there rs sult bad in the water,
then eithem the back wash,armap~ementhas to ~e provided
afterwomds om th~.part or f~jll~ravelbed r~ay~iavetobe cjea,ried
periodically Al’ternatively PVC angle »o~,,modules can he
untroduced in place of gravel as d’iscussed in Chapter 3.

(ii) Non-mechanica/ flocculator w,th PVC strip or angle
perforated partitions -. . ~-. - .

The PVC sfrips o~rigl~sb~ke~tc(e~r~b~periodicmariual - 1
cleanirig f6 rer~veanyalgae om floating m~tter-Thesludge
settledin the bottom hopper~be removéd through drain valves
periodically ~nthe mainy season this may have to be done once
or twice a day while in other ~easons~~bncë~!rn T’to 3 days,
depending on the raw water ttimbiditV Inomder to keep unifôrm
flow through the bed, proper inlet and outlet perfora~fed
portitions or pipës aré requir~dto be,provided in these ta~ks,
Some comrectuons for perfor~Fo~r’e~’h1ÂÇ’be-~ece ty duFing
maintenance to umprove the performance S - -

(iii) Non -mechanical flocculator with PVC angle flocmodules

This is the best method for non mechanical ~locculation The
top surface begot cleaned periodicallyto r~movetanyal~ae
growth or sludge. For this purpose water le’vel in the fîoccu!ator
and tube settlung tank can hebowered hylÔ ~o15 dii tc~clean
the top surface of flo~culatorand collector p’fpes”~fh~,t,u~e
settbing tank Th~sI~dgein the bottom hoppers ~hoyld ~e
removed periodically as explauned in ahove para ‘ ‘ - is

9.3.3 Tube SettlingTank ~ ~ ~‘ ~ 1
The ,siçle pe~fo~r~t~5 on ~he collector ~sb~ ctean’~c1

periodically t~ rer~iove~ny algae.gr~wtj~,om flè~’tth’~matter
Sçme times c’Ieanung from insiJ~of pupes may also be necesssary
The tuBe surface açeaj?e also kept clean W~Wenevei5thereis
vusible algae growth on the top layer of tubes, the wa~erlevel ~ -

the tank can be lower~by 5,t~,o10 cm belpw’th~tube surfa~e —

for cleaning the surface manually The algae and other floating
matter be removed outside

1 as ft may choke th~sludgèdrainiog
~‘i~es t is necessary togetuniform’l)ow1~hrou’~h~alltl~e
collector pipesa~dn~iri’orco~ct~on~ha~etobe r~fa’de~on1e

— .~1 . sOT ~ nt , :r r ot ‘s’’ ~ -‘

times to improve trie performance
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9.3.4 Simplified Filter Beds -

I The top surfaces of gutters, side walls and filter bed be keptfree froh~any grôwth of algae The most important thing to get
good results is to guve adequate and effective backwash as5 discussed in details in Chapter 5 Toconfirr~effè~tiwhackwash
the expansion of th~filter media be v~rifiedperiodically by

I using an expansion stick as discussed in ~haptem5 For rapidsand filter beds cninirnum expansion of 10% to 20% is~n~ider~dnecessary while for dual media filter beçfs the expansion ~f
— to 50% is considered necessary. The ~heckfor effecti~h~ckw~sh

is the head loss reading when starting the Çifrer ~ft~r’washing,
which should n~tshow suddeçi or ear,by increasein the heéd

I loss The other checI~is the bed surface obsemv~tion,~~~ihichshoufd be unifqrm atone level apd fmee.frôm cracks and hol’es.
Both these aspects are very important to keep efficient fiker

S performance. The filt~rbed should bew~shedgene~flywhenthe headloss is reached to its hniutrng ~/a(u~of 2.Ö m
prescribed 1f the turhiduty of filtered water is s~e~hb~’e2IÏU

or as prescri bed, even hefome the normab period of w~shihg.thefilter bed should bewashed as It shows hreak-throu~hof floc

I through crack~and hples in the bed. The turbidity of filteredwater be checked wit~hproper turbidi meter or sirnp!e comparator
as disçljssed in the earlier para (9,2.1) Proper record of héad
loss and turhidity of raw, settled and filtered watèr s~iruipbes’he

1 kept in:the register kapt at the plant, as di~cus~edin para 9 3
9.3.5 Chiorination - ‘ S -5 All apparatus should he kept clean to get desired doses fr’om
the chlorination equipment. There is possihility of ch5king f

I the perforations an~1valves thmough which tjj~ do~eis glyenThere should be periodic c1eanir~gprogramme, ~p,l~epthe
equupment in good.conditupn,. Special care is required tohe

5 taken for gaseous .chlorinatiqn efluipmoent, whichshoulçlbechecked periodically. Starud-hy chiorunatipij ~irr.~ngernenthy

I TCL solution and dosing drums should he,k~ptwhere gaseo,i~schlorination is adopted This is necessary to give proper dpsedurung repairs to the chboroqpçn~q~if chlorin~gascylindesarenot suppliec[ at proper time. Nec~ss~ryspare parts for munor

1 repairs and safety devices b,e kept near ,chIp,rip~tiqq~

1
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particolamly when gaseoos chlorunation is adopted Operators
should be trauned to detect any leakage of chlorine gas and to
adopt the safety and preventive measures taavoid any accidents.

9.4 PERSONNEL

The selection and training for operatung staff is onë of th~
very important aspectsLn the efficient mauntenance Qf a water

treatment plant. In the case of srriall capacity plants there is
generally one operator with one labour assistant So the sielection
and training hecome moré important as he is the main controllinE
person for all operations and other management work includung
procurement of chemrcals, spares for minor repairs etc In
addition to this, he has also-to operate the pumps at the
treatment plant Howet’er, very luttle attention is generally guven
to the selection and further training for the operatorsior such
small capacity plants The operators should he trainedas early
as possible, at the training centres. —

9.4.1 Qualification

As stated earluer the operator should have a minimum
qualification of Sëêdnd~rySchlool Certificateleven fdr small
water treatment plants. In addition to this acertificate from the
Industriab Training lnstit~itesfor suutable technical branch will
be more desurable, At east for Municipal plants this certufucaté
can be unsisted The operator may be given âdditional allowance
for such ~ certificate in addition to his pay as a~iinc~tuvefo~
additional qualifications.

9.4.2 Training for Operators

This is a very important aspect for efficuent maintenance of ~
water treatment plant In the past theme was no such faculity fo~
giving in servicé tr~iniÏi~for the operators but in future such
training facilities will be created in all the countries The WHO
and the other International Agencues in this field are trying to
c~reatesuch training facilities for operatorseven for the smabE
water works - - 5

There can be some regular cemtificate courses for water works --

operatomsand the same may be made compulsory according to
the duties of the operators After a prelirninary coursie for ~i

1
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1
newlv appounted candidate, the next courses may he specialized

1 in the particular fields which are normably required in the watertreatment works The operators will have to he encouraged to
get the requured certificates hy guvung additional increments or

I allowances, - - - -For the indivudual village water treatment plants, the operators
may have to do sorne additional work for improvung the

1 environmental aspects in the villages. So he may have tobétrained in leakage detection and repaims, waste water disposal

I for houses and for small çommunuties In addition to this he willhave to make village peopI~health conscious for prop”er ûse ofwater and disposal of waste water for the comniunity health

1
1
1
S
S
1
1
S
S
5
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CONTROL 6F WATER QUALITY 1

S
10.1 INTRODUCTION

The maun purposënf providung a water treatment plant is to
supply potable water of standard quality to the consumers The -

operator even on a small treatment plant must know the -

minimum water quality standards for giving adequate treatment
to the raw w~terThe potable water after treatment has to be
within the acceptable limuts of certaun chemical substances
while It has to be completely free from the possibulity of
pathogenic bacteria 5
10.2 SAMPLING

The value of any laboratory test depends on the method of - 1
samplung The samples must be representative of the water to be
examuned or the results will have no sugnificance. —

The containers for the collectuon of samples for the chemical
analysus should be clean but need not be stemule For complete
sanitary analysis about 5 litresof sample is sufficient However, — S

for routine plant operatuon 2 litres of sample is sufficient TT~e
poirut at which the sample is collected depends on what the -

results are to be used for, but in any case, representative 1
samples free from extroneous matter should be taken and care
should he taken to see that the neck or stopper of the bonte
does not hecomesoiled

S
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The frequency of collection of samples for chernical analysis

1 depends on the uniformTty in the qualuty of maw water, the typesof treatment pmocesses...under control and other local f~çtors

I Normally this can be carried out once in three months or whenthere is seasonal change in the raw water quality. However, thisshould he carried out when there is possibility of contamination
of the source of water due to someoutside pollutent.

The ~hysical and chemical standârds for the drinking watersupply purpose as given in the “M~nualon water supply and

I treatment” (1976) are given below in Table 101. It will be seenthat this table includes many substancesthat are unvolved inwater treatment procedures, hence this tabulation serves as a

I summary of objectives in the production of potable watersTABLE 10.1 -

S No,, Charact~,r~~içs - -

S,,.,.. ,~,,• S

1 2

~Acceptable
,..i~eje

~ -

~Çause for
cttori

.

1 Tu~bidity(units on JTLlScale) -

2 Colour (units on platinum
cobalt scale)

3 Taste and Odour

Total dissolved solids (mg/l)
Total hardness (mg/ 1) (as Ca C0

3)
Chlorides (as Cl). (mg/l)
Sulphates (as S04) (mg/l)
Fluorides (as F) (mg/l) -

Nitrate~(as NO2)
Calcium (as Ca) (mg/l) -

Magneisum (as Mg) (mg/l)

50 25
Unobiection Unohiection-

- able &ble
70to85 6.StoY2
500 1500
200 600
200 1000 -

200 400 -

10 — 15
45 , 45
75 200

fl0 150

1f there are 250 mg/I of suiphates Mg content çan beincreased to a maximum of 125 mg/l with the reductionofsulphates at the rate of 1 unft per every 2.5 units of

sulphates.

1
1
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10.3 CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Physical and Chemical Standards1
1
Ê
1

25 - - 10

4 pH
5
6.

I 8
9

S 10
11
12

I
13 Iron (as Ee) (mg/l)

14 Manganese (as Mn) (irig/l)

S

0.1 10
005 05
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15 Copper (as Cu) (mg/I) 005 1.5
16 Zinc (as Zn) (mg/l) 5 0 - 150
17 Phenolic compounds (As Phenol)

(mg/l) 0001 0002
18 Anionic Detergents (mg/l) -

(asiMBAS) 02 10
19 Mineral Oil (ing/l)

NOTES— ~1. The figures indicated under the column “Acceptable” are the
hmits upto whfth the water is generally acceptable to the
t:oflsuiners

~*2. Figures in cxc ess of those mentioned under “Acceptable”
render the Water not acceptable, but soli may be tolerated in
the absencc ot altemative and bettersource but upto the limits --

indicated under column cause for reiect~on”above whicftthe
suj)ply will have to he rejected

10.4 TOXIC SUUSTANCES 1
In addution to this there is possibility of certain toxicsubstances

in the raw water sourcesand maximum allowab”le concentrations 1
are guven in Table 10 2 below In the normal chemucal analysus
of water, tests for only detection of these substances are carried
out 1f it is detected then special tests for knowing the actual
concentrations of these substances can be carried out tom taking
further actiori at hugher levels

TABLE1O.2

Toxic Materials Standards
-S- -

‘t. au,c lorSr No Characteristics ~A ~(‘ptdhl(’
R’i~’ 110fl

1 2 - 3 4

1 Arserlic (as As) (ing/l) 0 05 0 05
2 Cadiniuin(asCd)(ing/l) 001 001
3 Chromiuin (as hexavalent Cr) (ing/l) 0 05 005
4 Cynnides (as Cn) Ong/l) 005 005
5 Lead (as Ph) (ing/l) Di 0 1

6 Selenium (as Se) (iïif~/l) 001 001
7 Mercury (total as Hg) (ing/I) t) 001 0001
8 Polyn uclea r a roiiia tk

hydrocarbons (PAH) 0 02~L(g/I t) 2,’-4,.g,~1
-S- ~ ~ - ~_~---

1

--1

1
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1
10.5 BACTERIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

1 This is a very important test for the supply of bacteria free
water to the consomeis It has to be seen by the operator that

I there is no coliform organusms at the delivery of water to theconsumers Therefore routine bacteriologucal analysis of the
water samples from the distribution system are required to be

1 carried out For small capacity water works a minimumhacteriological analysis once in a week is desirable For this
water samples -are requimed to be collected in special sterilused

1 hottles from the laboratory and the sâmples after collections areto be sent withun 24 hours to the lahôrafôFy o~fthe same day

1 as far as
10.5.1 Bacteriological Quality Standards

I Experience has established that water in which the number ofcoliform organisms is below acertain range of values will not
contain pathoganic (waterbomne diseaseproducing) hacteria

1 This mange is specified in drinking water standards. Thebacteriological standards as given in the manual on”water

I supply and treatment (l976fare given below

(i) Water entering the distribution systern

1
Coliform count in any sample of 100 ml should be zero. A

sample of the water entering the distribution system that does
not conform to this standard calls for an immediate unvestigation

I into both the efficacy of the purification process and themethod of sampling.
(ii) Water in the distributionsystem shail sat,sfy all the three

1 criteria indicated below -

— E coli count in 100 ml of any sample should he zero. -

I — Coliform organisms not more than 10 per 100 r~lshallbe present in any sample.
- Coluform organisms should not be detectable in 100 ml of

I any two consecutive samples om more than 50% of thesamples collected for the year
1f coluform organisms are found, resampling should be done

I The repeated funding of 1 to 10 coliform organisms in 100 ml orthe appeamance of nigher numbems in any sample should

1
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1;
necessiate the investigation and removal of the £ource of
pollution. - - S - - - S

(iii) Individual or small community supplies -

E coli count should be zero in any sample of 100 ml and
coluform orgahisrn~houIdnoLbe more than 3 per 100 ml (1f
repeated samples show the presence of coliform crrganisms,
steps should be taken to duscover and remove the scurce of the 1’
pollution. 1f coliforms ~çceed 3 per 100 ml, thesupply should be
disirifected) - -~ - - -

10.5.2 Virological Aspects 1
0,5 mg/I of free chlorine residual for one hoirns sufficient to

/ inactivate virus, even in Water that was oruginally polluted This
free chlorine mesidual is to be insusted in all disunfected supplies
inareas suspected of endemicity of infectious hepatitis to take
care of the safety of the supply from virus point of view which --

incidentally takes care of the safety from the bacteriplogica!
pomntof view as well, For other. areas Q2 mg/I of free chlorine
resudual for half an Iiour should be insisted. -

10.6 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS I~
10.6.1 Physical Tests --

(i) Turbidity - 1
Turbidities greaterthan 5 units are ieadily noted by cori~umems

and undicatej~nsatisfactorycondutions Coagulation, floccolation 1
and clarificatioli should generally reduce the torbidity to Iess
than 20 units and preferably 10 units, while filtratiomtshould
reduce the turbidity to less than 1 unit and in well-operated
plants to Iess than 0.5 uiïits. - -

(ii) Colour

In general consumem complairits will be received if the colour
is greater than 10 to 15 units, and colour Iessthan 5 units is -

desirable -

(iii) Odour -

The charactem and intensity of odoum offen discloses the
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nature of pollution om the prevalence of micmo-omganisms and

I hence the type of treatment om preventive measures neededConsumers will judge a supply by its taste and Odour, and the
objective should be the delivery of water havir’ig an intensity

1 rating of 1 om a thmeshold-odour numbem of 2 om
10.6.2 Important Chemical Tests

1 (i) Hardness - - -

Water for domestic and laundry use pmeferahly should contain

less than 100 ppmhamdness Water with hardness of 300 ppm orgreater is not suitable for ordinary use, although there are many

I areas where harder water must be used and where softening iseconomically not feasible Vemy soft watems having hardness less
than 30 ppm are likely to be corrosive, such waters are generally

I treated with lime, which incmeases the hardness(ii) Magnesium

I The Magnesium content in the water is mainly utilised for thecontrol of softening plants.
(iii) A!ka/inity

1 Coagulation genemally requires a concentration of
equal to about half the amount of alurn added to produce a

I good floc. Thus 20 ppm alum requimes 10 ppm alkalinity to formfloc As coagulation towers the alkalinity, the water becomes
more corrosive and, unless an excess of alkalinity was present

I before coagulation, soda ash om lime must be added to the
filtered water to prevent corrosion.

‘ (iv) Hydrogen-ion concentration or pH value

The hydrogen-ion concentration or pH value measure~the
intensity of the acid om alkali meaction of water The pH values

1 from 1 to 7 indicate acidity, a pH value of 7 indicates neutrality,and pH valoes from 7 to 14 indicate alkalinity. Most natural

I waters have pH values between 5.0 and 8.6 Alom coagulationof water occurs at an optimum pH value which varies fordifferent waters and is generally determined by rneans of the iar
om coagulation test. The cormosiveness of water is a furiction of1 pH and can often be corrected by decreasing the acid intensity

1
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by addition of alkali, and this is usually controlled by determination
of the pH value

(v)lron - -

The presence of more than 0 3 ppm iron in a water will results
in the staining of plumbing fixtures and laundry and even
smaller amounts may be troublesome The test is especially
valuabla in the appraisal of ground watems, which are more
likelyto contain irôn than surfacewaters, exceptwhen the latter
are stored in deep reservoirs flooding iron-bearing soils

(vi) Manganesie - - - -~1
Manganese ‘rs less frequently present than iron in natural

water, but t may occur either alone om as~ociatedwith iron in
ground waters om waters from deep resemvoims flooding manganese-
beaning soils It will produce a dark-purple or black stam on
laundry or plumbing fixtumes The content of manganeseshould - 1
not exceed 0 3 ppm

(vii) Fluorides - - 1

The test for floorides indicates the content of the element in
natural waters and whether the amount isbelow or above the
criticâl value of 1 5 ppm. Above this arnount t will cause
moltted tooth enamel, that is,unsightly starning of the teeth,
among children drinking the water for an appreciable pemiod of
time The test will also-show whether a natural water has a
fluoride content between 0 6 and 1 2 ppm, which is the range in
which the fluoride serves as a nutrient mineral which leads to 5
the development of tooth enamel most resistant to decay.
Therefore the test serves to control the fluoridation of publc
water supplies to which a fhioride compourid is added to
compensate for a deficiency of natural fluorides and to secure a
çoncentmation in the optimum range of 0 6 to 1 2ppm

(viii) Chlorides - -

The chloride is present in sewage from urinein the range of
about 50 to 200 p~m,50 the content of chlorides in polluted
water is a mough measure of the degree of pollution This is
especially the case with well water~,in which seepage froni - 1

- -1
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cesspoQls into the ground-water tributamy of a well may be

disclosed.
10.6.3 Bacteriologic Examination

The pumpose of bactemiologic examinations is fo indicate thedegree of sewage pollution of the water at the time of sampling

I and thos the possibility that disease may be transmitted by thewater so polluted.The routine bactemiologic examination of water is based on

I the approximate detemmination of the total number of bactemiapresent ~nd the presence om absence of bacteria of intestinal om
sewage origin. Contmary to the osual belief, no examinations are

I made for specific pathogenic micro-organisons, because this isnot practicable, only non-pathogenic indicator omganisms are
sooght which are charactemistic of the intestinal discharges of

I warm-blooded animals, including man, and thus of pollution bysewage om manore.

MPN Index : It is possible to calculate the most probablenumber of coliform bactemia in a given volume of water an index

I of pollution usually expmessed as MPN of coliform bacteria per100 ml of sample This index represents that numbem of bacteriaof this group which, more frequently than any other number,will give the obsemved results. -

1
1
1
1
1
1
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APPENDIX — A

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS - 1
atm t— afmosphere
cc - - - — cubic centimetre -

Cl — Castlron
cm — Centimetre
cm/min — Centimetre per minute
crn/sec ~- Centimetre per second -

cm2 - — Square céntimetmes
col — column
cum — CTubic metres
cumec - ~- Cubic metres per second
deg — degmee
Do — dissolved oxygen
Fig — Figure
g —gram
JTU — Jackson turbidity unit
kg/cm2 — Ki lograms per squ~r~centimetre
KI — Kilolitres
KId — Kilolitres per day
km — Kilometre

— litre
Ipcd — Litre per capita per day
lpd — litmes per day
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lph

1 lph/m2lpm

Ipm/m~•
m3

m3/hr
• mg

mg/l

I mlmld

1
min

I mphm 3/d/ mm3/d/m2

I MPN

• No
OTA

Ip pp
ppm

I mpm
sec —

sq
Vol
wt

1
S
1
1

— litmes per hour
— litmes per hoor per squame metme
— litres per minute
— litmes per min ute per squame metre
— metme
— cubic metme
— cubic metres per hoor
— milligram
— milligram per litre
— mili litres
— million litres per day
— millimetre
— metre per second
— minute
— metmes per hoor
— cubic metres per day
— cubic metres per day
— most probable numbem
— millimicron
— micron
— microgram
— Numbem
— Othotolidine amsenite
—page
— pages
— parts per million
— revolutions per minute
— second
— square
— volume
— weight

169

per minute
per square metre
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APPENDIX — B

CONVERSION TABLE

1. Doses - 1
Milligram per litme (mg/l) 1 part per million (ppm)
gram per cubic metme (g/m3) = lppm

2 Units of length

inch (in) = 00254 m
foot (ft) = 0 3048 ~n -

statute mile = 1609.344 m 1.6 km —

micrometre (~or~~(m)= 0.000001 m (106 m)
miilimetre (mm) 0.001 m 0 000039 in -

centimetme (cm) = 0 01 m = 0.39 in
metre (m) 3 281 ft. = 39.37 in = 1:093 yd
kilometre (km) = 1000 m 0 621 statute mile

3. Units of area

Square inch (in2) = 6.4516 cm2
Squame foot (ft2) = 144 in2 0 0929 mn2 -

Squame yard (yd2) = 9 ft 2 0.83613 rii2 1
Squame mile 640 acres = 2 5899 km2
acre 4840 yd2 4046 8
Square centimetre (cm2) 00001 m2- 0155 in2 - 1
Squame kilometre (km2) 1000000 m2 = 0.3861 sq miie

4 Unit of mass and weight 1
gram = 0.065 g

1
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1
I ounce (uz) = 28 349 gpound (Ib) 1602 oz = 453.592 g

Stone = 14 1h = 6 50 kg -

I hundred weight (cwt) — 112 1h = 50 802 kg (uk)longton(uk)22401b1061t -

milligram (mg)= 0.001 g = 0 0154 gram

I gram (g) = 15 432 gramkilogram (kg) bOOg = 2.2045 1h
metric tonne (t) 1000000g = 09842 ton (Uk) -

1 5 Unit of volumè and capacity
Cubic inch (in3) 16 387 cm3‘ Pint (pt) (uk) = 0 5682 1
uk (Imperial) gallon 4545961 1.2 gat (us).
cubic foot (ft3) = 28.3161 1

1 cubic centimetre (cm3) 0.000001 m3 =0 06102 in3litme (1) = 0.001 m3 0.220 gal (uk) = 0.03531 ft3
6 Units of rate of flow

1 Cubic foot per second (ft3/s) = 28 315i/s = 101 934 m3/h
gallon per minute (uk) (gal/min) = 272.758 l/h

l litre per second (1/s) = 0 03531 ft3/s
litre per hoor (1/h) 0 03531 ft3/h
cubic metre per hour (m3/h) = 0.589 ft3/min

1 7 Units of specific weight S
gram per uk gallon (grain/gal uk) -14 2542 mg/l

I milligram per litre (mg/l) = 0 0702 gram/gat (uk)
gram per litre (g/I) = 70 2 grains/gal (uk)

8. Units of Linear speed

Statute miie per hoor (mile/h) 1 6 km/h
metme per second (m/s) 3 281 ft/s - -

1 kilometre per hour (km/h) = 0.621 statute mile/h
9 Units of energy and power

1 British thermal unitjbtu) = 1 0548 Kjkilo Joule (1000 joules) (KJ) 0 9478 btu

I kilowatt-hour~kwh)= 3412 14 Btu 3600 Kjhorse power (British) 0 7457 kwkilowatt (kw) -1.341 hp.

1



APPENDIX — C

SPECIFICATIONS FOR SPECIAL ITEMS

1. Specifications for procurement of coconut shell media

Coconut shell granu les of uniform size ~ieved between 1
mn~and 2 mm sieve openings1 free from any ïoremgn matermal
and in dry condition and packed in strong polythene bags each
weighing5ükg -

Note Whmle mnviting quotations the fmrms mây beasked to
send their samples of media (minimum one Kg)while quotmng
their rates for the supply of matêrial The ratès may be called for
supply of media per M Tonne F 0 R. to the neamest Ramlway
Station of the work

Rate Per Metric Tonne

2. Specifications for procurement of rigid PVC Square tubes
50 mm x 50 mm size

Rigid PVC Sq~uareïubesof dear inside dimensions of 50 mm x
50 mm and plamn side wal Is with minimum thickness of 1.2 mm~
to be supplied in 3 0 metre Iengths The weight of this tube will
not be Iess than 440 grams per metre length, and the colour will
he black. The PVC material will be used similar to the rigid PVC
pipes as per 1 S. No. 4985/1973 A sample square tube witt be got
approved for above speciïications before supplymng the tubes

1
1
1
1
1
1
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1
I ~ Specifications for supplying and installing in settling tanks alsite, rigid PVC square tube modules

The item mncludes fabricating, supplying and installing at site

in the settling tanks rigid PVC squame tube modules. Themodules will be fabricated by using black coloum nigid PVC

I square tubes 50 mm x 50 mm dear inside and of 1.2 mm averagethickness and of 60 cm in lengths and fixed at 60°angle to thehomizontal, with solvent cement in opposite directions, so as to

I form modules of 30 cm width 50 cm in height and of requimedlengths to cover all the area of the settling tanks Both the ends
of the modoles will be properly sealed so as to give stabie

I support at the ends and to prevent short circulation of maw waterfrom the bottom of the tube settlers layem The supports for the
modules wifl be provided by the department in the form of

I masonmy or R.C C projections of 70 to 80 mm width om by fixingM S. angles of size 70 mm x 70 mm x 8 mm at the required level
in the settling tanks. A man-hole of 30 cm x 60 cm smze will also

be kept by a tube m~duleto approach the bottom of tube layerThe PVC tubes will be cut at 600 angie so to give plain surfaces

I at the top and the bottom of the modules The gaps between themodule sides and vertical faces of settling tanks will be propemlysealed by PVC angles and material to prevent any short circulation

I of flow from bottom to top The PVC square to bes and sotventwill be got approved for quality from the Dept. (Rate for per
square metre of the area to be covered).

I P’~ote Suitable changes can ~ made in the above specificationspartmcularly if the supplier is to provide the supporting work fortube modules in the settling tanks. S

1 ~. Specifications for the supply of filter sand for rapid sand
filters.

5 The shape, size and quality of filter sand shall satmsfy thèfollowing forms

I (i) Sand shall be of hard and mesistant qoamtz or quartzite andfree of day, fine particles, soft gramns and dirt of every

I description.(ii) Effectivésize shall be 0.5 mm in avemage, and will not beless than 0.45 mm and more than 0 55 mm in any case

1
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1
(iii) Uniformity coefficient shall be 1 5 in average bot shail not

be more than 1 7 in any case. - 1 —

(iv) Ignition lossshali not exceed 0.7 percent b~’weight. --
(v) Soluble fraction in hydrochlomic acid (40%) shall not exceed

50% byweight - - -

(vi) Specific gi-avity shail be in the range between 2.55 to 2 65
(vii) Wearing loss shall not exceed 3% - - -

(Note : sand to be supplmed in strong gunny bags and Rate for

per cobic metre)

5. Supplying of filter gravel for supporting Iayers

The filter gravel shall be spherical, hard, clean and uniform-in
quality and also shall not contain soch imporities asdirt and
day. The sizes and quantities of gravel layers can be worked Out - -

as below - 1
3mmto 5mm

Gravel size Depth from top Qoantity 1
to bottom in cum

3mm to 5mm —7cm
Smm tolOmm —8cm

lOmm tô2Omm - —10cm
-2Omm

3Omm
to30mm
to50mm

—10cm
—15cm 1

-

Total 50 cm Rate per cum

(Note : Some adjustments can be made according to the
available gravel sizes and available depth in filter beds)

6. Supply of manifolds and Jaterals for under drainage system of
filter beds : Please refer to para 5.9.2

~•1
--1
111
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1
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1
1 Discharges Over Sharp Crested Weirs and 90°V Notch

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

‘1
1

Length 0 3m 0 6m 0 8m 1 Om 1 5m 2 Om
of weir

90°V
Notch

Head in
centi- Discharges in Litres Per Second
metres -

5 0 6 26 12.52 1669 20 87 31.30 41 73

6 0 8 21 1641 21 88 27.36 41.03 54 71

70 10.31 206e 2754 3443 - -51.~5 68.8e
80 1262 2523 3364 4206 63.08 8411

90 15 06 30.12 40 16 - 50.20 75 30 1OO~4O
100 1765 3531 4708 5885 8827 11769

120 23.26 46.53 62.04 77.55 11632 15510

140 2941 5883 7843 9804 14706 196091

160 3607 7214 9619 12023 18035 24046
180 43 21 8643 115 23 14404 216.07 28809

200 5083 101 65 135 54 16942 254.13 338.84

22.0 5889 11779 15705 19631 29447 392 62

24.0 6740 13481 17974 22468 33702 44936
26.0 76.35 152.69 203 59 25449 381 73 - 508.98

28 0 85 71 171 43 22857 285 71 428 57 571 43
300 ‘ 95,50 -- 19100 25466 31833 47749 6366& -

0.803
1 257

1836
2551

3 409

4.420

6935

10167

14169
19000

24 719

31.359
38973

47 606

57 306
68106
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References of Papers Published by Dr. J.N. Kardile

1 “Crushed Coconut shell as a new filter media for dual and 1
multi-layemed filters”.
Joumnal IWWA, Vol. IV, No 1 (1972).
Also presented at the Annoal Convention of IWWA of 1972

2. “Simplified rapidsand filters for mumal areas”.
Joumnal IWWA, Vol IV. No. 3, (1972) 1

3. “Water treatment problems irtrural areas”.
Joumnal IWWA, Vol. V, No. 1, (1973).
Also presented at the Annual Convention of IWWA of 1973.

4 “Development of Ground Water Sources for rural water
supply schemes”. 1
Joumnal IWWA, Vol V, No. 2 (1973) -

5. “An unconvemional 0.50 mgd treatment plant for Ramtek
Town, Nagpur”
Joumnal IWWA, Vol. VI, No 1 (1974)
Also presented atthe Annual Convention of IWWA of 1974 -- 1

6 “One year observation onfilter plant at Ramtek near Nagpur”
Joornal IWWA, Vol VIII, No 1(1976)
Also presented at the Annual Convention of IWWA of 1976 - - 1

7 “A new uncoriventionaftreatrnent plant at Varangaon”.
Joumnal1WWA, Vol X, No. 1 (1978)

Also presented at the Annual Convention of IWWA of 1978.

1
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8. “A new unconventional treatment plant for chandomi Village”

I Joumnal IWWA, Vol. XI, No 1, (1979).Also presented attheAnnual Convention of IWWA of 1979.
9 Ph.D. Thesis on the “Development of simple and economic

1 filtration methods for mumal water supplies” sobmitted to theNagpur University in December 1978 and Degmee awarded
in February 1980.

1 10. “Augmentation of Water Treatment Plant at Nasik Road
(Maharashtma) by application of New Techniques”

I Journal IWWA, Vol. XIII, No. 2, (1981).Also presented at the Annual Convention of IWWA of 1981
11. “Development of simple and economic filtration methods

I for rural water supplies”.Joumnal of IWSA ‘Wasser Berlin 1981” issue of “AQUA;,
No 1 (1981).

1 The papem was presented at the specialised conference of“LowCostTechnology” held at Berlin in April, 1981.
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FOUNDATION FOR SIMPLIFIED FILTERS

The aim of the Foundationis to propagateSimpilfied Filters a

basedon low cost technologyfor rural water supply schemes.
Forturbid water sources,the conventionalrapid sandandslow
sandfilters have- becomevery costly and show difficulties in
their maintenanceparticularly for small capacityplants. The
Simplified Filters alreadyprovedsuccessfulat Ramtek,Varangaon
and Chandori in MaharashtraState, India andas describedin
this bookcanbe advantagiouslyadoptedin ruralandsemi-rural
schemesin developingcountries. -

It is thereforeproposedto givethis usefulservicethroughthe
‘Foundation For Simplified Fiters’, specially in the below-
mentionedaspeets.

* Preparationof detalleddesignsanddrawingsfor Simplified

Filtersbasedon Ramtek, VarangaonandChandoritype low
cost water treatment plants for Governmentand Semi-.
Goijernment bodies. New techniquesdeveloped in these
designswill also be suggested. - -

* Advicefor difficulties experienced,during constructionand
malntenarrceof suchSimplified Filters.

* Advicefor utilisation of specialitems : ±i- T

(i) Use of crushedcoconut-shelimedia for high rate dual
mediafilters.

(ii) Use of pretreatorof Chandoritype Simplified Filtration
Plant. -

In caseyou wishto get anyinformation on theseaspects,you
are requestedto kindly contacton thebelowmentionedaddress.

DR. J.N. KARDILE

5/87, “Shubhankaroti”,NearNasilcRoadCollege, . - 1
Nasik Road - 422 101, Maharashtra. Telephone 62733.
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FOUNDATION FOR SIMPLIFIED FILTERS
1

The aim of the Foundationis to propogateSimplified Filters
basedon low cost technologyfor rural water supply schemes.
For turbidwater sources,the conventionalrapid sandandslow
sand filters have becomevery costly and show difficulties in
their maintenanceparticularly for small capacity plants. The
Simplified Filters alreadyprovedsuccessfulat Ramtek.Varangaon
andChandoriin MaharashtraState,India andas describedin
this bookcanbe advantagiouslyadoptedin ruralandsemi-rural
shcemesin developingcountries. 1

It is thereforeproposedto give this usefulservicethroughthe
‘Foundation For Simplified Filters’, specially in the below- 1
mentionedaspeuts.

* Preparationof detaileddesignsanddrawingsfor Simplified

Filters basedon Ramtek,VarangaonandChandori-type low
cost water treatment piants for Governmentand Semi-
Governmentbodies. New techniquesdevelopedin these
designswill alsobe suggested

* Advicefor difficulties experienced,during constructionand-

maintenanceof suchSimplified Filters.
* Advice for utilisation of specialitems

(i) Use of ciushed coconut-shelimedia for high rate dual 1
mediafilters.

(ii) Use of pretreatorof Chandoritype simplified filtration
plant.

In caseyou wish to get anyinformationon theseaspects,you
arerequestedto kindly contacton the belowmentionedaddess.

DR. J.N.KARDILE -

5/87, “Shubhankarotl”,NeerNasikRoadcollege, -

NasikRoad422 101. MaharashtraTetephone 62733 -


